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Introduction 

 

1 The chemical synapse: a computationally and physiologically 

plastic unit 

 

1.1 Brain wiring: a lifelong plastic process  

Animal behavior is inextricably linked to brain wiring. The brain regulates such basic but vital 

processes as breathing, heart rhythm, and stimuli perception to higher order processes such as 

learning and decision-making. The regulation of these processes ultimately depends on the 

activity of distinct neural networks. The great bulk of these networks is genetically 

programmed, forming distinct brain regions that are well conserved between members of a 

same species, and even between different phylum classes. However, in order to adapt to a 

constantly changing environment, the brain needs to conserve a certain deal of plasticity. 

Memory, for example, essentially depends on the capacity of rewiring neural networks to 

retain new information.  

We now know that a great deal of plastic processes thought to stop after development remain 

in adulthood. Neurogenesis, for example, was found to occur throughout life both in the 

hippocampus and in the olfactory bulb. These newly formed neurons grow out and integrate 

into pre-formed neural networks by forming new connections to regulate network activity 

(Aimone et al. 2014). Beyond neurogenesis, the majority of neurons formed early in 

development can change their activity throughout life to adapt to changing requirements. This 

adaptation can be done either by increasing or decreasing the number of synapses a neuron 

will make onto other neurons within the network, or by changing the strength of the synapse 

itself, in a process known as synaptic plasticity.  

This section will outline the structure and function of the synapse before introducing different 

forms of synaptic plasticity, focusing on presynaptically-induced plasticity and known 

mechanisms of action.  
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1.2 Synaptic structure and function 

The synapse is a highly compartmentalized structure whose primary function is in 

intercellular signaling. Within the brain, it is typically formed between the axon of one neuron 

and the dendrite of a second neuron. While the main inputs to synapses are changes in the 

electrical potential of the membrane, the signal transduction that occurs at a neuronal synapse 

is principally chemical. The most widely accepted model of synaptic transmission goes as 

follows: An action potential arriving at a synapse will trigger the activation of voltage gated 

calcium channels (VGCCs), inducing Ca
2+

 entry into the presynaptic compartment. This 

presynaptic Ca
2+

 rise initiates synaptic vesicle fusion to the presynaptic membrane and the 

release of the neurotransmitters contained within into the synaptic cleft (Figure 1). These 

neurotransmitters go on to activate specific receptors at the post-synaptic membrane, where 

activation of ionotropic receptors leads to ion exchange with the extracellular medium. 

Depending on the neurotransmitter released and receptor activated, this process leads to 

depolarization or hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic membrane, corresponding to 

excitatory or inhibitory transmission, respectively.  

These steps occur through highly regulated processes and specified structures contained 

within each compartment (Figure 1). At the synaptic cleft the postsynaptic and presynaptic 

sites are mirrored by the post synaptic density (PSD) and presynaptic active zone (AZ) 

respectively. These densely packed structures are easily identifiable by electron microscopy 

and are essential to evoked synaptic transmission (Figure 1B). The AZ docks and primes 

vesicles for fusion, and the postsynaptic density docks neurotransmitter receptors at the 

membrane. Furthermore, the presynaptic site contains a number of synaptic vesicles (SVs) 

separated into different functional pools, which can be tapped on depending on synaptic 

activity (Figure 1B).  

This section will briefly review some of the steps and structures important in synaptic 

signaling with regards to the presynaptic compartment.  
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1.2.1 Presynaptic Structure 

1.2.1.1.1 The Active Zone 

Similarly to the post-synaptic density (PSD), the active zone (AZ) is the “site of action” of the 

presynaptic compartment, where SVs are docked and primed for fusion. It is precisely aligned 

to the postsynaptic density in order to ensure precise targeting of neurotransmitters to 

postsynaptic receptors and thus ensure fast and efficient signal transmission. Recent studies, 

using superresolution microscopy, have even observed what the authors call nanocolumns, a 

trans-synaptic alinement of AZ and PSD scaffolding proteins into virtual columns, the 

integrity of which affects synaptic efficacy (Tang et al. 2016).  

The majority of the active zone is composed of scaffolding proteins, which help anchor and 

prime synaptic vesicles ready to be released (Figure 2), or the readily releasable pool (RRP). 

The precise function of all of these still remains to be fully understood, however a number of 
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them are known to interact directly with proteins of the synaptic vesicle membrane (Südhof 

2012). For example, the AZ scaffolding protein Rim1α is known to interact directly with the 

SV protein Rab3A, docking the vesicles at the AZ (Haucke, Neher, and Sigrist 2011). Other 

known proteins such as bassoon and piccolo are also thought to play a role, if not in directly 

docking vesicles, at least in the maintenance of the AZ structure. It is further suspected that 

some of these proteins help prime vesicle for fusion with the plasma membrane, such as 

Munc-13 found to catalyze the SNARE complex essential for membrane fusion (Südhof 

2012). 

1.2.1.2 Synaptic Vesicle Pools  

While a great number of synaptic vesicles are present at the presynaptic bouton, around 200 at 

hippocampal synapses as observed through electron microscopy (EM) (Harris and Sultan 

1995; Schikorski and Stevens 1997), not all of them are competent for membrane fusion. A 

great majority of them are clustered within the bouton, bound by proteins such as synapsins 

which immobilize them by tethering them to each other and to the actin cytoskeleton (Siksou 

et al. 2007; Fornasiero et al. 2012). This observation among others has led to the 

categorization of different synaptic vesicle pools depending on their fusion-competence 

(Figure 2). 

1.2.1.2.1 The readily releasable pool (RRP) 

 The readily releasable pool indicates the synaptic vesicles ready to be released upon evoked 

stimulation. It is typically qualified as the pool released upon low frequency stimulation, or 

when exposed to hypertonic sucrose solutions (Rosenmund and Stevens 1996). The RRP has 

typically been identified as the vesicles docked at the active zone, although it was found that 

certain docked vesicles do not undergo fusion (Darcy et al. 2006; Harata et al. 2001; Marra et 

al. 2012; Ratnayaka et al. 2012). Nonetheless, it has been shown that the number of docked 

vesicles correlates positively with the probability of release (Branco, Marra, and Staras 2010), 

as well as AZ and PSD sizes (Rosenmund and Stevens 1996). It contains on average between 

5 and 15 synaptic vesicles at small hippocampal synapses (Harris and Sultan 1995; Schikorski 

et al. 1997).  
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1.2.1.2.2 The reserve pool, or recycling pool 

 The reserve pool indicates the synaptic vesicles that are recruited for release once the RRP is 

depleted. This recruitment typically occurs upon strong stimulation, or upon exposure to high 

concentrations of extracellular K
+
 (50-90mM). It is also typically thought to comprise mainly 

recently endocytosed vesicles. Indeed, studies find that RRP refilling during sustained 

stimulation will preferentially occur through newly recycled vesicles, which are more mobile 

(Gaffield, Rizzoli, and Betz 2006; Kamin et al. 2010) and preferentially relocate close to the 

active zone (Marra et al. 2012; Schikorski et al. 1997). This property has also given the 

reserve pool the name of ‘recycling pool’. It includes approximately 20-30% of the total pool, 

although this can vary greatly up to 70% depending on the synapse and stimulation paradigm 

(Annette Denker and Rizzoli 2010). Similarly to the RRP, its size has been found to correlate 

positively with probability of release (Murthy and Stevens 1998; Waters and Smith 2002).  

 

Figure 2. Synaptic vesicle Pools and Recycling 

(A) Schematic drawing of the vesicle pools within a synapse. (B) Schematic representation of AZ and 
synaptic vesicle proteins known to interact during synaptic vesicle recycling (adapted from Sudhof et 
al. (2012)) 

A B 

RRP 

Recyling 

Pool 

Resting 

Pool 
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1.2.1.2.3 The resting pool 

The resting pool indicates the synaptic vesicles which are not recruited upon evoked 

stimulation and it typically comprises a majority of the synaptic vesicles of the total pool. It is 

relatively unknown why such a large quantity of supposedly fusion incompetent vesicles 

resides within the bouton. One suggestion is that a portion of these vesicles may be precursor 

vesicles which are not neurotransmitter filled, but act as a buffer for proteins involved in 

vesicle recycling (Shupliakov 2009; A. Denker, Bethani, et al. 2011; A. Denker, Krohnert, et 

al. 2011). Furthermore, there is evidence of SV trading between the recycling pool and the 

resting pool (Kim and Ryan 2010; Ratnayaka et al. 2012), and certain forms of synaptic 

modulation have been found to recruit SVs from the resting pool as a form of potentiation 

(Tyler et al. 2006; J. Jung et al. 2014), suggesting that the resting pool may act as a resource 

in the modulation of synaptic activity.  

Although the spatial distribution of vesicles within the presynaptic compartment appears to 

have a lot to do with their assignment to one of the pools, this does not appear to be a 

consistent rule as docked vesicles are not necessarily fusion competent and recycling vesicles 

can be found intermixed within the resting pool (Fowler and Staras 2015a). Some have 

therefore suggested there may be molecular markers distinguishing the different pools. 

SNARE proteins have been suggested to be good candidates, as it was found that VAMP7 is 

more present in resting vesicles, whereas VAMP2 may be preferentially located to the 

recycling pool (Hua et al. 2011), for example. Others have suggested that vesicle mobility 

within the presynaptic bouton may be a better indicator of pool assignment. Indeed, as 

mentioned previously, recycling vesicles are more mobile than resting pool vesicles (Gaffield, 

Rizzoli, and Betz 2006; Kamin et al. 2010). One reason for this may be the tethering of 

resting pool vesicles to the actomyosin cytoskeleton through synapsins, as inhibition of 

synapsin, either through genetic deletion or phosphorylation, increases mobility of vesicles 

within the presynaptic compartment (Orenbuch et al. 2012; Gaffield, Rizzoli, and Betz 2006). 

1.2.2 Presynaptic function: synaptic vesicle recycling 

While the basic principles underlying synaptic vesicle release upon stimulation have been 

known for some time, the knowledge concerning the different steps of synaptic vesicle 

recruitment, priming and recycling is relatively poor. One main reason for this paucity is the 

small size of the presynaptic compartment, especially at central small synapses, as well as the 
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minute size of its composing elements. Indeed, axonal boutons are on average around 1µm
3
 in 

volume, with synaptic vesicles being around 30-50nm in diameter, approximately 4x smaller 

than the resolution of conventional microscopy techniques. While this discrepancy can be 

overcome with electron microscopy (EM), EM does not lend itself well to studying the highly 

dynamic processes involved in synaptic vesicle cycling, which occur within a couple of 

seconds.  

This section will briefly review what is known of the essential steps of the synaptic vesicle 

cycle within the presynaptic terminal. 

1.2.2.1 Synaptic vesicle docking and priming 

In order to rapidly respond to arriving stimuli, synaptic vesicles need to be positioned close to 

the presynaptic membrane and ready to be released. This is made possible by the docking of 

synaptic vesicles at the active zone (AZ). Although the specific mechanisms inducing SV 

docking are poorly understood, Rab3‐interacting molecules (RIMs) are thought to play an 

important role. Indeed, RIM proteins are known to bind to SV membrane proteins such as 

Rab3 (Haucke, Neher, and Sigrist 2011), by which they may tether SVs to the AZ. RIMs have 

also been found to interact with VGCCs (Deng et al. 2011; Han et al. 2011; Kaeser et al. 

2011; K. S. Y. Liu et al. 2011). This interaction may allow them to dock SVs close to 

VGCCs, which would accelerate SV/membrane fusion initiation upon depolarization.  

1.2.2.2 Exocytosis 

The release of vesicle contents into the extracellular medium, known as exocytosis, occurs 

upon SV fusion to the presynaptic membrane. This reaction is known to occur through the 

formation of a SNARE complex between SNARE proteins of the SV membrane, such as 

VAMP2, and SNARE proteins of the plasma membrane, such as SNAP25. Formation of a 

complex between these proteins draws the two membranes together, forcing their fusion 

(Fasshauer et al. 1998). 

While it is clear that Ca
2+

 entry upon depolarization initiates the fusion of synaptic vesicles, 

how this initiates the formation of the SNARE complex is relatively unclear. Synaptotagmin 

has been posited as a candidate as its calcium binding form is known to interact both with 

SNAREs and the plasma membrane, which may allow it to catalyze complex formation upon 

depolarization-induced Ca
2+

 entry (Chapman 2008). 
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1.2.2.3 Endocytosis 

Endocytosis, or vesicle formation from the plasma membrane, is an important step of the 

synaptic vesicle cycle as it both compensates for the increase in membrane surface induced by 

exocytosis as well as replenishing the depleted synaptic vesicle pool. Importantly, endocytosis 

is often triggered by exocytosis, although the extent to which these mechanisms are linked is 

still under debate (Rizzoli 2014). 

Upon SV fusion to the plasma membrane, the resulting SV membrane protein pool clusters 

and diffuses along the plasma membrane (Willig et al. 2006; Hoopmann et al. 2010; Opazo et 

al. 2010), clearing out of the synaptic cleft (Z. Li and Murthy 2001; Fernández-Alfonso, 

Kwan, and Ryan 2006; Wienisch and Klingauf 2006). There, these protein clusters are taken 

up through invagination of the plasma membrane to form novel synaptic vesicles.  

Arguably the most widespread form of endocytosis is clathrin-dependent endocytosis. This 

process is relatively slow compared to exocytosis, causing a bottleneck for vesicle pool 

replenishment upon strong stimulations (Miller and Heuser 1984; Heuser et al. 1979; Heuser 

and Reese 1981). Initiation of the endocytotic process is elusive. Once plasma membrane 

invagination has started, clathrin-chain assemblies known as “triskelia” coat the forming 

vesicle. The vesicle is then detached from plasma membrane, through the action of ring-like 

dynamin assemblies, released of clathrin and refilled with neurotransmitter through specific 

transporters (Rizzoli 2014). 

Other known forms of endocytosis have been described. One such form is bulk endocytosis, a 

process by which excessive exocytosis, for example under strong and repetitive stimulation, 

causes the presynaptic membrane to fold in onto itself. The resulting endosome is then budded 

off through clathrin-mediated endocytosis within the presynaptic terminal (Rizzoli 2014).  

Another form of vesicle recycling is performed through a process termed ‘kiss and run’. SVs 

undergoing this process do not completely fuse with the plasma membrane, but are opened 

just enough to release part of their content before reforming. This form of recycling has an 

advantage over conventional recycling as it is much faster than clathrin-mediated endocytosis 

(Q. Zhang, Li, and Tsien 2009; Park, Li, and Tsien 2012), meaning vesicle pools can be 

replenished more quickly. The relative part of ‘kiss and run’ events as compared to 

conventional SV recycling in synaptic signaling remains to be established however (Granseth 

et al. 2006; Granseth et al. 2009).  
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1.3 Synaptic plasticity 

A great number of behavioral functions rely on the plasticity of neural systems. Arguably one 

of the simplest ways of regulating this is by modifying the activity of different neurons by 

modifying the activity of different synapses at different points in time, a phenomenon known 

as synaptic plasticity. While the difficulty of correlating synaptic plasticity with behavioral 

outputs in the past had struck a debate as to the in vivo relevance of known forms of plasticity 

(Malenka and Bear 2004), advances in the past decade have overcome these doubts, with a 

number of studies showing the direct involvement of synaptic plasticity in a number of 

behavioral processes, including monocular deprivation, reward seeking, and fear conditioning 

(reviews in (Malenka and Bear 2004) and (Monday and Castillo 2017)).  

Synaptic plasticity is the process by which the output of a synapse to depolarizing stimuli is 

changed. An increase in the output is termed a potentiation, while a decrease is named a 

depression. The induction of these changes typically occurs through activation of G-protein 

coupled receptors (GPCRs). Indeed, forms of plasticity have been described for GPCR 

activation of most of the major neurotransmitter systems, including dopaminergic, 

serotoninergic, glutamatergic and GABAergic. Indeed, GPCR-induced plasticity englobes 

most forms of plasticity described, with one major exception being NMDA-induced forms 

(Atwood, Lovinger, and Mathur 2014).  

The induction of synaptic plasticity has been described both at presynaptic and postsynaptic 

compartments. Postsynapticly-induced plasticity results in decreases or increases in 

postsynaptic ionic currents in response to neurotransmitter release. Presynapticly-induced 

plasticity results in an increase or decrease in the probability of neurotransmitter release.  

Synaptic plasticity can be transient, occurring on a timescale of milliseconds to a couple of 

minutes, in which case it is termed short-term plasticity. Changes can further persist from 

30min to several weeks (Malenka and Bear 2004), in which case it is known as long-term 

plasticity (Figure 3A). Importantly, a number of GPCRs known to induce plasticity are 

known to enact both short- and long-term forms (Atwood, Lovinger, and Mathur 2014). What 

mediates the induction of a short term rather than a long-term form of plasticity in these cases 

is unknown, although it is suggested that previous synaptic activity and duration of GPCR 

activation may be mediating factors (Atwood, Lovinger, and Mathur 2014). 
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Indeed, the mechanisms underlying short-term forms of plasticity are often tied to relatively 

simple molecular cascades, such as the direct modulation of ion channels, regulating 

membrane excitability. Long-term forms of plasticity however recruit complex signaling 

cascades and the mechanisms regulating their long-term maintenance remain often unknown, 

particularly concerning the presynaptic forms (Figure 3B). This section will focus on long-

term forms of presynaptic plasticity, looking at what is known of the common molecular or 

structural mechanisms they induce that ultimately lead to changes in synaptic strength.  

1.3.1 Ca
2+ 

level regulation  

As opposed to short-term forms of plasticity, it would appear that both long-term potentiation 

(LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) depend on increases in presynaptic Ca
2+

 levels 

(Lüscher and Malenka 2012). However, studies have suggested that the magnitude of the 

increase determines the orientation of the plasticity, towards depression or potentiation. This 

was found to be the case in at hippocampal mossyfiber/CA3 synapses, where strong or weak 

activity would induce LTP or LTD respectively presumably by modulating the level of 

presynaptic Ca
2+

 (Tzounopoulos et al. 1998). This necessity for Ca
2+

 holds true when 

considering that both LTP and LTD have been found to recruit kinases and phosphatases for 

induction and/or maintenance, which either directly depend on Ca
2+

 for activation or recruit 

calcium dependent processes.  

1.3.2 Kinase recruitment as a bidirectional switch 

One of the most observed mediators of long-term plasticity is the cAMP/PKA signaling 

pathway, although the specific mechanisms underlying its effect on neurotransmitter release 

remains elusive. Indeed, increases and decreases of cAMP/PKA signaling have been reported 

in LTP and LTD respectively (Ying Yang and Calakos 2013). Many forms of LTP and LTD 

are dependent on GPCRs most often coupled to Gs and Gi/o type proteins, respectively, both of 

which have opposite effects on cAMP/PKA signaling. Thus, Gs coupled GPCRs such as the 

dopamine-1 receptor (D1R) are found to induce LTP in a PKA-dependent manner (C. Li and 

Rainnie 2014), whereas Gi/o coupled receptors such as mGluR2/3, D2R or CB1R are found to 

induce LTD through PKA (Ying Yang and Calakos 2013). This model favors a common 

target mechanism in the bidirectional regulation of synaptic plasticity at the synapse, although 

the nature of this mechanism remains to be determined.  

Other kinases found to affect presynaptic forms of plasticity are mitogen-activated protein 

kinases, found downstream of LTD induction (Morrison and Davis 2003). Their downstream 
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mechanisms in plasticity are poorly understood, however these kinases have been known to 

be involved in the expression of immediate early genes, which may help to induce protein 

synthesis for long-term maintenance.  

1.3.3 Protein synthesis 

Protein synthesis has long been established as essential in a number of postsynaptic forms of 

synaptic plasticity (Santini, Huynh, and Klann 2014), and has therefore been postulated as a 

potential mediator of presynaptic forms. Indeed, some forms of presynaptic plasticity have 

been found to rely on protein synthesis (Yin et al. 2006; Y. Y. Huang, Li, and Kandel 1994; 

Calixto et al. 2003; Younts et al. 2016). Similarly to Ca
2+

-dependence however this does not 

appear to be bidirectional as both LTP and LTD forms have been found to depend on protein 

synthesis.  

While the proteins synthesized are most likely different for both LTP and LTD their nature in 

both cases is as of yet unknown, but may include the production of kinases or phosphatases 

necessary for LTP/LTD maintenance, as well as certain structural proteins such as AZ or 

vesicle proteins that could be used to strengthen the synapse.  

1.3.4 Release machinery modulation 

One of the most promising candidates suggested to be the substrate of long-term plasticity is 

the AZ protein RIM1α. Among its several known functions, RIM1α is known to bind to the 

SV Rab3 proteins, docking them to the AZ, as well as to VGCCs, bringing them closer to the 

AZ and synaptic vesicles (Deng et al. 2011; Han et al. 2011; Kaeser et al. 2011; K. S. Y. Liu 

et al. 2011). Rim1α is also known to interact with a number of other AZ scaffolding proteins, 

such as Munc-13, which may help it catalyze vesicle priming (Südhof 2012). As such, RIM1α 

appears to be a good target to regulate synaptic plasticity and indeed, with its interacting 

proteins Munc13 and Rab3A, it was found to be necessary for a number of forms of 

presynaptic LTP and LTD (Ying Yang and Calakos 2013). 

Although PKA is known to be able to phosphorylate RIM1α, which would elegantly link the 

cAMP/PKA and Rim1α dependence of many of these forms of plasticity, attempts to show an 

interaction between the two pathways has been relatively mixed (Lonart et al. 2003; Simsek-

Duran, Linden, and Lonart 2004; Kaeser et al. 2008; Y. Yang and Calakos 2010; Castillo et 

al. 2002).  
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1.3.5 Synaptic vesicle pool modulation 

Another candidate target for bidirectional long-term plasticity is in the recruitment/depletion 

of the synaptic vesicles from different SV pools. Although findings in this area are relatively 

scarce, an increase/reduction in RRP size has been found to mediate certain forms of LTP and 

LTD respectively (Fowler and Staras 2015b). Furthermore, bidirectional recruitment of SVs 

to and from the resting pool was found to mediate plasticity, with CDK5- dependent 

recruitment of SVs from the resting pool thought to mediate NMDA-dependent LTP (Fowler 

and Staras 2015b). Conversely, eCB-LTD was found to require calcineurin (Heifets, 

Chevaleyre, and Castillo 2008), which has been found to mediate the transfer of vesicles from 

the recycling pool to the resting pool (Marra et al. 2012).  

1.3.6 Structural modulation 

Much like postsynaptic spines, a number of studies have shown that presynaptic sites can 

show extensive structural modulation. Indeed it has been shown that, while a majority of 

axonal boutons will remain stable over the course of weeks to months, particularly in 

adulthood (De Paola et al. 2006; Qiao et al. 2016), bouton turnover can occur on a timescale 

of minutes to hours at certain neurons (Kuhlman and Huang 2008; Marik et al. 2010; Keck et 

al. 2011; Fu et al. 2012; Schuemann et al. 2013), often in an activity dependent manner (Fu et 

al. 2012; Kuriu, Yanagawa, and Konishi 2012; Schuemann et al. 2013).  

Furthermore, axonal boutons have been shown to change size in an activity-dependent 

manner. Stimulation of individual boutons through glutamate uncaging was found to increase 

bouton volume along with spine size, although the change occurred relatively slowly, 

increasing by 45% over 3 hours, difference to control only becoming significant after 130min 

(Meyer, Bonhoeffer, and Scheuss 2014). Given the relatively slow time course described, it 

could be suggested that structural changes may start to occur upon plasticity induction, but 

may occur on a nanoscopic scale. This hypothesis needs further research.  
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Figure 3. Synaptic plasticity and its potential mechanisms 

(A) Operational definitions for distinct forms of synaptic depression (adapted from Atwood et al. 
(2014)) (B) Potential mechanisms of presynaptic plasticity.  Both LTP and LTD have been found to 

occur through mediated changes in Ca
2+

, G-protein recruitment, protein synthesis, changes in 
release machinery and structural changes, potentially occurring through actin cytoskeleton 
modulation. (adapted from Monday and Castillo (2012) and Yang and Calakos (2013)) 
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2 Thesis Aim  

 

While there is little information on presynaptically induced synaptic plasticity, that is not to 

say that it does not hold importance within behavior. Indeed, the cannabinoid type-1 receptor 

(CB1R) is one known presynaptically located modulator of synaptic plasticity, and is one of 

the most abundant transmembrane receptors in the brain. It has long been known to affect 

both short-term forms of synaptic plasticity as well as long-term forms, and its activity has 

been tied to a number of behavioral correlates, including effects on memory, mood, motor-

activity and perception . Nonetheless, although the mechanisms driving short-term effects of 

CB1R induced plasticity are well established, those mediating its long-term effects remain 

poorly understood, with a number of candidate mechanisms having been suggested but none 

properly confirmed.  

In parallel, CB1R has been found to affect neural development. Early studies, including one 

issued by my hosting team, have shown CB1R to be highly expressed in the axons of 

developing projection neurons (Romero et al. 1997; Berghuis et al. 2007; Vitalis et al. 2008). 

Looking further into individual neuron development in cultures, studies showed that 

modulation of CB1R activity had a significant effect on neuronal morphology, including axon 

and dendrite length, as well as dendrite number (Berghuis et al. 2005; Berghuis et al. 2007; 

Vitalis et al. 2008). Furthermore, a number of studies would specifically find CB1R-activation 

to have a repulsive effect on axonal growth cone pathfinding (Berghuis et al. 2007; Argaw et 

al. 2011). Combined, these findings would point towards a downstream effect of CB1R 

activation on the actomyosin cytoskeleton (Berghuis et al. 2007), known effector of axonal 

outgrowth (Dent, Gupton, and Gertler 2011), although the specific molecular pathway 

employed had yet to be determined.  

When I arrived within the hosting team at the start of my thesis, the team held important 

results showing a downstream pathway linking CB1R activation to contraction of the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton and growth cone retraction, results to which I contributed to before 

publishing (Roland et al., 2014). Importantly, these results provided a novel effector pathway 

downstream of neuronal CB1R through RhoA/ ROCK activation and phosphorylation of the 

cytoskeletal motor non-muscle myosin II.  
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Given the elusive nature of CB1R-induced plasticity and the molecular pathway described in 

our article, one obvious question given these results was whether CB1R-activation might 

recruit actomyosin contractility to induce long-term plasticity. The aim of my thesis has 

therefore been in providing answers to this question.  

To start providing answers, two initial questions were formulated: 

(1) Is there evidence that the actomyosin cytoskeleton may play a role in synaptic 

plasticity? 

(2) Is there evidence that CB1R may recruit the actomyosin cytoskeleton at synapses?  

The following sections will explore evidence that provides answers to these questions before 

arriving at the main results obtained during my thesis.   
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3 The Actomyosin Cytoskeleton and Synaptic Activity  

 

Cells hold a plethora of different proteins allowing them to perform essential functions for 

organism survival. These functions could not be carried out however without a specific 

structural organization allowing them both to quickly and efficiently cycle essential proteins 

to their necessary locations (a process more efficient than random diffusion) as well as a core 

structure allowing them to hold or adapt depending on the necessities of the organism. Cells 

are therefore composed of a cytoskeleton which gives them structure. This cytoskeleton is 

composed of different types of filaments which hold both similar and different roles. These 

are mainly microfilaments, or filamentous actin (F-actin) composed of actin, microtubules 

composed of α- and β- tubulin, and intermediate filaments, which may be composed of 

various different proteins including formin.  

Focusing on the two best described components, actin filaments and microtubules vary in 

their filament structure and dynamics. While actin filaments are relatively thin, around 7nm in 

diameter, microtubules are larger, around 25nm. Given their simple structure, actin filaments 

are therefore more adapted to mediate processes requiring fast assembly and disassembly, 

while the more stable nature of microtubules is more adapted to providing structural stability, 

a property which is reflected in their preferential location within cell processes. Indeed, while 

microtubules are more prominent in the cell body and at the dendritic shaft of polarized 

dendrites, actin filaments are often preferentially located in dynamic processes, such as 

migration rings in endothelial cells or growth cones in neurons. This is further reflected at the 

synapse, with one study revealing actin to be twice more prevalent than tubulin in 

synaptosomes (Wilhelm et al., 2014). By this logic, synapses are structurally dynamic 

compartments, requiring actin dynamics in their functions (Kevenaar and Hoogenraad 2015). 

This chapter will introduce the fundamentals of actin and myosin in the composition of the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton before outlining the importance of actomyosin dynamics in synaptic 

structure and function, with a particular focus on what is known of presynaptic actomyosin 

and how it may contribute to presynaptically-induced synaptic plasticity.  
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3.1 The actomyosin cytoskeleton 

3.1.1 Actin filaments 

An actin filament (F-actin) is composed of 2 chains intertwined in a helical structure. These 

chains are composed of monomeric G-actin, the asymmetric structure of which endows a 

polarized nature to actin filaments, of which a barbed, or (+), end and a (-) end can be 

distinguished. F-actin formation starts with the nucleation of G-actin monomers into dimers 

and trimers. G-actin coupling to ATP induces the polymerization of G-actin monomers, upon 

which the actin-coupled ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP. ADP release leads to depolymerization 

of actin, which must be recharged with ATP in order to polymerize once again.  

 While polymerization of the actin filaments is possible at both (+) and (-) ends, 

polymerization occurs 10 times faster at the barbed end (T. D. Pollard and Mooseker 1981; 

Thomas D. Pollard 1986), with depolymerization of the filaments occurring preferentially at 

the (-) end. G-actin will therefore preferentially travel back to the barbed end of the filament 

before polymerizing once again. This polar property of F-actin 

polymerization/depolymerization has given the name of “treadmilling” to F-actin dynamics 

(Wegner 1976).  

F-actin formation occurs intrinsically in a buffered solution of G-actin and ATP, an assay 

often used to study F-actin targeted signaling and dynamics in vitro. Nonetheless, a number of 

proteins are capable of binding to actin in order to regulate this treadmilling process, either by 

catalyzing or stabilizing the polymerization/depolymerization reaction. Indeed, while the F-

actin filament is relatively stable, G-actin dimers and trimers are relatively unstable. A 

number of actin binding proteins (ABP) are available therefore to bind these assemblies and 

connect them to the F-actin filament before denucleation. Some ABPs may also block the 

reaction depending on the cell’s needs. For example, cofilin promotes G-actin nucleation, thus 

catalyzing F-actin polymerization, while thymosine-β4 capping of G-actin monomers abates 

polymerization (Figure 4) (Thomas D. Pollard 2016).  

Furthermore, certain proteins allow the formation of specific F-actin structures that would be 

impossible with F-actin filaments alone. For example, Arp2/3 allows new F-actin filaments to 

branch out from pre-existing filaments (Figure 4), creating F-actin networks necessary for the 

fast trafficking of a number of proteins within the cell, or for the development of filopodia 

necessary for cell motility (Thomas D. Pollard and Cooper 2009). Myosin II also confers 
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specific architecture to actin filaments within cells. A good example of this is the sarcomere, 

the basic unit of striated muscle fibers, whose actomyosin organization gives the muscle its 

fibrous appearance. This property of myosin II as well as its contractile functions will be 

expanded upon below.  

3.1.2 Non-muscular myosin II 

Myosins are a eukaryotic superfamily of actin-binding molecular motors, of which 18 classes 

have been established. Of these, 11 classes have been identified in humans (Richards and 

Cavalier-Smith 2005). Phylogenetically related to kinesins, the microtubule-binding motor 

proteins, many of the myosin classes function as cargo trafficking motors, with their C-

terminal binding cargo vesicles, while their N-terminals transiently bind to F-actin in an ATP 

dependent manner, conferring them a ‘walking’ mechanism along F-actin tracts. The myosin 

II class differs from these, as, while its N-terminal maintains actin binding properties, its C-

terminal mostly binds other myosin II motors, forming thick myosin filaments capable of 

contracting the actin cytoskeleton. Nonetheless, myosin II is the most common class of 

myosin found in eukaryotic cells, responsible for generating most cellular contractile forces 

(Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2009).  
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Figure 5. Non-Muscle Myosin II (NMII) activation and actomyosin filament formation 

(A) Phosphorylation of the NMII regulatory light chain (RLC) is required to unfold NMII into an 
assembly competent formation. (B) Binding of NMII units by their heavy chains forms bipolar 
NMII filaments which can bind to actin filaments and form actomyosin bundles (adapted from 
Vicente-Manzanares et al. (2009)) 

A 

B 

The myosin II class can further be separated into muscle and non-muscle (NMII) myosin II 

subtypes. While the muscular subtype is mostly restricted to striated muscle, where it is 

responsible for muscle tone and contraction, NMII is found in all eukaryotic cells, 

contributing to fundamental cellular functions, such as maintaining cellular tension, adhesion 

and migration during development (Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2009).  

Like muscle myosin, NMII is formed by the dimerization of two chain units, each composed 

of a globular head and three peptide chains: a heavy chain, a regulatory light chain (RLC) and 

an essential light chain (ELC) (see Fig). Dimerization into NMII occurs through the helical 

intertwining of the heavy chains. At the resting state this heavy chain helix folds onto itself in 

an incompetent formation. Phosphorylation of the RLC is then necessary to unfold the dimer 

and render the myosin functional (Figure 5A). Once unfolded, the heavy chain domains of 

NMII units can self-associate to form isoform-specific, anti-parallel myosin filaments (Figure 

5B) (Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2009), which can contain up to 20 NMII copies. These 

filaments crosslink actin filaments, forming the actomyosin cytoskeleton, and translocate 

them towards each other upon motor activity (Kneussel and Wagner 2013). These properties 
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can be regulated by phosphorylation of the NMII heavy chains, leading to dissociation of the 

filaments or preventing their formation.  

Actin binding occurs at the globular head domain, where an Mg
2+

-ATPase unit is also located. 

Actin binding occurs with high affinity while in an ADP bound state. Upon ADP release and 

ATP binding, actin unbinds from the head. ATP hydrolysis then leads to conformational 

change of the myosin head and light chains, which, upon Pi release and actin binding, leads to 

a lever-like power stroke of the myosin head towards the barbed end of the actin filament. 

This motor activity can further be regulated by phosphorylation of the RLC, which increases 

myosin head ATPase activity by controlling myosin head conformation (Kneussel and 

Wagner 2013; Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2009). 

In mammals, three NMII isoforms have been identified, NMIIA, NMIIB and NMIIC, 

distinguished uniquely by their heavy chains, and encoded by the MYH9, MYH10 and 

MYH14 genes, respectively. These isoforms differ in cellular distribution, Mg
2+

-ATPase 

activity, and actin affinity. All three isoforms have been found to be expressed in the brain, 

although their preferential expression patterns appear to differ between cell type, with NMIIA 

and NMIIB being the most expressed in neurons (Y. Zhang et al. 2014).  

3.1.3  Actomyosin upstream signaling pathways 

A number of signaling pathways have been described that lead to regulation of actomyosin 

formation and activity.  

3.1.3.1 Small GTPases 

Small GTPases are the best known regulators of the actomyosin cytoskeleton. They are a 

superfamily composed of around 200 proteins which can be further separated into 6 

subcategories: Rho, Ras, Rab, Arf, Sar and Ran (Colicelli 2004). Their activation is dependent 

on their specific binding to GTP. Among these subcategories, Rho-GTPases are known to 

regulate a number of cytoskeletal processes (Spiering and Hodgson 2011). Specifically, Rho-

GTPase subfamilies are known to conduct opposite effects on the actomyosin cytoskeleton 

(Figure 6). RhoA proteins are generally associated with negative growth (Luo 2002), 

particularly through the action of ROCK and phosphorylation of the myosin light chain. Rac 

and Cdc42 generally promote growth (Albertinazzi et al. 1998; Albertinazzi et al. 2003; Hall 

and Lalli 2010), by catalyzing actin polymerization and inhibiting NMII, for example.  
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3.1.3.2 Myosin Kinases 

Regulation of NMII phosphorylation is an important target in the regulation of actomyosin 

cytoskeleton crosslinking and contraction. This can be achieved through the phosphorylation/ 

hydrolysation of the myosin light chain (MLC).  

Over a dozen kinases have been reported to phosphorylate NMII RLC isoforms. These 

include myosin light chain kinase (MLCK), Rho-associated, coiled coil-containing kinase 

(ROCK), citron kinase, leucine zipper interacting kinase (ZIPK; also known as DAPK3) and 

myotonic dystrophy kinase-related CDC42-binding kinase (MRCK; also known as 

CDC42bP). Both ROCK and ZIPK are activated by RhoA while MLCK is activated by Ca2+-

calmodulin. ROCK can also increase MLC activity by inhibiting its two principal 

phosphatases, protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and myosin light chain phosphatase (MLCP) 

(Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2009).  

3.1.3.3 G-proteins coupled receptors (GPCRs) 

Although a direct link between GPCRs and recruitment of the actomyosin cytoskeleton has 

not consistently been shown, a number of GPCRs have been found to induce structural effects 

known to depend on actomyosin contraction. One such assay is in the study of changes in cell 
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morphology such as cell rounding and process outgrowth, which are critically dependent on 

actomyosin dynamics. 

Globally, Gi/o coupled receptors have been found to produce negative effects on cell 

outgrowth. In neurons, axonal growth cone retraction can be inhibited by activation of 

GABAB (Xiang et al. 2002) and somatostatine type-1 receptor (SST1) (Cai et al., 2008). 

Neurite branching has also been found to be inhibited by activation of dopamine 2 receptors 

(D2R) and serotonin 5-HT1B receptors (Parish et al. 2001; Parish et al. 2002; Gaspar, Cases, 

and Maroteaux 2003), as well as activation of the chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) 

(Lysko, Putt, and Golden 2011).  

3.1.3.4 cAMP/PKA 

In neurons, cAMP/ PKA has been found to induce the attractive cues for axonal outgrowth 

induced by BDNF and netrin-1 (De La Torre et al. 1997; Ming et al. 1997; Song, Ming, and 

Poo 1997). While the link to actomyosin is not described in these studies, studies in non-

neuronal cells find that cAMP//PKA activity can induce morphological changes through 

inhibition of RhoA (Aburima et al. 2013; Oishi et al. 2012). In particular, one study shows 

platelet shape change through phosphorylation of RhoGDIα by PKA, and subsequent 

sequestration of RhoA into RhoA-RhoGDIα complexes (Oishi et al. 2012).  

3.2 Actomyosin at the synapse 

The actin cytoskeleton is a predominant component of the synaptic cytoskeleton at both pre- 

and postsynaptic compartments (Figure7A) (Cingolani and Goda 2008). At the presynaptic 

compartment, it has been found to compose 2% of protein content (Wilhelm et al. 2014).  

Despite a number of efforts from studies using electron microscopy, the specific structure of 

the actomyosin cytoskeleton at the presynaptic compartment remains under debate. Part of the 

reason for this might be that as the actin cytoskeleton is highly dynamic in nature, its specific 

structure may vary widely depending on experimental conditions, such as stages of synaptic 

vesicle recycling or synapse maturity. Furthermore, sample preparation may further affect the 

cytoskeleton, with different fixation protocols potentially producing different effects. 

Nonetheless, several studies seem to corroborate the presence of actin both at the active zone 

and within the synaptic vesicle pool.  
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3.2.1 Actin in the AZ 

Direct evidence for actin filaments at the AZ is relatively scarce. GFP-βactin was found to 

colocalize well with Bassoon, as observed with conventional microscope (Miguel Morales, 

Colicos, and Goda 2000) and immunogold staining of actin shows actin staining of the AZ in 

electron micrographs (Figure7C) (Bloom et al. 2003).  

Nonetheless, a number of reports have been produced of different filaments connecting 

synaptic vesicles to the AZ (Landis et al. 1988; Hirokawa et al. 1989). Some of these 

filaments were found to be short, interconnecting docked vesicles or directly docking vesicles 

at the AZ (Landis et al. 1988; A. A. Cole, Chen, and Reese 2016). Furthermore, short 

filaments extending from the active zone are found to tether vesicles (Cole, Chen, and Reese 

2016; Hirokawa et al. 1989) most likely to facilitate vesicle replenishment during synaptic 

activity. However, the morphological identification of these filaments is difficult, with some 

studies suggesting these filaments might be composed of fodrin, rather than actin (Hirokawa 

et al. 1989). 

3.2.2 Actin and Synaptic vesicle pools 

A number of EM studies show long filaments extending either from the active zone or plasma 

membrane into the central synaptic vesicle pool (Hirokawa et al. 1989; Landis et al. 1988; 

Perkins et al. 2010; A. A. Cole, Chen, and Reese 2016). Although their nature is not 

specifically analyzed, they can be morphologically identified due to their helical structure 

(Figure7B) (Hirokawa et al. 1989).  

Within the vesicle pool, actin is known to interact with a number of vesicle binding proteins 

including β-catenin and synapsin, among others (Bamji et al. 2003; Takamori et al. 2006; 

Fernández-Busnadiego et al. 2010). Although the specific function of this tethering remains 

under debate, a number of reports suggest their importance in keeping synaptic vesicles 

within the presynaptic bouton as well as immobilizing diffusing vesicles to restrain vesicle 

recycling (T A Ryan et al. 1996; Siksou et al. 2007; Fornasiero et al. 2012). Furthermore, 

functional studies have provided evidence for a role of actin itself in vesicle recycling. These 

functions will be reviewed in later sections.  
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3.2.2.1 Presynaptic NMII 

Direct evidence of the presence of non-muscle myosin II in presynaptic terminals is scarce. It 

has been shown that the NMIIB isoform is present in presynaptic sites at superior cervical 

ganglion neurons (SCGNs) (Takagishi et al. 2005), and both NMIIA and NMIIB isoforms 

have been found at mouse neuromuscular junctions (Vega-Riveroll et al. 2005). Blocking 

NMII activity has been found to affect vesicle recycling in certain models. These functions 

will be explored further below.  

3.2.3 Actomyosin and synaptic function 

Due to the difficulty of access of the presynaptic compartment, particularly at small central 

synapses, a consensus concerning the specific roles of the actomyosin cytoskeleton in 

neurotransmitter release remains to be reached. Part of the reason for this might be the 

diversity of models used to study presynaptic function, which include studies at hippocampal 

cultures, calyx of Held, neuromuscular junctions, and the lamprey reticulospinal synapse.  

3.2.3.1 Actin cytoskeleton and endocytosis 

A number of reports indicate activity-induced polymerization of the actin cytoskeleton 

(Bernstein, DeWit, and Bamburg 1998; Shupliakov et al. 2002; Trifaró et al. 2002; Bloom et 

al. 2003; Sankaranarayanan, Atluri, and Ryan 2003). The most coherent role suggested for 

this has been in endocytosis. In lamprey synapses, stabilization of actin filaments with 

phalloidin blocks vesicle recycling as observed through FM1-43 dye uptake (Bleckert, 

Photowala, and Alford 2012). Furthermore, at both the Calyx of Held and snake 

neuromuscular junctions, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton was found to inhibit RRP 

recovery under high frequency stimulation, without affecting low frequency evoked 

transmission  (Kuromi and Kidokoro 1998; J. C. Cole, Villa, and Wilkinson 2000; Sakaba and 

Neher 2003; Lee et al. 2013; Miki et al. 2016). As RRP refilling is strongly dependent on the 

recycling pool, which principally arises from evoked endocytosis, these studies strongly 

suggest a role for actin filaments in vesicle endocytosis during recycling. Indeed, in 

drosophila expressing the shibire mutation, a temperature sensitive dynamin homolog, it was 

found that disruption of actin polymerization with cytochalasin D did not have a direct effect 

on the RRP but rather on the size of the recycling pool (Kuromi and Kidokoro 1998). While 

studies at central synapses are ambivalent, there is evidence that actin polymerization might 
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mediate certain types of endocytosis at hippocampal synapses, specifically compensatory 

endocytosis (Watanabe et al. 2013).  

Furthermore, certain EM studies find the formation of elongated filaments in endocytic zones 

after stimulation (Figure 8) (Shupliakov et al. 2002; Bloom et al. 2003), and stabilization of 

the actin cytoskeleton was found to cause changes in the structure of clathrin-coated pits 

(Shupliakov et al. 2002). In addition, it was found in hippocampal synapses that, while 

recycling vesicles preferentially relocate close to the active zone, stabilization of the actin 

cytoskeleton prevented this relocation, and slowed sustained exocytosis during prolonged 

stimulation (Marra et al. 2012). These results strongly suggest a role for actin in redistributing 

vesicles to the recycling vesicle pool after endocytosis.  

3.2.3.2 Actomyosin and synaptic vesicle tethering 

Going seemingly against the studies reported above, certain studies have found facilitation of 

transmission upon actin filament disruption. In cultured chick sympathetic neurons it was 

found that actin depolymerization occurs in presynaptic terminal after prolonged stimulation, 

and preventing this depolymerization with phalloidin significantly reduced sustained release 

(Bernstein, DeWit, and Bamburg 1998). In hippocampal cultures, inducing depolymerization 

with latrunculin A was found to increase the frequency of small neurotransmitter induced 

currents (Miguel Morales, Colicos, and Goda 2000). Furthermore, at cultured frog 

neuromuscular junctions, it was found that depression of transmission induced by prolonged 

stimulation was prevented by latrunculin A, which was accompanied by microfilament 

disruption (Wang, Zheng, and Poo 1996). Taken together these studies suggest a second role 

for actin at the presynaptic compartment in what has been called a ‘barrier’ model, preventing 

excessive depletion of the vesicle pool upon sustained stimulation.  

Several other trails of evidence support this role. A number of studies show that a majority of 

synaptic vesicles are immobile at the synapse, with recycling vesicles showing the most 

mobility (Gaffield, Rizzoli, and Betz 2006; Kamin et al. 2010). Depolymerization of the actin 

cytoskeleton has been found to increase the mobility of vesicles (Shtrahman et al. 2005; R. 

Jordan, Lemke, and Klingauf 2005), suggesting the integrity of the cytoskeleton at rest might 

restricts vesicle movement.  
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Figure 8. Actin-like filament polymerization at endocytic zone during synaptic activity 

 (A–C) Electron micrographs from two different synapses in axons that were microinjected with 
phalloidin and stimulated before fixation. Synaptic vesicles (open arrows) are tethered along 
filaments (thin arrows) extending from the endocytic zone toward the margin of the vesicle cluster. 
(D and E) Clathrin-coated pits (ccp) at the plasma membrane of the endocytic zone are attached by 
the neck to actin-like filaments (thin arrows). (Scale bars: A, 0.5 μm; B–E, 0.2 μm.) (adapted from 
Shupliakov et al. (2002)) 
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As mentioned previously, the actomyosin cytoskeleton is known to bind to a number of 

vesicle binding proteins, which tether vesicles to each other as well as to the cytoskeleton 

(Landis et al. 1988; Hirokawa et al. 1989). One such binding protein that has been extensively 

studied is synapsin, which forms short filaments of 30-40nm long (Hirokawa et al. 1989), 

which tether vesicles together and to the actin cytoskeleton (Peters and Kaiserman‐Abramof 

1970; Landis et al. 1988; Hirokawa et al. 1989). Deletion of synapsin was found to reduce 

vesicle pool clustering (T A Ryan et al. 1996; Siksou et al. 2007; Fornasiero et al. 2012), with 

vesicles spreading out to extrasynaptic areas. Furthermore, synapsin deletion or 

phosphorylation has been found to increase vesicle mobility (Orenbuch et al. 2012; Gaffield, 

Rizzoli, and Betz 2006). Although changes in synapsin tethering do not necessarily indicate a 

similar role for actin, it could be inferred that disruption of the cytoskeleton integrity might 

unbind synapsin bound vesicles and therefore produce similar results.  

3.2.3.3 Presynaptic NMII function 

Much like the actin cytoskeleton, evidence for a role of non-muscle myosin II at the synapse 

is scarce and contradictory. At the Calyx of Held, inhibition of MLCK leads to increase in 

RRP size (Srinivasan, Kim, and von Gersdorff 2008). Conversely, at motorneuron excitatory 

synapses, activation of MLCK through LPA/LPA1 leads to decrease in transmission and 

reduces the number of vesicles in the RRP, observed through EM (García-Morales et al. 

2015).  

Alternatively, inhibition of NMII ATPase activity with the selective inhibitor blebbistatin was 

found to decrease transmission during prolonged activity in hippocampal cultures (Peng et al. 

2012), as well as inhibit facilitation of transmission at cerebellar parallel fiber to MFI 

synapses (Miki et al. 2016). Furthermore, various MLCK inhibitors have been shown to 

inhibit transmission, particularly during sustained transmission both at hippocampal cultures 

(Timothy A. Ryan 1999; Yue and Xu 2014; L. Li et al. 2016) and SCGN cholinergic synapses 

(Mochida et al. 1994).  

These studies also show contradiction with some showing preferential effects on exocytosis 

(Timothy A. Ryan 1999), while others show effects on endocytosis (Yue and Xu 2014). 

Furthermore, some studies show that the inhibitors used might not be specific to MLCK, with 

one study showing an effect of ML-7 produced through VGCCs rather than MLCK (Tokuoka 

and Goda 2006).    
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4 CB1R and the endocannabinoid system 

 

While the psychoactive and therapeutic effects of cannabinoids have been known and 

exploited for thousands of years, the physiological mechanisms underlying these effects have 

only truly started to unravel in the past 20 years. With the main psychotropic compound of the 

cannabis plant, (−)-Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC), being discovered in the mid-1960s 

((Gaoni and Mechoulam 1964; Mechoulam and Gaoni 1967), it would be another 20 years 

before the necessary technological advancements could bring us the cloning and molecular 

identification of THC’s main psychotropic agent in the brain, the cannabinoid-type 1 receptor 

(CB1R) (W. A. Devane et al. 1988; Bidaut-Russell, Devane, and Howlett 1990; Lisa A. 

Matsuda et al. 1990). Later research would identify this receptor not only as one of the most 

abundant transmembrane proteins in the brain (Y. Zhang et al. 2014), but as a major regulator 

of neuronal function through the endocannabinoid neurotransmitter system.  

The endocannabinoid system is highly conserved throughout vertebrate species, especially 

among mammals. This is especially true when looking at the properties of CB1R expression 

and distribution. Not only is there 97-99% homology in the cnr1 gene amino acid identity 

between mammals, but CB1R concentrations between brain areas is also well conserved 

between rodents (immunostaining) and humans (PET imaging). Furthermore, intracellular 

distributions of endocannabinoid metabolic enzymes has also been well conserved between 

rodents and humans (Ludányi et al. 2011). What these findings point to is not only a 

conserved evolutionary function for endocannabinoid signaling in vertebrates, but 

furthermore, they suggest a primary role for the ECS in fundamental brain function.  

This chapter will introduce the components of the endocannabinoid system, its receptors, 

ligands and metabolic pathways, before focusing on the known functions of CB1R in 

development and synaptic transmission, and the known and putative signaling pathways 

mediating these functions.  
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4.1 Receptors, ligands, et al.: Properties of the endocannabinoid 

neurotransmitter system 

Two phylogenetically similar receptors have been identified in mediating the majority of 

known physiological effects of cannabinoids, the cannabinoid-type 1 receptor (CB1R) and the 

cannabinoid-type 2 receptor (CB2R). Genetic sequencing and cloning has shown that both are 

seven transmembrane spanning class A G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), sharing 44% 

amino acid homology in humans (Munro, Thomas, and Abu-Shaar 1993). Identified, first 

through the binding of the phytocannabinoid Δ9-THC, CB1R and CB2R remain the most 

established receptors of the ECS, answering for most of the reported effects of the recognized 

endocannabinoids, anadamide and 2AG. Nonetheless, as with other known neurotransmitter 

system, there is a certain degree of cross-talk between different systems, with 

endocannabinoids binding other known receptors, and receptors responding to other known 

ligands. Furthermore, an additional number of candidate orphan receptors and ligands have 

been suggested for incorporation under the ECS umbrella.  

This section will review the properties of the main cannabinoid elements within the 

endocannabinoid system as well as briefly review their potential crosstalk with other systems 

and the novel ECS candidates suggested.  

4.1.1 Receptors 

4.1.1.1 CB2R expression and location 

The CB2R receptor is encoded by the single-exon CNR2 gene located on the human 

chromosome 1, and on chromosomes 4 and 5 of mice and rats respectively. The receptor is 

highly conserved between species with an 82% sequence identity between human and mouse 

and an 81% sequence identity between human and rat (Munro, Thomas, and Abu-Shaar 1993; 

Shire et al. 1996).  

The CB2 receptor is mostly expressed in the periphery, particularly within immune cells 

(Munro et al., 1993; Shire et al., 1996), with a higher concentration in B cells, NK cells and 

macrophages, respectively (Bouaboula et al. 1993; Galiègue et al. 1995). As such it is thought 

to mediate a number of the non-psychoactive effects of cannabinoids, such as their anti-

inflammatory and analgesic effects. Immunoreactivity and ligand binding studies have also 

reported CB2R presence in a number of other tissue types, including pulmonary, bone, and 

gastrointestinal cells (Atwood and Mackie 2010).  
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Although initial Northern blotting and in situ hybridization studies did not report any 

significant expression in the brain (Munro, Thomas, and Abu-Shaar 1993; Schatz et al. 1997), 

later studies, using the more sensitive PCR method, would find low levels of CNS expression, 

then attributed to activated microglial cells (Carlisle et al. 2002; Walter et al. 2003; Stella 

2004). An RNA sequencing study of mouse cortex cell types would later find highest 

expressions in endothelial cortical cells, closely followed by microglia, with low but non-

negligible amounts expressed in neurons (Y. Zhang et al. 2014). Several studies have reported 

immunoreactivity of CB2R in various brain regions (Atwood and Mackie 2010), including in 

granule and hippocampal neuronal cultures, supporting a neuronal locus for CB2R. However, 

there remains skepticism towards a neuronal CB2R, opponents putting forth the non-

specificity of CB2R antibodies and ligands as well as the mixed results from mRNA detection 

studies as confounding factors.  

4.1.1.2 CB1R expression and location 

CB1R is a 472 amino acid receptor coded by the cnr1 gene, located on chromosome 6 in 

humans. It is highly conserved between vertebrates, with 98% sequence identity between rats 

and humans (Lisa A. Matsuda et al. 1990; Gerard et al. 1991).  

With CB2R mainly considered the ‘peripheral’ cannabinoid receptor, CB1R is unequivocally 

the ‘brain’ cannabinoid receptor (Lisa A. Matsuda et al. 1990; Galiègue et al. 1995), with 

highest expression levels in the brain as compared to the periphery (Galiègue et al. 1995). 

Nonetheless, CB1R expression is also present at lower levels in a number of peripheral 

tissues, namely hepatic, adipose, vascular, cardiac, reproductive, skeletal, and cutaneous 

tissues (Galiègue et al. 1995).  

In the brain, CB1R has been reported as one of the most abundant GPCRs (L A Matsuda, 

Bonner, and Lolait 1993). Namely, CB1R has been identified as the 6
th

 most abundantly 

expressed transmembrane receptor in cortical neurons, after protein tyrosine phosphatase 

receptor, AMPA and NMDA subunits (Y. Zhang et al. 2014). Radioligand binding assays 

have shown highest concentrations in the basal ganglia, the granular layer of the cerebellum, 

the dendate gyrus and CA3 regions of the hippocampus and the inner layers of the olfactory 

bulb. Lowest binding was found in the brain stem and spinal cord (Herkenham et al. 1991). 

This distribution was found to be conserved across mammalian species (Herkenham et al. 

1990), however, there is evidence of a discrepancy in cell-type expression between species. 

Namely, it was found that while CB1R is most highly expressed in neurons as compared to 
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non-neuronal brain cells (10-fold higher in humans and 4-fold higher in mice), mice show a 

higher expression in astrocytes as compared to humans (Y. Zhang et al. 2014).  

CB1R localization has further been found to differ between neuronal types. Immunoreactivity 

studies of CB1R found it is expressed at much higher densities in GABAergic neurons than 

glutamatergic neurons in the hippocampus (Katona et al. 1999), amygdala (Katona et al. 

2001), and cortex (M Morales et al. 2004; Hill et al. 2007; Bodor et al. 2005; Vitalis et al. 

2008). Furthermore, these studies show a strikingly preferential immunoreactivity of CB1R in 

cholecystokinin (CCK)-positive interneurons as compared to parvalbumin-positive 

interneurons. Nonetheless, CB1Rs are indeed found to be expressed in glutamatergic neurons 

(Marsicano and Lutz 1999; Kawamura 2006; Katona 2006), albeit at a much lower level, 

where they mediate a number of forms of synaptic plasticity. Furthermore, one striking study 

has found that glutamatergic CB1Rs bind more readily to GTPγS when stimulated than 

GABAergic CB1Rs (Steindel et al. 2013). Although a mechanism for this discrepancy in 

binding properties is not put forth, these findings suggest that while CB1R is less 

concentrated in glutamatergic than GABAergic neurons, glutamatergic CB1Rs may be more 

active.  

A discrepancy in the location of CB1R can also be found within the individual neuron. Both 

immunoreactivity and EM studies find that surface expression of CB1R is highly polarized to 

the axonal membrane both in vitro (Coutts et al. 2001; Leterrier et al. 2006; McDonald et al. 

2007) (Coutts et al. 2001; Leterrier et al. 2006; McDonald et al. 2007) and in vivo (Katona et 

al. 1999; Katona et al. 2001; Pickel et al. 2004; Nyíri et al. 2005; Bodor et al. 2005; 

Kawamura 2006; Mátyás et al. 2006; Thibault et al. 2013). Nonetheless, a great majority of 

receptors are located to intracellular endosomes in the somatodendritic compartment of both 

mature (Katona et al. 2001; Bodor et al. 2005; Coutts et al. 2001; Leterrier et al. 2006; 

Thibault et al. 2013) and embryonic neurons (Vitalis et al. 2008). Furthermore, the size of this 

endosomal pool was found to increase after in vivo treatment with CB1R agonists, both in 

somatodendritic compartments as well as in axon terminals (Thibault et al. 2013). This 

endosomal pool is was found to be especially important in the axonal targeting and recycling 

of CB1R (Leterrier et al. 2006; McDonald et al. 2007).  
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4.1.1.3 Other putative receptors 

Of all the suggested putative endocannabinoid receptors, the GPR55 orphan receptor is the 

most likely candidate, as it has been found to mediate many of the non-CB1R/CB2R effects 

induced by cannabinoids (Baker et al. 2006). 

4.1.2 Ligands 

Two major endocannabinoids were the first to be discovered and remain the most established 

as part of the endocannabinoid system. First, N-arachidonoylethanolamide (AEA), also 

known as anandamide, was extracted from lipid soluble brain fractions (W. Devane et al. 

1992). Second, 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) was identified (Mechoulam et al. 1995; 

Sugiura et al. 1995). Both these endocannabinoids are lipid-based molecules of the eicosanoid 

family of poly-unsaturated fatty acids, and hold a similar molecular structure both to each 

other but also to certain phytocannabinoids such as delta-9-THC, which is what initially led to 

their isolation from lipid brain fractions. Due to their lipophilic nature, they are mainly found 

at the plasma membrane, where they are synthesized through multiple biosynthetic pathways 

in response to elevated intracellular Ca
2+

 levels or Gq/11 protein activation. Other molecules 

interacting with the endocannabinoid receptors have since been described. 

4.1.2.1 Anandamide  

Anandamide is a partial agonist to both CB1R and CB2R, as well as being an agonist of the 

transient receptor potential cation channel V1 (TRPV1). It has also been found to activate the 

GPR55 orphan receptor, as well as certain ion channels.  

Several pathways have been described in the synthesis of anandamide (G. M. Simon and 

Cravatt 2010). The most characterized involves the hydrolysis of N-acyl-

phosphatidylethanolamines (NAPEs) by NAPE-hydrolyzing phospholipase D (NAPE-PLD). 

Its main degradation enzyme is fatty-acid amine hydrolase (FAAH) (Kano et al. 2009), 

although other degradation pathways have been also been described, such as anandamide 

oxidation through cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2). 

4.1.2.2 2AG  

2AG is a full agonist of both CB1R and CB2R. It has also been found to bind to other 

receptors however, including putative orphan receptors of the ECS, as well as other GPCRs. 
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The most described pathway in 2AG synthesis involves the enzyme sn-1-diacylglycerol 

lipases (DAGL) α and β, which catalyzes a Ca
2+

-dependent hydrolysis of arachidonic acid-

containing diacylglycerols (DAGs) among other membrane phospholipids. Other reported 

synthetic pathways include sequential reactions by phospholipase A1 and 

lysophosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C (lyso-PLC), and phosphatase-mediated 

conversion of 2-arachidonoyl lysophosphatidic acid to 2-AG (Kano et al. 2009). 

Importantly, the Ca
2+

-sensitivity of DAGL and the PLC sensitivity of other synthetic reactions 

means many of these synthetic reactions can be initiated either through Ca
2+

 increases, as 

through entry through Ca
2+

-permeable channels such as NMDA, or through Gq/11 activation 

by different GPCRs, such as metabotropic glutamate, GABA, acetylcholine, dopamine or 

serotonin receptors. 
 

2AG degradation is mainly catalyzed by monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL). Other pathways 

include the hydrolases α/β-hydrolase domain-containing 6 and 12 (ABHD6, ABHD12)  

(Marrs et al. 2010), and, like anadamide, it has been found to be degraded by FAAH and 

COX-2 (Kano et al. 2009); however the contribution of these pathways relative to MAGL-

induced degradation is thought to be negligible.  

4.1.2.3 Other endocannabinoids 

Other members of the eicosanoid family found in neurons have also been found to activate 

CB1R. These include dihomi-γ-linolenoyl ethanolamide and docosatetraenylethanolamide. 

This is also the case for several other arachidonic-acid derived molecules, including 2-

arachidonoylglyceryl ether (noladin ether), O-arachidonoylethanolamine (virhodmaine) and 

N-arachidonoyldopamine (NADA) (Bisogno, Ligresti, and Di Marzo 2005).  

Of these, most have been associated with the CB1R receptor, with noladine ether being the 

only one to show full agonism at CB2R (Shoemaker 2005). 

4.1.3 Extracellular ligand release 

The lipophilic nature of endocannabinoids restricts them to lipid membranes within the cell, 

preventing them from being released and diffused freely in the extracellular medium as other 

neurotransmitters. While it has been shown that endocannabinoids will diffuse 2 

dimensionally along membranes to constitutively activate CB1Rs, there is also strong 

evidence that intercellular signaling does occur, the retrograde nature of eCB- induced 

synaptic plasticity, as detailed in future sections, being one of several examples. Several 
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methods, including the existence of an eCB lipid transporter or exosomal signalling, have thus 

been postulated to help the intercellular signaling of endocannabinoids. The nature of this 

mechanism remains to be determined (Alger and Kim 2011).  

4.2 CB1R downstream signaling 

CB1R was found to recruit similar pathways in both neuronal cells and non-polarized cells 

(Glass and Felder 1997; Childers and Deadwyler 1996; Pan, Ikeda, and Lewis 1996). As with 

other GPCRS, CB1R typically exposes a preferential coupling to one type of G-protein 

heterotrimer, namely Gi/o, and a majority of the synaptic effects of CB1R are thought to occur 

through Gi/o signaling. Nonetheless, GPCRs are known to be able to couple to different Gα 

subunits depending on the cellular environment, although the specific conditions mediating 

these differences are not properly understood. Indeed, there are reports of CB1R coupling to 

G-protein signaling pathways other than that attributed to Gi/o.. These reports either provide 

direct evidence of G-protein coupling or show recruitment of downstream proteins known to 

be preferentially activated by specific G-proteins. Furthermore, non G-protein related 

signaling has also been reported. This section will briefly describe the canonical Gi/o signaling 

recruitment under CB1R, as well as other non-conventional pathways that have been 

attributed to it.  

4.2.1.1 Fundamentals of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs ) 

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are membrane receptors which share a common 7 

transmembrane domain structure (Pierce et al., 2002). Over 1000 GPCRs have been identified 

in the human genome (Foord et al. 2005; Wettschureck and Offermanns 2005), and it has 

been estimated that 80% of hormones and neurotransmitters can act through them to mediate 

signal transduction (Birnbaumer, Abramowitz, and Brown 1990). Despite the wide diversity 

of GPCRs, it would appear that they share a common mechanism of activation through their 

intracellular C-terminal coupling to heterotrimeric G-proteins (Lebon et al. 2011).  Indeed, the 

vast majority of signal transduction conducted by GPCRs is undertaken by these G-proteins.  

Heterotrimeric G-proteins are composed of three subunits, α,β,and γ. The α subunit is an 

enzyme capable of hydrolising guanosyl triphosphate (GTP) (John K Northup et al. 1980; J. 

K. Northup, Sternweis, and Gilman 1983), a property which gave the G-protein its name. 

Binding of the α subunit to GDP allows the binding of α to βγ subunit dimers, conferring the 

ability of the newly formed heterotrimer to bind to ligand-activated or constitutionally 

activated GPCRs. Their coupling allows the release of GDP and its replacement by GTP. This 
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exchange uncouples the G-protein from the receptor and the release of the βγ dimer, which 

goes on to induce various signaling pathways, while the now activated α subunit may itself 

engage with its own downstream effectors  (McCudden et al. 2005).  

The specific effectors recruited downstream of G-protein activation depends on the subunit 

variant activated. Heterotrimeric G-proteins have been classified in 4 wider families based on 

the degree of similarity of their α subunit sequences: Gs, Gi/o, Gq/11, and G12/13 (M. I. Simon, 

Strathmann, and Gautam 1991). Their main established signaling pathways are summarized in 

(Figure 9). Furthermore, βγ subunits have their own signaling pathways, although these do 

not seem to differ between G-protein families. They include the activation of PLC-β, PI3K 

and GIRK channels, and the inhibition of P/Q-type and N-type Ca
2+

 channels (Wettschureck 

and Offermanns 2005). Of interest, Gβγ has also been found to interact with vesicle fusion 

machinery, including certain SNAREs (Betke, Wells, and Hamm 2012).  

Furthermore, while GPCRs display a preference for certain types of Gα subunits, they have 
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been found to recruit different downstream signaling pathways in different contexts. The 

specific reasons affecting preference for different G-proteins in different cellular 

environments is relatively unknown, with conditions on a GPCR’s active state and the local 

membrane lipid composition having been suggested  (Goddard and Watts 2012). 

Taking this into account, CB1R signaling has also been found to be mediated by various 

pathways associated to different G-proteins.  

4.2.2 Gβ/γ signaling 

Recruitment of the β/γ signaling pathway was found under CB1R activation. Namely, CB1R 

activation was found to inhibit L- (Gebremedhin et al. 1999), Q- (Mackie et al. 1995), and N-

type VGCCs (Mackie and Hille 1992; Pan, Ikeda, and Lewis 1996; Wilson and Nicoll 2001b) 

as well as activating G-protein-coupled inwardly rectifying potassium channels (GIRKS) 

(Mackie et al. 1995; Bacci, Huguenard, and Prince 2004; Luján, Maylie, and Adelman 2009). 

This pathway is particularly thought to mediate the short-term forms of CB1R induced 

synaptic plasticity.  

The PLCβ/PKC signaling branch of the Gβ/γ pathway was also found to be recruited under 

CB1R activation. Namely 2AG was found to activate phospholipase Cβ (PLCβ) and 

subsequent IP3 production in neuroblastomas  (Allyn C. Howlett and Mukhopadhyay 2000). 

Furthermore, anandamide was found to affect reserve pool access in neuronal synaptosomes 

through a PKC-dependent mechanism (Cannizzaro et al. 2006).  

CB1R-activation was also found to recruit mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) through 

activation of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)  (Greenhough et al. 2007; López-Cardona et 

al. 2017) as well as c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) (Derkinderen et al. 2001; J. Liu et al. 

2000; Rueda et al. 2000), both known effectors downstream of Gβ/γ.  

4.2.3 Gi/o signaling 

CB1Rs have predominantly been found to couple to Gi/o proteins .Indeed, one of the first 

studies to identify CB1R found it to inhibit adenylate cyclase activity, a telltale sign of Gαi/o 

recruitment. Indeed this effect was blocked by pertussis toxin, a selective Gαi/o inhibitor 

(Lisa A. Matsuda et al. 1990; A C Howlett and Fleming 1984).A number of studies since have 

found CB1R-induced effects to be pertussis toxin sensitive, both in neurons and non-polarized 

cells. Specifically, in neuroblastoma cells, it was found that CB1R could couple to all three 
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Gαi subtypes (Mukhopadhyay and Howlett 2001). Importantly, however, this preference was 

found to change depending on the CB1R-agonist employed  (Bonhaus et al. 1998).  

Furthermore, a number of accounts report that activation of CB1R leads to the inhibition of 

the cAMP/PKA pathway (Childers and Deadwyler 1996) the best known effectors of 

adenylate cyclase. This pathway is known to regulate a number of different effectors 

including the phosphorylation of synaptic vesicle interacting proteins such as synapsins, as 

well as various actin binding proteins, among others. The specific effectors affected by 

CB1R-induced cAMP/PKA inhibition are poorly characterized although several of them have 

been described. For example, PKA inhibition through CB1R was found to increase ERK1/2 

activity (Davis, Ronesi, and Lovinger 2003).  

4.2.4 Gs signaling 

Several studies have found that CB1R activation can activate the cAMP/PKA pathway, 

seemingly through Gs recruitment. Specifically, it has been shown that exacerbating Gi/o 

availability, either by co-activating CB1R with another Gi/o coupled receptor, D2R, or through 

pertussis toxin, CB1R activation would induce activation of cAMP (Glass and Felder 1997).  

Furthermore, it was found that recruitment of this pathway under CB1R was agonist-sensitive 

(Bonhaus et al. 1998).  

4.2.5 G12/13 signaling 

Although direct recruitment of G12/13 under CB1R has not been shown, several accounts 

report the recruitment of the RhoA/ROCK signaling pathway, the principal effector pathway 

of the G12/13 protein. Indeed, RhoA/ROCK activation under CB1R was found in both cultured 

neurons and neuroblastoma cells (Berghuis et al. 2007; Ishii and Chun 2002). This does not 

necessarily imply the recruitment of G12/13, however, as RhoA recruitment under CB1R was 

found to be pertussis toxin-sensitive in macrophages (Mai et al. 2015). Furthermore, in 

platelets, exposure to 2-AG was found to activate ROCK through PI3K and AKT (Signorello 

and Leoncini 2014), a preferential pathway of the G-protein βγ subunits. 

4.2.6 Gq/11 type signaling 

CB1Rs in astrocytes have been found to couple to Gq/11  (Navarrete and Araque 2008). 

Furthermore, transfected CB1R was found to couple to Gq/11 and PLCβ signaling in HEK-293 

cells (Lauckner, Hille, and Mackie 2005).  
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4.2.6.1 Other pathways 

CB1R also can dimerize with itself as well as form heterodimers with other receptors, such as 

the dopamine D2 receptor or the orexin 1 receptor (OX1R) (Hudson, Hébert, and Kelly 2010). 

Although the effects of these interactions aren’t clear, the resulting dimerization might 

facilitate the combination of different signaling pathways.  

4.3 CB1R-mediated synaptic plasticity 

In the early 1990’s, it was discovered that electrical depolarization of postsynaptic neurons 

prevented the release of neurotransmitter from presynaptic sites (Llano, Leresche, and Marty 

1991; Pitler and Alger 1992). These findings suggested a retrograde feedback mechanism by 

which postsynaptic activity could regulate presynaptic inputs. A decade later, studies using 

specific agonists and antagonists would find that this phenomenon was mediated by CB1R 

activation (Wilson and Nicoll 2001a; Ohno-Shosaku, Maejima, and Kano 2001).  

Although retrograde eCB signaling is not the only form of retrograde synaptic plasticity in the 

brain, nitric oxide (NO) and BDNF induced synaptic plasticity being two others, it is, if not 

the most ubiquitous, the most commonly reported. A substantial number of studies reporting 

this retrograde nature of CB1R-induced synaptic modulation have since both confirmed and 

detailed this mechanism. Firstly, it was found that CB1R is principally located at the axon, 

where it is ideally located to modulate presynaptic activity. Secondly, it was found that the 

main synthetic enzyme of 2-AG, DAGLα, is mainly located postsynaptically (Figure10 BC) 

(Bisogno et al. 2003; Ludányi et al. 2011) where it is anchored by PSD proteins (Roloff et al. 

2010), and activated by elevated Ca
2+

 levels and Gq/11 recruitment (Figure 10B), an ideal 

configuration for on demand synthesis and retrograde release of 2AG. Indeed, retrograde 

CB1R-induced synaptic signaling is abolished in DAGLα1a KO mice (Tanimura et al. 2010; 

Gao et al. 2010). 

Different forms of CB1R-induced plasticity have been identified, although their specific 

induction and maintenance parameters have been found to differ depending on the brain area 

and cell type affected. Importantly, while the endogenous regulation of endocannabinoid-

mediated synaptic plasticity is mainly retrograde, the retrograde component of this plasticity 

can be bypassed through direct activation of CB1R although certain induction parameters 

have to be conserved. Some rare non-retrograde forms of CB1R induced plasticity have been 

also been observed (reviewed in (Chevaleyre, Takahashi, and Castillo 2006; Castillo et al. 
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Figure 10. Mechanisms of CB1R-induced synaptic plasticity 

(A) Example traces of electrophysiological recordings from an inhibitory afferent in the 
hippocampus, under induction of short-term plasticity (DSI; open arrows) and long-term plasticity 
(I-LTD; full arrows). While DSI is very short, lasting no longer than a minute, LTD is prolonged over 
30minutes after induction.  (adapted from Chevaleyre et al. (2006)). (B) CB1R induced short term 
depression. Retrograde activation of CB1R through 2AG induces inhibition of presynaptic VGCCs 
through G

βγ
.
 

(C) Retrograde activation of CB1R induces long-term depression (LTD) at both 

inhibitory and excitatory synapses. Activation of the Gα
i/o 

subunit through CB1R induces inhibition 

of the AC/cAMP/PKA pathway leading to long-term inhibition of neurotransmitter release through 
unknown targets (T). At inhibitory synapses, potential targets include calcineurin (CaN) and RIM1α. 
(adapted from Castillo et al. (2012)). 

A 

B C Short-term 

plasticity 

Excitatory LTD Inhibitory LTD 

2012)). This section will outline the main forms of CB1R-induced plasticity and their known 

mechanisms of action.  
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4.3.1 Short-term depression (STD) 

Found at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses. The most common forms found are 

depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI) and depolarization-induced 

suppression of excitation (DSE). These are differentiated only by the type of neurotransmitter 

release affected, i.e. inhibition of GABA or glycine release for DSI and inhibition of 

glutamate release for DSE. Accounts of both have been reported in most all CB1R-

concentrated brain areas, including the hippocampus, cerebellum, corticostriatal projections…  

As mentioned previously, these modes of plasticity occur endogenously through retrograde 

endocannabinoid signaling and activation of presynaptic CB1R receptors. They can be 

reproduced exogenously however, through phytocannabinoid or synthetic CB1R-agonist 

application. As opposed to long-term plasticity, these forms of plasticity occur on the 

timescale of milliseconds to 1 or 2 minutes. Release inhibition is mainly thought to occur 

through Gβ/γ signaling, through inhibition of Q- and N-type VGCCs (Wilson, Kunos, and 

Nicoll 2001; Varma et al. 2002) and activation of GIRK channels, thus inhibiting SV Ca
2+

 

dependent priming and hyperpolarizing the presynaptic membrane, respectively.  

4.3.2 Long-term depression (LTD) 

As with short-term forms, CB1R-induced long-term suppression of neurotransmitter release is 

found to occur through retrograde eCB signaling both at inhibitory (I-LTD) and excitatory (E-

LTD) synapses. Both are found to occur ubiquitously throughout the brain.  

4.3.2.1 Induction, maintenance and calcium regulation 

Long-term forms of CB1R-induced synaptic plasticity differ from short-term forms by their 

duration, induction and maintenance, and signaling pathways. LTD can occur from 30 

minutes to several hours. Furthermore, LTD induction was found to depend on a prolonged 

activation of CB1R receptors (>10min) (Chevaleyre and Castillo 2003; Ronesi 2004) as well 

as an increase in presynaptic Ca
2+

 (Singla, Kreitzer, and Malenka 2007), as opposed to eCB-

STD. Importantly, CB1R activation was only found to be necessary for the induction of LTD, 

as agonist washout or antagonist application after induction does not reverse the depression. 

In addition, although it was found that LTD could be induced exogenously through CB1R 

agonists, CB1R activation was not always found to be sufficient in LTD induction 

(Chevaleyre, Takahashi, and Castillo 2006). The specific reason for this is unclear, although it 

has been speculated that an increase in presynaptic Ca
2+

 might be necessary for LTD 
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induction, as would occur during presynaptic depolarization in retrograde eCB signaling 

paradigms. Indeed, at GABAergic synapses, it was found that regulating presynaptic activity 

with TTX, a Ca
2+ 

channel inhibitor, would determine whether CB1R-activation would induce 

a STD or a LTD (Singla, Kreitzer, and Malenka 2007). It was found however that this Ca
2+ 

dependence might differ between synapses (Adermark, Talani, and Lovinger 2009; Nahir, 

Lindsly, and Frazier 2010). 

 The dependence on Ca
2+ 

holds weight as many signalling elements necessary for long-term 

plasticity are Ca
2+

-dependent, such as certain kinases. For example, calcineurin, a Ca
2+

-

activated phosphatase, was found to be necessary for eCB-LTD at hippocampal synapses 

(Heifets, Chevaleyre, and Castillo 2008).  

4.3.2.2 cAMP/PKA 

Finally, as with other forms of presynaptic long-term plasticity, the specific mechanisms 

employed in maintaining LTD remain elusive. Several studies have found CB1R-dependent 

LTD to be pertussis toxin sensitive and cAMP/PKA-dependent (Chevaleyre et al. 2007), 

implying activation of the Gi/o signaling pathway. However, previous studies had suggested 

that CB1R agonists suppress action-potential driven synaptic responses independently of PKA 

(Azad et al. 2003; Daniel, Rancillac, and Crepel 2004; Robbe et al. 2002).  

4.3.2.3 Protein synthesis 

Supporting the protein synthesis model of long-term plasticity mentioned in the previous 

chapter, one recent study has further shown that hippocampal iLTD was dependent on local 

axonal protein synthesis (Younts et al. 2016). In accordance, previous studies had found that 

protein translation was necessary for CB1R-LTD (Yin et al. 2006; Kellogg, Mackie, and 

Straiker 2009; Yuan and Burrell 2013), although their results suggest it may be more 

necessary for the maintenance rather than the induction phase (Yin et al. 2006). However, 

other studies did not find eCB-LTD to be affected by protein synthesis inhibitors in the 

nucleus accumbens (Kwang Mook Jung et al. 2012), although their methods may have only 

affected post-synaptic synthesis. Importantly, none of these studies specify amechanism by 

which neurotransmitter release may be affected under eCB-LTD. 

4.3.2.4 Vesicle release machinery 

Several studies have reported the importance of the AZ protein RIM1α in LTD induction. 

Indeed, I-LTD was found to be abolished in RIM1α KO mice in both the hippocampus and 
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the nucleus accumbens (Chevaleyre et al. 2007; Grueter, Brasnjo, and Malenka 2010), 

suggesting a direct effect of CB1R-activation on synaptic vesicle docking . Authors suggest a 

model by which a decrease in PKA activation under CB1R activation and Gi/o recruitment 

may lead to a dephosphorylation of RIM1α, inhibiting its vesicle docking properties.  

4.3.2.5 Vesicle pool distribution 

Interestingly, several reports both in slices and hippocampal cultures have found an effect of 

synaptic vesicle distribution and recycling under prolonged CB1R activation, although they 

were not reported in typical LTD induction paradigms. Several studies report that prolonged 

CB1R activation suppresses vesicle exocytosis under strong stimulation as imaged through 

FM1-43 or pHluorin markers (Ramírez-Franco et al. 2014). One study also shows that 

endocytosis is reduced upon prolonged CB1R activation in cultured hippocampal neurons 

(Ramírez-Franco et al. 2014). Furthermore, two independent reports have found a reduced 

number of synaptic vesicles located near the AZ under CB1R activation both at cerebellar 

granule neurons (Ramírez-Franco et al. 2014) and motoneurons (García-Morales, Montero, 

and Moreno-López 2015), suggesting a reduced RRP size. Conversely, shorter CB1R 

activation periods (0.5-3min) were not found to affect RRP size in cultured hippocampal 

neurons (Sullivan 1999), suggesting that CB1R activation has a direct effect on synaptic 

vesicle recycling under conditions suitable for LTD induction but not STD induction. The 

specific mechanisms linking CB1R activation to RRP depletion are not explored, however.  

4.4 CB1R in neural development 

In the past decade, a novel function of CB1R in different stages of neural development has 

come to light, highlighting the importance of the ECS not only in synaptic plasticity but in 

general neural plasticity throughout life. Indeed, not only is CB1R a preferentially neural 

marker at adulthood, as mentioned previously, it’s expression pattern further follows neuronal 

differentiation and polarization steps during neural development (Galve-Roperh et al. 2013). 

This expression is found to have functional consequences on neurogenesis, neurite 

polarization, axonal guidance and synaptogenesis, the essential stages of brain wiring. This 

section will review some of these properties and what is known of the signaling mechanisms 

underlying them.  
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4.4.1 CB1R expression in development 

CB1R expression is already present at early fetal stages in a number of brain areas 

(Fernández-Ruiz et al. 1999; Vitalis et al. 2008). Furthermore, while CB1R expression is 

relatively low in neuroepithelial progenitor cells in early embryonic stages, levels increase 

along neural differentiation stages (Galve-Roperh et al. 2013).This is particularly true of the 

GABAergic neurons within the hippocampus, cerebellum, caudate putamen and cortex, where 

CB1R gradually increases throughout embryonic development before reaching peak levels in 

adulthood (Romero et al. 1998; Berghuis et al. 2007; Vitalis et al. 2008). A similar gradual 

increase throughout neural development is also seen in white matter areas, however peak 

levels are reached earlier and then decline before reaching stable levels during adulthood 

(Romero et al. 1997; Berghuis et al. 2007; Vitalis et al. 2008; Mulder et al. 2008). Indeed, 

contrarily to mature neurons, CB1R is highly expressed in glutamatergic neurons such as the 

projection neurons found in white matter areas during development. Glutamatergic expression 

then decreases after birth (Romero et al. 1997; Berghuis et al. 2007; Vitalis et al. 2008; 

Mulder et al. 2008), explaining its preferential expression in GABAergic neurons in 

adulthood. 

4.4.2 CB1R in neuronal morphogenesis 

As its progressive expression throughout neuronal development would suggest (Galve-Roperh 

et al. 2013), CB1R is expected to play an especially important role in the later stages of 

neuron growth. While certain studies have found a role for CB1R in early stages such as 

neural progenitor proliferation and differentiation, these findings are often controversial with 

different studies showing different effects depending on the treatment type and duration, as 

well as the cellular model used (Gaffuri, Ladarre, and Lenkei 2012; Galve-Roperh et al. 

2013). Studies looking at CB1R function in neurite development however tend to confirm a 

generally negative role in outgrowth. Indeed, in cultured neuroblastoma cells several studies 

have found cell rounding and neurite retraction induced by CB1R agonists (Cabral, 

McNerney, and Mishkin 1987; Zhou and Song 2001; Chemin, Nargeot, and Lory 2002). One 

study further showed a similar effect under CB1R overexpression, which they found to be 

both pertussis toxin (PTX) sensitive, suggesting involvement of Gi/o, and dependent on ROCK 

(Ishii and Chun 2002). On the other hand one group has found an increase in growth under 

CB1R agonism (He et al. 2005; J. D. Jordan et al. 2005; K M Jung et al. 2011) , although it 

has been argued that this effect could be due to the high agonist concentrations used and the 

prolonged duration of treatment (Gaffuri, Ladarre, and Lenkei 2012).  
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In cultured neurons, it was found that CB1R activation through eCBs inhibits neurite 

extension in developing interneurons, through modulation of TrkB receptor signaling and Src 

and MAPK activity (Berghuis et al. 2005). Furthermore, a study issued from our group found 

that activation of CB1R inversely correlates with dendrite and axon length, as well as dendrite 

number (Vitalis et al. 2008). Although, certain studies have contradicted these results, 

showing a positive effect of CB1R agonism on neurite outgrowth (Bisogno et al. 2003; 

Williams, Walsh, and Doherty 2003), it was found that the generally negative effects of CB1R 

activation could produce a dual, seemingly contradictory effect in neurites, where the negative 

effect on neurite branching would induce a positive effect on general neurite length (Mulder 

et al. 2008; Oudin, Hobbs, and Doherty 2011).  

This negative effect is further evidenced in axonal pathfinding both in vivo and in vitro. 

Indeed, a number of studies have found that inhibition of CB1R activity in vivo, either 

through pharmacological or genetic means, induces de-fasciculation and mistargeting of 

axonal tracts (Watson et al., 2008; Mulder et al., 2008; Gomez et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). 

This effect is confirmed in vitro where it was found that acute activation of CB1R induces 

axonal growth cone collapse (Berghuis et al. 2007; Argaw et al. 2011) . These studies did 

suggest different activation pathways however, with one putting forth the importance of PKA 

inhibition and diminished surface expression of deleted in colorectal cancer receptor (DCC) 

(Argaw et al. 2011), while the second put forth the importance of RhoA/ROCK activation 

downstream of CB1R (Berghuis et al. 2007).  
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Initial Thesis Results 

The following study in which I collaborated at the start of my thesis provided some consensus 

towards this mechanism. In this study, we find as previously that disruption of CB1R activity 

in embryonic development impairs fasciculation and targeting of corticofugal tracts. 

Importantly, we provide some evidence that these effects are dependent on non-muscle 

myosin II contractility in vivo, through in utero application of the selective NMII inhibitor 

blebbistatin. Furthermore, in cultured hippocampal neurons, we show that the growth cone 

repulsion induced by CB1R activation is produced through recruitment of the 

G12/13/RhoA/ROCK pathway, providing a direct molecular linkage between CB1R activation 

and NMII-mediated growth cone retraction. My contribution to this study included helping in 

the setup and analysis of G12/13 siRNA experiments, as well as the analysis of phospho-NMII 

immunocytochemistry timelapse experiments.   
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Abstract Endocannabinoids are recently recognized regulators of brain development, but 

molecular effectors downstream of type-1 cannabinoid receptor (CB1R)-activation remain 

incompletely understood. We report atypical coupling of neuronal CB1Rs, after activation by endo- 

or exocannabinoids such as the marijuana component ∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol, to heterotrimeric 

G12/G13 proteins that triggers rapid and reversible non-muscle myosin II (NM II) dependent contraction 

of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, through a Rho-GTPase and Rho-associated kinase (ROCK). This 

induces rapid neuronal remodeling, such as retraction of neurites and axonal growth cones, elevated 

neuronal rigidity, and reshaping of somatodendritic morphology. Chronic pharmacological inhibition 

of NM II prevents cannabinoid-induced reduction of dendritic development in vitro and leads, 

similarly to blockade of endocannabinoid action, to excessive growth of corticofugal axons into the 

sub-ventricular zone in vivo. Our results suggest that CB1R can rapidly transform the neuronal 

cytoskeleton through actomyosin contractility, resulting in cellular remodeling events ultimately 

able to affect the brain architecture and wiring.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.001

Introduction
The endocannabinoid (eCB) system is emerging as an important regulator of brain wiring during develop-

ment with a variety of functions, ranging from lineage segregation of stem cells to refinement of synaptic 

functions in complex neuronal networks (Williams et al., 2003; Berghuis et al., 2007; Harkany et al., 

2008; Mulder et al., 2008; Vitalis et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). In both the embry-

onic and adult brains, eCB action is predominantly mediated by CB1 cannabinoid receptors (CB1Rs), which 

is one of the most highly expressed neuronal G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), known to couple 

to Gi/o heterotrimeric proteins (Howlett, 2005), but the molecular mechanisms by which CB1R shapes 

developing neurons remain mostly unknown. The exact role of eCBs in shaping the neuronal architecture 

is also under debate, since several reports indicate neurite retraction, while others found the induction of 

neurite outgrowth following CB1R activation (review in Gaffuri et al., 2012). Likewise, currently it is 

difficult to reconcile the locally repulsive effects of eCBs, reported at axonal growth cones (Berghuis et al., 

2007; Argaw et al., 2011), and their role of mediating efficient directional axonal growth and shaping 

well-fasciculated axonal tracts (Mulder et al., 2008; Vitalis et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2008).

During neuronal development, an elaborate balance of positive and negative regulators is necessary 

to establish precise neuronal structure. This structure is stabilized by the cytoskeleton, which, similar 
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to non-neuronal cells, is composed of two major polymers, the highly plastic filamentous-actin (F-actin) 

and the more stable microtubule (MT) networks. Actin filaments are often cross-linked to a molecular 

motor protein, the non-muscle myosin II (NM II), whose contractile properties further endow the acto-

myosin network with highly dynamic control of cell behavior and architecture (Vicente-Manzanares et al., 

2009). The cytoskeleton is mainly regulated by Rho-like GTPases that control a wide variety of effector 

mechanisms such as actin polymerization and branching, actomyosin contractility, focal adhesions, micro-

tubule dynamics, and membrane transport (Kaibuchi et al., 1999; Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002; 

Hall and Lalli, 2010). Downstream protein kinases such as the Rho-associated, coiled coil-containing kinase 

(ROCK) are the key activator proteins of these convergent-signaling pathways. Interestingly, ROCK is asso-

ciated with particular CB1R-induced phenotypes. In CB1R-over-expressing B103 cells, the endocannabi-

noid anandamide induces cell rounding via ROCK (Ishii and Chun, 2002), and CB1R activation results in 

RhoA- and ROCK-dependent repulsion of growth cones of cultured hippocampal neurons (Berghuis et al., 

2007), but neither the coupling mechanism of CB1R to ROCK nor the cytoskeletal targets downstream 

of CB1R-activated ROCK are identified yet. Since Rho-activated effectors operate over a large range 

of spatial and temporal scales, understanding of eCB-mediated structural plasticity requires the identifica-

tion of the precise spatial and temporal dynamics of CB1R-mediated cytoskeletal modifications.

In this study, by using highly resolved live imaging approaches, we report that CB1R-activation 

rapidly and reversibly contracts the neuronal actomyosin cytoskeleton through an unusual coupling 

to G12/G13 proteins that produce Rho- and ROCK-mediated NM II activation. In addition, we show that 

chronic CB1R-mediated activation of actomyosin contractility may mediate lasting changes in neuronal 

and cerebral morphology.

Results

CB1R-activation results in rapid retraction of actin-rich growth cones
In order to investigate the spatio-temporal dynamics of cannabinoid-induced cytoskeletal modifi-

cations, we have established a sensitive, specific, and highly accessible experimental assay system 

to study neuronal remodeling downstream of CB1R activation. We have visualized highly dynamic 

neuronal growth cones in cultured hippocampal neurons, where the activation of endogenous CB1Rs 

results in repulsion (Berghuis et al., 2007), by labeling endogenous F-actin with fluorescent LifeAct. 

This actin-binding peptide allows observation of the dynamic actin network without perturbing natural 

reorganization kinetics (Riedl et al., 2008).

Time-lapse microscopy of live neurons, expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry, showed 

numerous F-actin-rich dynamic growth cones (Figure 1A) advancing at individually variable velocities 

(Figure 1A,B), but yielding a fairly constant mean growth rate of 20–30 µm/hr (Figure 1D). In addition 

eLife digest Our brains are full of cells called neurons, which are connected to each other in 

complex networks that send messages around the brain. The way the neurons connect to each other, 

known as brain wiring, differs widely between individuals. Moreover, our brain wiring changes in 

response to our environment and experiences throughout our lives, from developing embryo to old age.

One way this happens is through the action of chemicals called cannabinoids. Produced naturally 

in the body, cannabinoids are also found in the popular recreational drug cannabis that is increasingly 

being used in medicine to treat chronic pain and other conditions. However, cannabis misuse can have 

negative side effects on the brain leading to memory loss and mental illness, especially in young people.

Cannabinoids can be detected by a group of proteins called cannabinoid receptors, but it is not 

clear how this leads to changes in brain wiring. Roland et al. now show that detection of cannabinoids 

by a type-1 cannabinoid receptor triggers a series of events that change how neurons grow and 

connect with each other.

Detection of the cannabinoid by the receptor leads to the activation of an enzyme called ROCK. 

This, in turn, activates a motor protein called non-muscle myosin II that inhibits the growth of neurons. 

Roland et al. suggest that this prevents the neurons from reaching their neighbors and forming new 

connections. Investigating how this works in individuals with medical conditions that alter brain 

function could help inform us how cannabis could be used more safely.
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to growth cones, axonal F-actin was also present in filopodia and in isolated patches on the shaft of 

the distal axonal region (Figure 1—figure supplement 1). Strikingly, bath application of 100 nM WIN 

55,212-2 (WIN), a synthetic cannabinoid agonist, led to a rapid retraction of the F-actin-rich domain 

(Figure 1A), with mean retraction amplitude of 62.2 µm ± 5.2 (Figure 1C–E). Retraction was already 

detectable at 2 min after agonist exposure and typically reached a plateau between 10 and 20 min 

(Figure 1C,D). The morphology of retracted axons was characterized by an F-actin-rich retraction bulb 

(arrowheads on Figure 1A and Figure 1—figure supplement 1) and a thin membranous trailing rem-

nant (open arrowheads on Figure 1A and Figure 1—figure supplement 1), the latter of which was not 

included in the length measurement. Pre-treatment with the CB1R selective antagonist/inverse ago-

nist AM281 (AM) (1 µM) inhibited retraction (Figure 1D,E).

Further pharmacological characterization showed that several other chemically distinct CB1R ago-

nists, the endocannabinoid 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) (1 µM), the principal psychoactive marijuana 

constituent Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC) (1 µM) and the synthetic agonists CP55,940 (100 nM) 

and HU-210 (100 nM) also produced significant retraction (Figure 1E). The retraction was saturable 

and concentration-dependent with a half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) value of around 20 nM 

for WIN (Figure 1F). When treatment with 25 nM WIN was followed by ligand-free wash-out, growth 

cone progression resumed normally showing the reversibility of cannabinoid-induced growth cone 

retraction (Figure 1G). Finally, this retraction was not a result of CB1R over-expression since treatment 

with 100 nM WIN or 1 µM 2-AG induced significant retraction with similar kinetics in neurons trans-

fected only with LifeAct-mCherry (Figure 1H–I). However, the mean amplitude of retraction was lower 

and responses were more variable than in Flag-CB1R-eGFP-expressing neurons (compare Figure 1C,D 

with Figure 1H,I), as expected in a heterogeneous neuronal population expressing endogenous CB1Rs 

at highly variable levels (Leterrier et al., 2006). In addition, growth cone advance rapidly resumed 

even in the continued presence of 100 nM WIN (Figure 1H).

In conclusion, our results show that cannabinoids trigger a rapid, saturable, and reversible retraction 

of actin-rich growth cones downstream of both endogenous and overexpressed CB1Rs.

G12/G13 heterotrimeric proteins, Rho GTPase, ROCK, myosin II, and 
F-actin microfilaments mediate CB1R-induced rapid growth cone 
retraction
First, we investigated which cytoskeletal elements act downstream of CB1Rs to induce rapid growth 

cone retraction. We expressed, in addition to LifeAct-mCherry, a GFP-tagged version of End-binding 

protein 3 (EB3-eGFP), which binds to endogenous microtubule (MT) plus ends without changing MT 

growth parameters and thus allows the visualization of MT structure and dynamics (Stepanova et al., 

2003). Indeed, MTs in the entire neuron were labeled in green, with many bright comet-like fluorescent 

dashes in all the neuronal compartments, moving randomly in the cell body and directionally in axons 

and distal dendrites, representing dynamic MT plus ends (Stepanova et al., 2003). During 100 nM 

WIN-induced retraction the dynamics of the two main cytoskeletal polymers, F-actin and MTs, was 

remarkably different (Figure 2A). A significant portion of F-actin redistributed in the first 2–4 min 

after stimulation from its original location in growth cones into a more homogenous cable-like pattern 

on the distal axonal shaft (Figure 2B and Figure 2—figure supplement 1). In contrast, MTs bent 

during the same time frame forming periodic local loops (Figure 2A,A’,B and Video 1) before finally 

consolidating into a homogenously labeled retraction bulb. The F-actin cables (bundles of F-actin fila-

ments, which are not separately resolved here by diffraction-limited microscopy), often co-localized 

with regions displaying periodic bends in MTs (Figure 2B'), suggesting that an F-actin-related force 

pulls strongly enough to bend MTs. This effect was not the result of the over-expression of the cyto-

skeletal markers EB3-eGFP or LifeAct-mCherry, since we could observe similar periodic MT bends, 

detected by post hoc immunohistochemistry, in neurons not expressing these markers (Figure 2—

figure supplement 2).

To investigate the requirement for polymerized actin microfilaments and MTs in these retractions, 

we depolymerized MTs with nocodazole (10 µM) and F-actin with cytochalasin D (1 µM) (Forscher and 

Smith, 1988). Nocodazole pre-treatment stopped growth cone advance but WIN still induced signifi-

cant retraction (Figure 2C,D, Figure 3E and Video 2). In contrast, cytochalasin D inhibited both 

growth cone advance and WIN-induced retraction (Figure 2E,F, Figure 3E and Video 3) showing that 

while the presence of both F-actin and MTs is necessary for growth cone advance, as reported previously 

(Dent et al., 2003), only F-actin is necessary for CB1R-induced retraction.

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
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Figure 1. CB1R activation induces retraction of actin-rich growth cones. Cultured DIV8 hippocampal neurons 

co-expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry on (A–G) and LifeAct-mCherry only on (H and I). (A) 

Treatment with CB1R agonist WIN55,212-2 (WIN, 100 nM, added at 0 min) induces rapid retraction of the F-actin-

rich domain (arrowheads). Open arrowheads: growth cone position at 0 min. (B) Progression of individual growth 

cones in control conditions. (C) WIN-induced retraction of individual growth cones. (D) Mean values of growth 

cone progression in control condition or after treatment with WIN with or without pre-treatment with the 

CB1R-specific antagonist AM281 (AM, 1 µM). WIN-induced growth cone retraction is effectively abolished by 

AM. (E) Amplitudes of growth cone retraction induced by different exo- and endocannabinoids, calculated as the 

net difference of mean growth cone position in the pre-treatment (PRE on D) and post-treatment (POST on D) time 

intervals from at least three independent experiments. (F) Concentration-response curve of WIN-induced 

retraction, 9 to 27 neurons per concentration from two independent experiments expressed as percentage of 

maximal retraction, Emax = 52.2 µm. (G) WIN-induced retraction (25 nM at 40 min) is fully reversible after WIN-

washout (at 70 min), n = 9. (H) Mean values of growth cone retraction downstream of endogenous CB1R 

activation, from four pooled independent experiments, outliers were removed in accordance with the Grubb's 

test. (I) Amplitudes of growth cone retraction downstream of endogenous CB1R activation after treatment with 

WIN (100 nM), 2-AG (1 µM), or with WIN (100 nM) after pre-treatment with the CB1R-specific antagonist AM281 

(AM, 1 µM). WIN-induced growth cone retraction is effectively abolished by AM. Values in D, F, G, and H are mean 

± SEM; values in E and I are presented as boxplots; n.s = p > 0.05, ***p < 0.001, calculated using Kruskal–Wallis 

one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn's post-tests on (E and I) and paired t-test on (H). Scale bar: 20 µm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.003

The following figure supplement is available for figure 1:

Figure supplement 1. mCherry-LifeAct label (red channel) from Figure 1A. Scale bar: 20 µm. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.004

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.004
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A likely candidate for the generation of such rapid F-actin-related force, which is capable of bend-

ing microtubules, is non-muscle myosin II (NM II), an ATPase protein with actin cross-linking and con-

tractile properties, which is activated by the phosphorylation of its regulatory light chain. The two main 

activators of NM II are myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) and ROCK, the latter being already known to 

participate in CB1R-induced cytoskeletal modifications (Ishii and Chun, 2002; Berghuis et al., 2007). 

This raises the possibility that ROCK- and/or MLCK-induced NM II contractility is responsible for 

the force-generation reported above. In order to directly investigate the implication of NM II, we pre-

incubated neurons, for 20 min before WIN stimulation, with the highly selective NM II ATPase inhibitor 

blebbistatin (25 µM) that blocks NM II in an actin-detached state without perturbing F-actin polymer-

ization (Kovacs et al., 2004). Blebbistatin pre-treatment induced substantial morphological changes 

of the growth cone, which continued to move forward in a rather disorganized fashion (Figure 2G and 

Video 4), typically transforming the growth cone lamellipodia into several dynamically advancing filo-

podia, as reported previously (Rosner et al., 2007). Remarkably, blebbistatin completely abolished 

WIN-mediated retraction of these dynamically advancing F-actin-rich structures (Figure 2G,H, Figure 3E 

and Video 4), suggesting that the main force-generating factor downstream of CB1R activation is 

actomyosin contractility. This inhibitory effect of blebbistatin was concentration dependent with half-

maximal value of inhibition (EC50) of 116 nM (Figure 2—figure supplement 3). Immunocytochemical 

analysis of WIN-treated F-actin-rich growth cones at 2 min after the addition of WIN strikingly showed 

rapid and strong up-regulation of myosin light chain phosphorylation in the distal axon, adjacent to the 

F-actin-rich growth cone (Figure 3A–C and Figure 3—figure supplement 1), at the right place for the 

subsequent NMII-dependent contraction, both in neurons transfected only with LifeAct-mCherry 

(Figure 3A–C) and with Flag-CB1R-eCFP and LifeAct-mCherry (Figure 3C).

Next, we investigated the mechanism coupling CB1R to the ROCK/NM II pathway. First, we showed 

that NMII-dependent growth cone contraction is not a result of CB1R over-expression, since treatment 

with blebbistatin (25 µM) or the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10 µM) (Figure 3D) significantly inhibited 

endogenous CB1R-induced retraction of growth cones, previously presented on Figure 1I, in neurons 

transfected only with LifeAct-mCherry and EB3-eGFP. Then we used neurons expressing Flag-CB1R-

eCFP, LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP, our high-throughput experimental read-out, to characterize in 

detail the molecular mechanism of CB1R-induced actomyosin contractility. The amplitude of WIN-

mediated retraction was significantly reduced by pre-treatment with the Rho inhibitor C3 transferase 

(1 µg/ml, Figure 3—figure supplement 2), the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10 µM) (Figure 3E), but not 

by the MLCK-specific inhibitor ML-7 (30 µM) (Figure 3E). Treatment with the inactive (R)-(+)-blebbistatin 

(25 µM) stereoisomer was ineffective (data not shown). The implication of neuronal NM II was further 

confirmed by siRNA knock-down of endogenous NM IIA and NM IIB (Miserey-Lenkei et al., 2010), 

which resulted in significant reduction of WIN-mediated contractility as compared to control (anti-

luciferase) siRNA (Figure 3F).

Next, we investigated which heterotrimeric G-protein family couples CB1Rs to Rho activation. 

Notably, treatment with pertussis toxin (100 ng/µl), a specific inhibitor of Gi/o heterotrimeric proteins, 

which are generally considered as the main signaling pathway of CB1Rs (Howlett, 2005), did not 

decrease significantly cannabinoid-induced growth cone retraction (Figure 3E), similarly to a previ-

ously reported finding for ROCK-mediated induced cell rounding after anandamide treatment 

(Ishii and Chun, 2002). Another family of heterotrimeric G-proteins, G12/G13, may mediate rapid 

growth cone collapse, neurite retraction, and cell rounding in neuronal cell lines in response to 

certain GPCR agonists such as lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) (Katoh et al., 1998; Kranenburg et al., 

1999). Therefore, we inactivated endogenous G12/G13 proteins in our hippocampal neuronal cultures 

by using two pools of 4 different siRNAs directed against rat G12- or G13-alpha proteins, respectively. 

Used separately, neither pool decreased WIN-induced growth cone retraction as compared to con-

trol (anti-luciferase) siRNA (Figure 3F). However, when we combined together 2 siRNAs of each 

pool, each resulting mixed pools efficiently inhibited WIN-mediated contractility (Figure 3F). These 

results show that the presence of either G12 or G13 is necessary and sufficient for CB1R-induced acto-

myosin contraction.

Finally, to verify that CB1R-induced retraction is not an artifact of altered adhesion properties of 

growth cones in vitro, we co-transfected Flag-CB1R-eCFP, EB3-eGFP, and LifeAct-mCherry into em-

bryonic rat brains using in utero electroporation at embryonic day 16 (E16). In organotypic slices 

prepared from the offspring between postnatal day 4 and 6 (P4–P6), numerous corticofugal F-actin- 

rich growth cones from layer II–III pyramidal neurons could be visualized by video microscopy at 48 hr 

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
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Figure 2. CB1R-induced retraction is mediated by non-muscle myosin II dependent actomyosin contraction. Cultured hippocampal neurons co-expressing 

Flag-CB1R-eCFP, LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at DIV6 were treated by WIN (100 nM) at 0 min. (A) Microtubules (MT) bend and form small loops 

(arrowhead on A′) in the first 4 min (B) F-actin is reorganized from the growth cone tips and isolated patches to homogenous cable-like distribution in 

distal axonal shaft. (C–H) Pre-treatment with: (C and D) MT polymerization inhibitor nocodazole (10 µM), (E and F) actin polymerization inhibitor cytochalasin 

D (1 µM), (G and H) Non-muscle myosin II-inhibitor blebbistatin (25 µM). Scale bars: 5 µm on (A′) and (B′), 20 µm elsewhere.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.005

The following figure supplements are available for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Averaged F-actin relocalization in the distal 60 µm in growth cones in the first 4 min after WIN treatment in five randomly chosen 

neurons from Figure 1C. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.006

Figure supplement 2. CB1R-induced periodic microtubule bends are not due to EB3-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry expression. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.007

Figure supplement 3. Concentration-response curve for the blebbistatin effect on the growth cone retraction essay after treatment with WIN (100 nM). 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.008

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.008
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after slice preparation (Figure 4A). Application of 1 

µM WIN resulted in significant retraction of 

growth cones (Figure 4B,D and Video 5) through 

activation of CB1R since this effect could be pre-

vented by pre-treatment with 5 µM AM281 (Figure 

4D). This retraction displayed slower kinetics ex 

vivo than in vitro (compare to Figure 1) probably 

due to limited diffusion of the highly hydrophobic 

WIN into the slice and/or into differences in adhe-

sive and mechanistic properties within the organo-

typic brain slice. Previously, we have shown that at 

around P5, cortical projection neurons still express 

CB1R, albeit at lower levels than at birth (Vitalis et 

al., 2008), thus we have replicated these experi-

ments by expressing only the cytoskeletal markers 

EB3-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry. WIN-mediated 

activation of endogenous CB1Rs typically led to arrest or retraction of numerous growth cones 

(Figure 4C,E). The relatively mild averaged effect is probably due to the variable level of endogenous 

CB1R expression in these neurons. Importantly, pre-treatment with blebbistatin (25 µM) efficiently 

blocked this effect (Figure 4E).

In conclusion, we show that CB1R activation significantly reorganizes growth cones through MLCK/

ROCK-mediated NM II activation. This large-scale actomyosin contractility ultimately leads to the 

remodeling of MT structure in the distal axonal segments.

In the developing brain, both activation of endogenous CB1Rs and 
actomyosin contractility are required for path-finding of CB1R 
expressing corticofugal axons
In the embryonic brain, developing corticofugal axons express high levels of CB1Rs (Figure 5B’,B’’) 

(Vitalis et al., 2008). Genetic or pharmacological ablation of CB1Rs leads to axonal fasciculation deficits 

(Mulder et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2008). In order to investigate the importance of actomyosin con-

tractility during the embryonic development of CB1R expressing axons, we inhibited in vivo the ATPase 

activity of NM II by in utero intra-cerebroventricular injection of rat embryos with blebbistatin (Figure 5A). 

Notably, 100% of blebbistatin-injected embryos survived and developed without apparent gross 

anatomical brain defects, suggesting that neuronal NM II can be safely targeted in vivo. In embryos 

treated between E15 and E17 with active (S)-(−)-blebbistatin (Figure 5D,D´,G), but not with the inac-

tive (R)-(+) stereoisomer (Figure 5C,C´,G), Tuj1-expressing axons showed important targeting errors, 

by invading the sub-ventricular zone, from which CB1R-expressing corticofugal axons are usually 

excluded (Figure 5B,G and Figure 5—figure supplement 1). Such a representative CB1R-expressing 

Tuj1-positive axon invading the SVZ from an embryon treated with (S)-(−)-blebbistatin is shown on 

Figure 5F. Treatment with the CB1R-specific antagonist AM251 (1 mM) but not with its vehicle (DMSO 

2.8%) led to similar developmental phenotype (Figure 5E,E´,G).

Together with our above findings showing that activation of endogenous CB1Rs in organotypic 

slices leads to NM II-dependent arrest or contraction of axonal growth cones, these results suggest 

that both activation of endogenous CB1Rs and actomyosin contractility are required for correct path 

finding of corticofugal axons.

CB1R-induced rapid neuronal contraction results in cell rounding, 
neurite retraction, and increased cell stiffness in Neuro2A cells
Next, we asked whether the above reported CB1R-mediated effect on neuronal actomyosin contrac-

tility is restricted to growth cones, which are highly specialized mobile structures, or if we can also 

observe this phenomenon in other neuronal sub-compartments. The mouse neuroblastoma-derived 

Neuro2A cell line, a widely used model of neuronal physiology, presents simpler morphology than 

primary hippocampal neurons, enabling high-resolution quantitative measure of cellular structure and 

biomechanical characteristics. The Neuro2A cells grow neurites in culture, and we observed that 

F-actin accumulates in the shaft and extremity of these neurites as well as in highly dynamic filopodia 

and in patches of the cell cortex (Figure 6A). CB1R-eGFP showed a characteristic distribution between 

the plasma membrane and endosomes, as described previously in various non-polarized cell-types 

Video 1. CB1R activation induces retraction of actin-rich 

growth cones. Dynamic, F-actin-rich growth cone of a 

cultured hippocampal neuron co-expressing CB1R-eCFP, 

LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at DIV6 treated with 

100 nM WIN at 10 min. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.009

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.009
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Figure 3. CB1Rs activate non-muscle myosin II through heterotrimeric G12/G13 proteins, Rho GTPase, and ROCK. 

Cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV6 co-expressing a combination of LifeAct-mCherry, Flag-CB1R-eCFP, and 

EB3-eGFP as indicated and treated by WIN (100 nM) at 0 min. (A–B) Representative LifeAct-mCherry expressing 

growth cones (delimited with a dotted line) at 2 min after treatment with vehicle (A) or WIN (100 nM, B), 

labeled with a phospho-Myosin Light Chain (phosphoMLC) antibody. Arrowheads show the distal axon adjacent 

to the F-actin-rich growth cone where WIN induces rapid and strong upregulation of myosin light chain phospho-

rylation. (C) pMLC labeling intensity at the distal 50–60 µm of the axon, adjacent to the actin-rich growth cone, from 

neurons expressing LifeAct-mCherry (A) or co-expressing LifeAct-mCherry and Flag-CB1R-eCFP (B). The region- 

of-interest used to measure pMLC labeling intensity is delimited with a dotted line on a representative growth 

cone on Figure 3—figure supplement 1. (D) Amplitude of 100 nM WIN-induced growth cone retraction in 

neurons co-expressing LifeAct-mCherry and EB3-eGFP pre-treated with 25 µM blebbistatin or 10 µM Y-27632. 

(E) Amplitude of 100 nM WIN-induced growth cone retraction in neurons co-expressing LifeAct-mCherry, EB3-eGFP, 

and Flag-CB1R-eCFP pre-treated with: 1 µM cytochalasin D; 25 µM blebbistatin; 25 µM blebbistatin + 10 µM Y-27632; 

10 µM Y-27632; 30 µM ML-7 + 10 µM Y-27632; 30 µM ML-7; 10 µM nocodazole; 100 ng/µl PTX. (F) Effect of siRNA-

mediated knock-down of endogenous myosin IIA, IIB or of endogenous G12/G13 proteins on growth cone-retraction 

induced by 100 nM WIN in neurons co-expressing the three constructs, as compared to control (luciferase) siRNA. 

Results are pooled from at least two independent experiments, and outliers were removed in accordance with 

Grubb's test. Results in are expressed as boxplots. n.s p > 0.05; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 calculated using 

Student's t-test on (C), Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn's post-tests on (D) and (E), and using 

one-way ANOVA followed by Newman–Keuls post-tests on (F). Scale bar: 10 µm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.010

The following figure supplements are available for figure 3:

Figure supplement 1. Another representative LifeAct-mCherry expressing growth cone 2 min after treatment 

with WIN (100 nM), labeled with the phosphoMLC antibody, similarly to Figure 3B. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.011

Figure supplement 2. Amplitude of 100 nM WIN-induced growth cone retraction in neurons co-expressing 

LifeAct-mCherry, EB3-eGFP, and Flag-CB1R-eCFP with (C3T) or without (WIN) pre-treatement with 1 µg/ml C3T. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.012

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.011
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.012
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(Leterrier et al., 2004). Treatment with 100 nM 

WIN resulted in rapid rounding of the cell body 

and in retraction of neurites, leaving behind 

retraction-fiber-like remnants (Figure 6A,B and 

Video 6). F-actin was reorganized and accumu-

lated at the end of the retraction bulb and under 

the plasma membrane of the cell body. This WIN-

induced cell rounding could be blocked by 

blebbistatin treatment (25 µM) (Figure 6B), sug-

gesting that the observed rapid morphological 

changes are due to a CB1R-induced general con-

traction of the actomyosin cell cortex, which is the 

association of plasma membrane lipids and the 

underlying actin filament network.

Comparable large-scale contraction of the 

actomyosin cortex was previously characterized in 

detail in cells entering division (Théry and Bornens, 

2008), where a regulated balance between local-

ized actomyosin-cortex-dependent surface ten-

sion and intracellular pressure allows dividing cells 

to control their volume, shape, and mechanical 

properties (Stewart et al., 2010). When com-

bined, these two effects result in an overall increase 

of cell cortex rigidity or stiffness (Stewart et al., 

2010), while local and temporary detachment of 

the plasma membrane from the actomyosin cortex 

results in characteristic blebbing (Cunningham, 

1995; Charras et al., 2008). Marked cell rounding, 

F-actin reorganization, and the presence of retrac-

tion fibers suggested that an analogous intracel-

lular mechanism might be implicated in the 

above-reported cannabinoid-induced reorganiza-

tion of the Neuro2A cells. We have performed 

two experiments to investigate this possibility.

First, in order to directly measure putative 

contraction of the neuronal actomyosin cortex, 

we measured the cell cortex rigidity of isolated 

CB1R-expressing Neuro2A cells before and after 

cannabinoid treatment, by using atomic force  

microscopy (AFM). Averaged AFM measure-

ments in force mode with a 1-µm spherical bead 

attached to the cantilever (Figure 6C) indicated 

that the stiffness (Young's modulus) of unstimulated individual cells was approximately 300 Pa, 

close to values reported in acutely isolated hippocampal glial cells and neurons (Lu et al., 2006). 

For this series of experiments, cells were grown on uncoated plastic, a highly adhesive substrate, 

in order to minimize the displacement of Neuro2A cells during the measurement. WIN stimulation 

led to an overall rapid and transient increase of cell stiffness at different locations on the same cell, 

with the exception of the trailing edge (Figure 6C4). As the contribution of the underlying cover-

slip was significant in neurites (compare ordinate scale of Figure 6C1 with Figure 6C2–4), in the 

following experiments we have centered our force measurements on the cell bodies, corre-

sponding to the positions 2 and 3 on Figure 6C. The important transient WIN-induced increase in 

cell stiffness was absent during incubation with vehicle solution and could be prevented by pre-

treatment with blebbistatin (25 µM) (Figure 6D), showing that activation of NM II is necessary to 

induce the measured changes.

Next, in order to follow morphological changes at the plasma membrane in detail, high-resolution 

time-lapse image stacks of retracting WIN-treated Neuro2A cells were acquired, deconvoluted, and 

Video 2. Effect of microtubule depolymerization on 

CB1R-induced growth cone retraction. Dynamic, F-actin- 

rich growth cone of a cultured hippocampal neuron 

co-expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry at 

DIV6, pre-treated with 10 µM Nocodazole at 20 min before 

treatment with 100 nM WIN at 40 min. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.013

Video 3. Effect of actin depolymerization on CB1R-

induced growth cone retraction. Dynamic, F-actin-rich 

growth cone of a cultured hippocampal neuron co- 

expressing CB1R-eCFP, LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at 

DIV6 pre-treated with 1 µM cytochalasin D at 20 min before 

treatment with 100 nM WIN at 40 min. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.014

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.013
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.014
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reconstructed in three dimensions (Figure 6E and 

Video 7). Prior to remodeling, the shape of the 

cells suggested a large degree of reinforcement 

probably owing both to the intracellular actomy-

osin cortex directly beneath the plasma mem-

brane, and to the attachment of the cell to its 

substrate. After CB1R agonist application, the 

cell changed shape drastically, acquiring a more 

spherical morphology. Moreover, we observed 

localized blebbing behavior of the cell mem-

brane, starting at the early stages (∼2 min) of the 

contraction and ceasing after 6–8 min (Figure 6E 

and Video 7).

In conclusion, our results show that CB1R acti-

vation leads to rapid and NM II-dependent neur-

ite retraction and rounding of the cell body in 

Neuro2A cells, which is accompanied by forma-

tion of retraction fibers and by transient increase 

in cell stiffness and blebbing behavior. Collectively, 

these findings suggest that global CB1R activa-

tion results in large-scale contraction of the neu-

ronal cytoskeleton, which is mechanistically similar 

to the molecular machinery engaged in mitotic 

cell rounding.

Prolonged CB1R-mediated induction of actomyosin contraction 
reshapes somatodendritic morphology
Previously, we have reported that chronic in vitro activation of CB1Rs leads to significant inhibition of 

dendritic development in cultured hippocampal neurons, while genetic or pharmacological inhibition of 

CB1Rs leads to more numerous and longer dendrites (Vitalis et al., 2008). Similarly, genetic or pharmaco-

logical inhibition of CB1R leads to more complex somatodendritic morphology in septal cholinergic neurons 

(Keimpema et al., 2013). These data suggest that, in addition to axons, where CB1Rs are naturally targeted 

through transcytotic targeting (Leterrier et al., 2006), the transitory presence of CB1Rs on the somatoden-

dritic membrane may allow efficient coupling to growth inhibitory signaling pathways. It was reported that 

increased NM II activity, through constitutively active MLCK or RhoA, decreases both the length and number 

of neurites and, consequently, delays or abolishes the development of neuronal polarity in cultured 

hippocampal neurons (Kollins et al., 2009). We thus studied whether a long-term effect of the above 

described rapid, CB1R-activation dependent and NM II-mediated contraction of the neuronal cytoskel-

eton could explain the negative regulatory effects of CB1R activation at a longer time scale (∼24 hr).

First, we verified the presence of the rapid structural effects of CB1R activation in the somatoden-

dritic region. Neurons expressing CB1R-eCFP, LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at DIV9 responded to 

100 nM WIN with rapid morphological reorganization of the somatodendritic compartment, character-

ized by retraction of distal dendritic regions and broadening of the proximal portion of dendrites 

(Figure 7A,A' and Video 8). While the overall dynamics of EB3-eGFP comets was not apparently 

modified, the MTs in individual dendrites often displayed a characteristic bent morphology, parallel to 

the appearance of straight cable-like F-actin bundles (Figure 7A,A' and Video 8) suggesting the pres-

ence of a rapid CB1R-activation-dependent actomyosin contraction. Overnight treatment with WIN 

(100 nM) resulted in a significant decrease in the number of dendrites of developing hippocampal 

neurons, expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and the soluble cytoplasmic marker DsRed2 at DIV4 (Figure 7B,C), 

as reported previously (Vitalis et al., 2008). This effect was abolished in the presence of both Y-27632 

(10 µM) or blebbistatin (25 µM) (Figure 7B,C). Notably, treatment with both inhibitors led to more 

developed dendrites also in control conditions, confirming previous reports on the constitutive inhibi-

tion of neurite development through ROCK and NM II (Kollins et al., 2009).

In conclusion, our results show that the chronic activation of CB1Rs reshapes somatodendritic 

morphology through enhancement of the naturally present ROCK- and NM II-mediated contractile 

tone of neurons.

Video 4. Effect of NM II inhibition on CB1R-induced 

growth cone retraction. Dynamic, F-actin-rich growth 

cone of a cultured hippocampal neuron co-expressing 

Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry at DIV6 

pre-treated with 25 µM blebbistatin at 20 min  

before treatment with 100 nM WIN at 40 min. Only 

LifeAct-mCherry emission is visualized here. Scale 

bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.015

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159.015
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Discussion
Our results show that acute CB1R activation results in rapid contraction of the neuronal actomyosin 

cytoskeleton. CB1R acts through heterotrimeric G12/G13 proteins, Rho GTPase, and ROCK to induce 

the contractile interaction of NM II with F-actin. This contraction triggers the retraction of the actin-

rich growth cone of the most distal 60–70 µm of the axon in cultured hippocampal neurons and in 

cortical neurons in organotypic slices. Pharmacological inhibition of either CB1Rs or NM II during 

brain development leads to excessive growth of corticofugal axons in vivo, suggesting that CB1R-

induced actomyosin contractility is necessary for the correct pathfinding by mediating their repulsion 

from the sub-ventricular zone. This contractile behavior is not limited to the growth cone since 

CB1R-induced actomyosin contraction leads to neurite retraction, cell rounding, and a significant 

elevation in cell rigidity in the Neuro2A cells. Similarly, in the somatodendritic region of cultured 

Figure 4. Activation of exogenous or endogenous CB1Rs modifies growth cone dynamics ex vivo. Progression of dynamic, F-actin-rich corticofugal 

growth cones from organotypic slices cultured for 24 to 48 hr, prepared from P4-6 rat brains, previously electroporated in utero at E16 to express 

EB3-eGFP, LifeAct-mCherry, with or without Flag-CB1R-eCFP, was followed by time-lapse imaging. (A) Experimental design and illustration of a typical 

transfected cortical area (A) and of a typical labeled growing axon (B). For the illustration, the organotypic section was fixed and EB3-eGFP signal was 

enhanced by incubation with an anti-GFP antibody. (B–E) Response to CB1R agonist WIN (1 µM, added at 0 min). The F-actin-rich growth cone is 

indicated by arrowheads. Open arrowheads indicate growth cone position at 0 min (B, D) WIN-induced retraction in growth cones expressing EB3-eGFP, 

LifeAct-mCherry, and Flag-CB1R-eCFP is abolished by pre-treatment with 5 µM CB1R-specific antagonist AM281. (C, E) WIN-induced retraction in 

growth cones expressing EB3-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry is abolished by pre-treatment with blebbistatin (25 µM). Results are pooled from at least two 

independent experiments and are expressed as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001, calculated using Student's t-test. Scale bar: 100 µm on 

A, 20 µm elsewhere.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.016

http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.03159
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hippocampal neurons, distal regions of dendrites 

retract while proximal parts broaden. Finally, 

ROCK and NM II mediate the inhibitory effect of 

chronic CB1R activation on dendrite develop-

ment, by increasing the natural contractile tone of 

neurons.

Owing to its position downstream of conver-

gent signaling pathways, the NM II protein plays 

a pivotal role in the control of tissue architecture 

through its participation in processes that require 

cell reshaping and movement, such as cell adhe-

sion, cell migration, and cell division (Vicente-

Manzanares et al., 2009). In neurons, NM II is 

also involved in diverse aspects of cell movement, 

such as neuronal migration and the structural  

organization and efficient extension of the 

growth cone, which requires an intricate bal-

ance between dynein, microtubules, actin, and 

different myosin II isoforms (Vallee et al., 2009). 

Remarkably, previous in vitro results have shown 

that NM II is important for turning in response to 

boundaries of substrate-bound laminin-1 (Turney 

and Bridgman, 2005) and that pharmacological 

inhibition or genetic silencing of NM II leads to disorganization of the growth cone, allowing rapid axon 

extension over inhibitory substrates (Hur et al., 2011). In the present study, we report a comparable in vivo 

effect, by showing that blebbistatin treatment leads to elevated axonal invasion of the embryonic sub-

ventricular zone (SVZ). This territory, which is populated by proliferating neuronal progenitors, is typically 

avoided by corticofugal axons during their progression towards sub-cortical target zones. To our know-

ledge, these results show for the first time the existence of NM II-mediated axonal repulsion in vivo, sug-

gesting that mobilization of NM II participates in the correct guidance of corticofugal axonal projections. 

Since pharmacological CB1R blockade has similar effects to NM II inhibition (i.e., excessive axonal growth), 

a likely scenario suggests that the endocannabinoid 2-AG, whose synthesizing enzyme DAGLα is specifi-

cally expressed at high levels by proliferating progenitor cells of the SVZ (Goncalves et al., 2008), acts 

through CB1Rs to repulse invading corticofugal axons through NM II-mediated growth cone retraction.

CB1Rs also rapidly modify the morphology of Neuro2A cells and cultured hippocampal neurons 

through enhanced actomyosin contractility, leading to large-scale reorganization of neuronal compart-

ments that contain F-actin. Notably, CB1Rs not only alter the internal organization of the growth cone, 

as suggested previously (Berghuis et al., 2007; Argaw et al., 2011), but cause the retraction of the 

distal axon over several tens of microns, both in cultured hippocampal neurons and in cortical neurons 

in organotypic slices. This NM II-dependent contraction leads to the characteristic periodic bending of 

microtubules. This particular phenotype was similarly observed during strong NM II-mediated retraction 

in DRG neurons after the activation of the LPA receptor (Bouquet et al., 2007) or after treatment with 

Sema 3A (Gallo et al., 2002; Wylie and Chantler, 2003; Gallo, 2006;). In addition, nitric oxide, widely 

recognized to induce axonal retractions during development (Cramer et al., 1998; Ernst et al., 2000), 

was reported to induce similar rapid axonal retraction accompanied by periodic bends (He et al., 2002).

In addition, RhoA, ROCK, and NM II are known constitutive inhibitors of neurite development 

(Kollins et al., 2009). By activating the CB1R/G12/G13/Rho GTPase/ROCK/NM II axis characterized in 

our study, endo- or exogenous cannabinoids are likely to mobilize a widely employed myosin-activating 

machinery that is involved in growth cone navigation and in the establishment and maintenance of 

neuronal morphology. Interestingly, similar G12/G13-dependent signaling mechanism is mobilized 

downstream of at least two developmentally implied neuronal GPCRs, the LPA receptor (Katoh et al., 

1998; Kranenburg et al., 1999) and GPR55, a putative ‘atypical’ cannabinoid receptor (Ryberg et al., 

2007; Sharir and Abood, 2010), through activation by lysophosphatidylinositols but not through 

genuine cannabinoid ligands (Obara et al., 2011). Therefore, coupling of a bona fide neurotransmitter 

and drug receptor, such as CB1R, to this major developmental pathway may open interesting research 

and therapeutic perspectives.

Video 5. CB1R activation induces retraction of actin-rich 

growth cones in organotypic slices. Dynamic, F-actin-rich 

corticofugal growth cones from organotypic slices were 

cultured for 24 to 48 hr, prepared from P4-6 rat brains, 

previously electroporated with EB3-eGFP, LifeAct-

mCherry, and Flag-CB1R-eCFP in utero (See Figure 3). 

Treatment with 1 µM WIN at 30 min induces retraction 

of the growth cone. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.017
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NM II is also involved in integrin-mediated cell adhesion; in turn, the adhesive properties of the sub-

strate also control NM II activation (Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009). However, CB1R-mediated morpho-

logical effects reported in the present study may not result from reduced neuronal adhesion, considering 

the time-scale of the rapid neuronal retraction. Instead, retracting the Neuro2A cells and growth cones of 

hippocampal neurons both in vitro and ex vivo leave behind thin membranous fibers, which contain F-Actin 

and are still attached to the adhesive substrate. The formation and morphology of these fibers are similar 

to those of retraction fibers reported in mitotic cells (Cramer and Mitchison, 1995) also generated by 

rapid contraction of the cellular actomyosin cortex (Théry and Bornens, 2008).

The ensemble of these results combined with the bulk of the available experimental data 

(reviewed in Gaffuri et al., 2012) suggests that endocannabinoids acting through CB1Rs exert a 

general negative effect on cell spreading and neurite growth. Basal cell-autonomous or paracrine activa-

tion of CB1Rs would yield relatively weak tonic inhibition of growth in the majority of developmental 

Figure 5. Actomyosin contractility is required for the correct targeting of CB1R expressing corticofugal axons. (A) Experimental design. Left: in utero intracer-

ebroventricular injection of E15 rat embryos. Right: analysis of axons in the lateral sub-ventricular zone (SVZ, red). (B) E15 corticofugal axons starting from the 

cortical plate (CP) and progressing through the intermediate zone (IZ) highly co-express Tuj-1 (green) and CB1R (magenta) and mostly avoid the SVZ. (C–G) In 

embryos injected with 1 µl of the active NM II-ATPase inhibitor (S)-(−)-blebbistatin (250 µM) (D, D′), or with AM251 (1 mM) (E, E′), but not with the inactive (R)-(+) 

stereoisomer (250 µM) or the vehicle of AM251 (DMSO 2.8%) (C–C′), there is a significant increase of mistargeted corticofugal axons in the lateral SVZ 

(arrowheads, G). (F) Expression of endogenous CB1Rs in a representative Tuj1 positive axon invading the SVZ (arrowheads) from an embryon treated with active 

(S)-(−)-blebbistatin. Results are pooled from three independent experiments and are expressed as mean ± SEM, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 calculated using 

one-way ANOVA followed by Newman–Keuls post-tests. Scale bars: 100 μm on B and F (left), 250 μm on C, D, and E and 25 μm on B′, B″, C′, D′, E′, and F (right).

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.018

The following figure supplement is available for figure 5:

Figure supplement 1. Cortifugal origin of Tuj1-expressing axons in the SVZ. 

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.019
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settings in all neuronal sub-regions where F-actin is present. Local growth-promoting effectors at 

the growth cone, such as the self-amplifying autocrine promoter BDNF (Cheng et al., 2011) or 

netrin-1 (Argaw et al., 2011), may locally surmount this weak negative tone. The resulting ‘chan-

neling’ effect of widespread CB1R-mediated weak inhibition would help the neuron to focus its 

resources to a limited amount of growth locations, leading to more efficient polarized growth. Such 

weak inhibition may serve also to coordinated guidance of axonal fascicles in the brain where mod-

erate production of eCBs by nearby axons would be used as a repulsion cue that helps axons to grow 

straightly towards their target. However, when growth cones reach a region highly enriched with 

eCBs, such as the sub-ventricular zone, enhanced eCB signaling could result in growth cone arrest, re-

pulsion, or collapse, efficiently steering out CB1R-expressing axons from these areas. Finally, CB1R-induced 

actomyosin contractility may also contribute to establish functionally adequate somatodendritic 

Figure 6. CB1R-induced actomyosin contraction results in neurite retraction and transiently increased cell stiffness in Neuro2A cells. (A and B) Cells 

expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry. F-actin accumulates in the extremity and shaft of neurites (arrowheads). Agonist WIN (100 nM) induces 

retraction of neurites. Open arrowheads: neurite tip at 0 min. (B) Blebbistatin (25 µM) significantly reduces 100 nM WIN-induced cell rounding. Results 

are expressed as mean ± SEM. (C) Phase-contrast image of a Neuro2A cell and the AFM cantilever. Stiffness response to 100 nM WIN at different cell 

locations (crosses). Subsequent measurements were focused on the cell bodies, corresponding to positions 2 and 3. (D) Blebbistatin (25 µM) significantly 

reduces 100 nM WIN-induced increase of cell stiffness. Results are pooled from at least three independent experiments and are expressed as mean 

stiffness between 2 and 8 min after stimulation ±SEM. (E) 3D reconstruction shows neurite retraction, cell rounding, and transitory blebbing (arrows) 

following WIN treatment (100 nM). n.s p > 0.05; ***p < 0.001, calculated using Student's t-test on B and using one-way ANOVA followed by Newman–Keuls 

post-tests on (D). Scale bars: 10 µm on (A) and (E), 15 µm on (C).

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.020
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morphology, acting as a negative regulator of 

dendritic growth.

In our study, we were able to characterize in 

detail CB1R-induced actomyosin contraction, which 

is rather subtle and transitory downstream of 

endogenous GPCRs, by using high-resolution time-

lapse imaging, atomic force microscopy, and mod-

erate over-expression of CB1Rs. Consequently, 

the amplitudes of reported cytoskeleton changes 

are likely dramatic compared to CB1R-induced 

remodeling in typical physiological settings. 

Nevertheless, the results concerning endogenous 

CB1Rs, obtained in cultured neurons, in organo-

typic slices, and in vivo suggest physiological rel-

evance for our findings.

In conclusion, we identify NM II-mediated ac-

tomyosin contraction as a mechanism conveying a 

wide-ranging inhibitory role for cannabinoids in neu-

ronal expansion and growth, downstream of CB1R 

coupled to G12/G13 proteins and the Rho-associated 

kinase ROCK. Such modulation of the neural acto-

myosin cytoskeleton has not yet been reported 

downstream of neurotransmitter GPCRs, therefore 

our results open previously unexpected perspec-

tives in the study and comprehension of brain 

function.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and antibodies
CB1R agonists WIN55,212-2, CP-55940, HU-210, 

2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG), and CB1R-specific 

antagonist/inverse agonists AM281 and AM251 

were acquired from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, 

UK). Rho-associated kinase inhibitor Y-27632 and 

nocodazole were purchased from Calbiochem 

(San Diego, CA). Blebbistatin, cytochalasin D, ML-7, 

Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabidiol solution (THC), and 

pertussis toxin (PTX) were brought from Sigma 

(Saint-Louis, MO). The Rho-GTPase inhibitor C3 

transferase (C3T) was purchased from Cytoskeleton, 

Inc. Mouse anti-neuron-specific beta III tubulin 

(Tuj-1) antibody was obtained from Sigma (Catalog 

Number T8660), rabbit anti-myosin phospho S19/

phospho S20 antibody was obtained from Rockland 

(Gilbertsville, PA, Cat. no. 600-401-416), rabbit 

anti-CB1R antibody was produced by Eurogentec 

(Seraing, Belgium) and described previously 

(Thibault et al., 2013), and chicken anti-GFP 

antibody was from AVES (Tigard, OR). Alexa-

Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies were purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). All 

culture media and additives were from PAA Laboratories (Pasching, Austria).

DNA constructs
The DsRed2 encoding plasmid was produced by Clontech (Mountain View, CA). The CB1R-eCFP 

(Enhanced Cyan Fluorescent Protein) and Flag-CB1R-eGFP constructs have previously been described 

Video 6. CB1R activation induces neurite retraction 

and cell rounding in Neuro 2A cells. Neuro2A cell 

expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and LifeAct-mCherry. 

Treatment with 100 nM WIN at 30 min induces neurite 

retraction and cell rounding. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.021

Video 7. CB1R activation induces neurite retraction, 

cell rounding, and temporary blebbing in Neuro 2A 

cells. 3D reconstruction of a Neuro2A cell expressing 

Flag-CB1R-eGFP and DsRed2. Treatment with 100 nM 

WIN at 7 min (420 s) induces neurite retraction, cell 

rounding, and transitory blebbing. Scale bar: 10 μm
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.022
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elsewhere (Leterrier et al., 2004, 2006). LifeAct-mCherry was a kind gift of G Montagnac and P 

Chavrier (Institut Curie, Paris, France). pEGFP-N3–EB3 plasmid was a kind gift of M Piel (Institut 

Curie, Paris, France). pCAG-Cre and pCALNL-GFP in which GFP was replaced by Flag-CB1R-eCFP, 

LifeAct-mCherry, or eGFP-EB3 sequences for in utero electroporation experiments were a kind gift 

from T Matsuda and C Cepko (Harvard Medical School). All constructs were verified by full-length 

sequencing.

RNA interference
For silencing rat non-muscle myosin IIA, rat non-muscle myosin IIB, rat G12- and rat G13- specific 

SMARTpools were chemically synthesized by Dharmacon Research (Lafayette, CO) and siRNA targeting 

Figure 7. Acute and chronic effects of CB1R-mediated actomyosin contraction on somatodendritic morphology. (A) Cultured hippocampal neurons 

expressing CB1R-eCFP, LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at DIV8. Application of 100 nM WIN results in rapid and significant reorganization of 

somatodendritic morphology, characterized by retraction of distal dendritic parts (arrowheads), and broadening of the proximal part of dendrites 

(arrows). (A′) In dendrites, characteristic microtubule bending (arrowheads) and appearance of straight cable-like F-actin bundles (arrowheads) are 

accompanied by CB1R endocytosis after agonist activation (arrows). (B and C) Chronic inhibition of ROCK or NM II abolishes CB1R-activation induced 

changes structure of the cultured hippocampal neurons expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and the structural marker DsRed2 at DIV4. Cells were fixed at  

24 hr after treatment with inhibitors of ROCK (Y-27632, 10 µM) or NM II (blebbistatin, 25 µM) in the presence of vehicle (VE) or CB1R agonist WIN  

(100 nM). A representative cell is shown for each condition. (C) Results are pooled from at least two independent experiments and are expressed as 

mean ± SEM. n.s p > 0.05; **p < 0.01, calculated using one-way ANOVA followed by Newman–Keuls post-tests. Scale bars: 20 µm on (A), 5 µm on 

(A′), and 50 µm on (B).

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.023
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luciferase (CGUACGCGGAAUACUUCGA, Proligo-

Sigma) was used as a control, as described previ-

ously (Miserey-Lenkei et al., 2010).

Cell cultures
Neuro2A cells (ATCC CCL-131) were grown in 

DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 4.5 

g/l glucose, GlutaMAX I (Life Technologies), 10% 

fetal bovine serum, 10 U/ml penicillin G and 10 

mg/ml streptomycin. Neuronal cultures were pre-

pared as described previously (Carrel et al., 

2011). Briefly, hippocampi of rat embryos were 

dissected at embryonic days 17–18. After trypsi-

nization, tissue dissociation was achieved with a 

Pasteur pipette. Cells were plated on poly-D-

lysine-coated coverslips at a density of 60,000–

75,000 cells per 15 mm coverslip and cultivated in 

complete Neurobasal (Life Technologies) medium 

supplemented with B27 (Life Technologies), con-

taining 0.5 mM L-glutamine, 10 U/ml penicillin G, 

and 10 mg/ml streptomycin containing condi-

tioned medium obtained by incubating glial cul-

tures (70–80% confluency) for 24 hr. Experiments 

were performed in agreement with the institu-

tional guidelines for the use and care of animals 

and in compliance with national and international 

laws and policies (Council directives no. 87-848, 

19 October 1987, Ministère de l'Agriculture et de la Forêt, Service Vétérinaire de la Santé et de la 

Protection Animale).

Cell transfections
Neuro2A cells were transfected, in 6-well plates for ATF and deconvolution or in 12-well plates for 

video microscopy, with 0.8 μg of plasmid DNA using Effectene reagent (Qiagen, Venlo, NL) and pro-

cessed 24 hr after transfection.

Hippocampal neurons were transfected on DIV3 (for morphometry) or DIV5-8 (for videomicroscopy) 

as follows: for each coverslip, plasmid DNA (2 μg) and Lipofectamine 2000 (1.25 μl, Life Technologies) in 

Neurobasal medium were combined and incubated for 30 min. After the addition of complete Neurobasal 

medium containing B27 supplement, the mix was applied onto the neuronal culture for 3 hr at 37°C. 

Receptor expression was allowed in growth medium for 24 to 72 hr after transfection. Immediately after 

transfection, DIV3 transfected hippocampal neurons were incubated with different pharmacological treat-

ments and fixed after 24 hr. Our transfection protocol leads to moderate over-expression of CB1Rs and we 

imaged only low-expressing neurons in which sub-neuronal traffic and targeting of transfected receptors is 

similar to that of endogenous CB1Rs (Leterrier et al., 2006; Vitalis et al., 2008; Thibault et al., 2013).

For siRNA transfections, two different mixes were prepared: one with Lipofectamine (2 µl) and plasmid 

DNA (1.25 µg of Flag-CB1-eGFP and 1.25 µg of LifeAct-mCherry) in 50 µl of Neurobasal medium and one 

with Lipofectamine and siRNA (2.4 µl of each siRNA at 50 µM alone or combined with other siRNAs were 

mixed in 50 µl of Neurobasal medium). In controls, appropriate volumes of anti-luciferase siRNA 

(50 µM) were used to match the total amount of transfected siRNAs. After 30 min of incubation, 

the two mixes were combined, completed to 250 µl with conditioned complete Neurobasal medium 

containing B27 supplement and applied to the neuronal culture for 3 hr at 37°C. At the end of 

incubation, the mix was replaced by fresh complete Neurobasal medium and neurons were used 

48 to 72 hr later.

Animals
Animals were housed individually with free access to food and water and maintained in a temperature-

controlled environment on a 12 hr light/dark cycle. Experiments were performed in agreement with 

Video 8. CB1R activation induces rapid remodeling of 

the somatodendritic region in cultured hippocampal 

neurons. Somatodendritic region of a cultured 

hippocampal neuron co-expressing CB1R-eCFP, 

LifeAct-mCherry, and EB3-eGFP at DIV8. The axon, 

whose initial segment is typically strongly labeled with 

EB3-GFP, exits the frame in the upper-left corner. The 

F-actin-rich growth cone, such as shown in Video 1, is 

at the growing end of the axon, typically hundreds of 

microns away from the soma at DIV8. Treatment with 

100 WIN at 10 min induces retraction of distal dendrites 

and broadening of proximal dendrites. Scale bar: 20 μm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.03159.024
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the institutional guidelines for the use and care of animals and in compliance with national and inter-

national laws and policies (Council directives no. 87-848, 19 October 1987, Ministère de l'Agriculture 

et de la Forêt, Service Vétérinaire de la Santé et de la Protection Animale).

In utero electroporation, preparation of organotypic slices, and 
histological procedures
Pregnant Sprague–Dawley rats at gestation day 16 were anesthetized with Ketamine/Xylazine (75/10 

mixture). The abdominal cavity was opened to expose the uterine horns. 1–3 μl of plasmids (0.5 µg/µl 

for pCAG-Cre, 1 µg/µl for pCALNL-LifeAct-mCherry and pCALNL-EB3-eGFP, and 1.5 µg/µl for pCALNL-

Flag-CB1R-CFP) with 1 mg/ml Fast Green (Sigma) were microinjected through the uterus into the lateral 

ventricles of embryos by pulled glass capillaries (Drummond Scientific, Broomall, PA). Electroporation 

was performed by placing the heads of the embryos between tweezer-type electrodes. Square electric 

pulses (65 V, 50 ms) were passed five times at 1 s intervals using a CUY21 EDIT electroporator (Nepa 

Gene, Chiba, Japan).

For axonal localization analysis, rat brains (E20) were dissected and fixed for 48 hr in 4% paraform-

aldehyde (PFA) in PBS at 4°C. Brains were then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS, frozen in OCT 

compound (Sakura, Tokyo, Japan), and sectioned coronally at 16 µm using a cryostat.

For organotypic slice preparation, rats were sacrificed at P4-6 by decapitation under deep anesthesia 

with pentobarbital. Brains were dissected and transferred into liquid 3% low-melting agarose (38°C) 

and placed on ice. Embedded brains were cut coronally (300 μm) with a VT1000S vibratome (Leica, 

Nussloch, Germany) at 4°C. Slices were transferred onto sterilized culture plate inserts (0.4-μm pore size, 

Millicell-CM, Millipore, Billerica, MA) and cultured in semidry conditions in a humidified incubator at 

37°C under 5% CO2 atmosphere in wells containing Neurobasal medium (Life Technologies) supple-

mented with 1% B27 (vol/vol), 1% N2 (vol/vol), 1% GlutaMAX I (vol/vol), and 1% penicillin/strepto-

mycin (vol/vol, Life Technologies). Slices were cultured for 24–48 hr before videomicroscopy.

For illustration of electroporated cortical area, some organotypic slices cultured for 24 hr were fixed 

for 2 hr in 4% PFA in PBS.

In utero cerebroventricular injections and histological procedures
Pregnant Sprague–Dawley rats at gestation day 15 were prepared as for in utero electroporation. 

Then, 1 μl of a solution containing active NM II ATPase inhibitor (S)-(−)-blebbistatin (250 μM), inactive 

(R)-(+) stereoisomer (250 μM), AM251 (1 mM), or 2.8% DMSO (vehicle for AM251), mixed with 1 mg/ml 

Fast Green were microinjected through the uterus into the lateral ventricles of embryos by pulled glass 

capillaries. Embryos were allowed to develop in utero for 2 days. E17 brains were then dissected, fixed 

for 48 hr in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS at 4°C, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS, frozen 

in OCT compound, and sectioned coronally at 20 µm using a cryostat.

Immunofluorescence
For immunohistochemical staining of brain sections or fixed organotypic brain slices, sections were 

incubated with a combination of mouse anti-Tuj1 antibody, C-Ter rabbit antibody, and chicken anti-

GFP antibody (each diluted at 1:1000) overnight at room temperature in PBS (0.02 M) containing 

0.3% Triton and 0.02% sodium azide (PBS-T-azide). For immunofluorescence detection of phosphoMLC, 

cultured neurons were fixed for 15 min in 4% PFA with 4% sucrose, permeabilized with PBS-T-azide 

and incubated for 90 min with the anti-phosphoMLC antibody (1:1000) diluted in 2% Bovin Serum 

Albumin and 3% Normal Goat Serum.

Following washes, sections or coverslips were incubated with the appropriate secondary antibodies 

for 2 hr at room temperature and coverslipped with Mowiol mounting medium.

Microscopy
For time-lapse microscopy, coverslips were placed in a Ludin chamber (Life Imaging Services, Basel, 

Switzerland) filled with imaging buffer (120 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 

glucose, 10 mM HEPES, and 2% B27, pH 7.35, 250 mOsm to match culture growth medium) (Lu et al., 

2007). Wide-field images were taken on a motorized Nikon Eclipse Ti-E/B inverted microscope 

with the Perfect Focus System (PFS) in a 37°C chamber, using an oil immersion CFI Plan APO VC 60x, 

NA 1.4 objective (Nikon, Melville, NY), equipped with a Polychrome V monochromator (Till Photonics, 

Gräfelfing, Germany) and an Intensilight light source (Nikon), a CoolSnap HQ2 camera (Photometrics, 

Tucson, AZ), and piloted by Metamorph 7.7 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). All filter sets were 
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purchased from Semrock (Rochester, NY) and the absence of cross-talk between different channels 

was checked with selectively labeled preparations.

For the evaluation of neurite retraction in vitro, neurons or Neuro2A cells co-expressing CB1R-

eCFP/EB3-eGFP/LifeAct-mCherry or Flag-CB1R-eGFP/LifeAct-mCherry or expressing LifeAct-mCherry 

alone were imaged every 2 min in each corresponding detection channel, and the mCherry detection 

channel was used for quantification. Treatments with inhibitors were applied on transfected cells 20 

min before stimulation with the agonist. Blebbistatin treated cells were only illuminated through the 

mCherry excitation channel, in order to avoid phototoxic effects of lower illumination wavelengths. For 

the evaluation of axon retraction ex vivo, neurons co-expressing Flag-CB1-CFP/EB3-eGFP/LifeAct-

mCherry or expressing LifeAct-mCherry were imaged every 3 min for 150–240 min, and inhibitor treat-

ments were applied 30 min before agonist stimulation. For pharmacological treatments, ligands 

dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide were added directly to the culture medium. The highest final concen-

tration reached was 0.2% DMSO; control experiments with up to 0.5% DMSO have shown the absence 

of effects on neuronal morphology and on the cellular distribution of CB1Rs.

For the analysis of cortifugal axon development, images of labeled rat brain sections were taken on a 

Zeiss AxioImager M1 microscope using a 40× 0.75 numerical aperture (NA) objective. In each experi-

ment, all acquisitions were performed using strictly identical exposure conditions. For the analysis of the 

images the SVZ was delimited and the corticofugal axons present in it were counted in blind. Between 

5 and 9 embryos were employed per condition analyzing a mean of 9 brain slices per animal.

For morphological analysis, widefield images were taken on a Zeiss Imager M1 microscope with 

dry 20× NA 0.75 and 40× NA 0.75 and oil-immersion 100× NA 1.3 objectives (Zeiss, Oberkochen, 

Germany). In all cases, emission and excitation filters proper to each fluorophore were used  

sequentially and the absence of cross-talk between different channels was checked with selec-

tively labeled preparations. Neurites were outlined and measured using an assisted semiautomatic 

method (NeuronJ) (Meijering et al., 2004). For neurons at DIV4, primary and secondary dendrites 

were outlined and their number and length were measured. Retraction of neurites was determined 

using Metamorph.

For the CB1/Tuj1 and Tuj1/GFP co-localization experiments, and for illustration of the electroporated 

cortical area, images were taken on a Nikon A1 laser-scanning confocal microscope with dry 10× NA 

0.30 and 20× NA 0.75 and oil-immersion 60×, NA 1.4 objectives.

Atomic force microscopy measurement and processing
Novascan (Ames, IA) cantilevers with attached SiO2 spherical beads (1-µm diameter) and nominal 

spring constant 0.06 N/m were used. Photodiode sensitivities of each cantilever were calibrated 

before and after measurements on the stiff surface region of culture dishes. The cantilever spring con-

stant was determined using the thermal fluctuations method implemented in the Nanoscope 8 soft-

ware (Hutter, 1993).

Measurements were carried out 1 day after seeding Neuro2A cells at 37°C on a commercial AFM 

(Catalyst, Bruker, Billerica, MA) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). 

We obtained force–distance (F–z) curves of ∼3 µm peak-to-peak amplitude at 0.5 Hz, ∼3 µm/s. The 

maximum relative deflection (d) was controlled to reach an indentation depth of <400 nm. We placed 

the cantilever tip around the center of the cells with the help of optical images of the tip and samples 

acquired with a CCD camera (Hamamatsu, Shizuoka Pref., Japan).

Three different cells were probed in a single AFM session by acquiring force curves at time intervals of 

<1 min. The same spherical tip was used in all measurements. Measurements were carried out before 

and after addition of vehicle or 100 nM of WIN at time point 0. Blebbistatin was applied 20 min before 

time point 0.

Each experiment approaching F–z curve was fitted by the Hertz model of a sphere indenting an 

elastic half space (Rico et al., 2005):   
−

E
F R

3/2

2

4
=

3 1
δ

ν
, where E being the Young's modulus, v the 

Poisson ratio (0.5), R, the radius of the sphere, and, δ the indentation, which was calculated in terms of 

the point of contact (zc) and deflection offset (d0) as δ = z − zc − (d − d0).

Deconvolution and surface reconstruction
To follow shape change of retracting Neuro2A cells co-expressing Flag-CB1R-eGFP and the structural 

marker DsRed2, high-resolution images were acquired as a three-dimensional time series. For 61 time 
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frames separated by 30 s, 51 z-slices of dimensions 149.64 μm × 111.8 μm (1392 pixels × 1040 pixels) 

and separated by 0.5 μm in height were captured. The signal to noise ratio of the images was improved 

by deconvoluting the z-stacks at each time frame by iteratively computing the maximum-likelihood 

deconvolved image using the Richardson–Lucy algorithm (Huygens Professional, Huygens, Inc., 

Hilversum, Netherlands). The stopping criteria for the algorithm was determined using a conservative 

estimate of the image quality improvement at each iteration, and approximately 60 iterations of the 

algorithm were required in order to significantly improve the image quality without introducing arte-

facts into the deconvolved image. The surface of the deconvolved image stacks was computed at each 

time frame using a surface-rendering algorithm (FreeSFP, Huygens, Inc.).

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Kolmogorov–Smirrow and Shapiro–

Wilk tests were used to verify the normal distribution of the data. If the hypothesis of normality was 

confirmed, the significance of differences in mean was calculated using Student's t-test or one-way ANOVA 

followed by Newman–Keuls post-tests for p-value adjustment, elsewhere Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA 

followed by Dunn's post-tests was used. For significance symbols, ‘ns’ means p ≥ 0.05, one symbol means 

p ≤ 0.05, two symbols mean p ≤ 0.01, and three symbols mean p ≤ 0.001. Outliers were removed 

when appropriate by applying Grubbs's test (ESD method [extreme studentized deviate]) available at 

the GraphPad QuickCalcs website: http://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ConfInterval1.cfm (April 

2014) or at NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook of Statistical Methods, http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/hand-

book/eda/section3/eda35h1.htm, April 2014.
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(Council directives no. 87-848, 19 October 1987, Ministère de l'Agriculture et de la Forêt, Service 

Vétérinaire de la Santé et de la Protection Animale). All surgery was performed under Ketamine/

Xylazine anesthesia, and every effort was made to minimize suffering.
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Results 

5 Results Part1: Actomyosin dynamics mediate CB1R-

induced inhibition of vesicle release in culture 
 

Given our previous findings that CB1R activation induced retraction of growth cones through 

a G12/13 /RhoA/ROCK pathway, and the unknown nature of the mechanisms driving the 

established function of CB1R in LTD, we pursued to test the role of actomyosin contraction 

on CB1R-LTD.  

In collaboration with the teams of Vivien Chevaleyre and Laurent Venance, we indeed found 

that inhibiting actomyosin contractility with blebbistatin prevented CB1R-induced LTD 

without affecting eCB-STD. This effect was further found to be mediated by ROCK. The 

results are presented in the ensuing article (McFadden et al., in submission).  

These results pointed to a role of actomyosin contraction in CB1R-induced LTD, implying a 

structural modulation of the presynaptic compartment under CB1R. Given previous findings 

for a role of actomyosin in synaptic vesicle recycling (described previously) and the evidence 

that CB1R induces a depletion of vesicles from the presynaptic active zone (AZ) (Ramírez-

Franco et al. 2014; García-Morales, Montero, and Moreno-López 2015), we chose to test the 

hypothesis that actomyosin contraction may lead to a redistribution of synaptic vesicles under 

CB1R.  

First, we tested the direct effect of CB1R on vesicle exocytosis in hippocampal cultures by 

using the probe synaptophysin-pHluorin (SpH), a sensitive indicator of vesicle exocytosis. 

Through this method we found that CB1R activation indeed reduced exocytosis at axonal 

boutons, an effect which was blocked by inhibiting both NMII and ROCK. These results will 

be detailed below. Second, we tested the effect of CB1R activation on vesicle distribution 

within the presynaptic compartment in hippocampal cultures using the superresolution 

STORM method. Through this method we find a reduction of synaptic vesicles at the AZ as 

well as an increased clustering of the total pool under CB1R activation. The methods 

employed as well as the preliminary data obtained from these experiments will be described 

in the next section before presenting my main results in our article in submission.  
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5.1 Imaging exocytosis in culture with synaptophluorin 

To accomplish this, we first tested the effect of actomyosin contraction on CB1R-induced 

synaptic effects in a hippocampal culture model. We used a synaptophysin-pHluorin probe to 

image vesicle exocytosis. This probe has extensively been used in culture as well as in in vivo 

models to study vesicle recycling (Kavalali and Jorgensen 2014). The probe is a construct of 

synaptophysin, one of the most concentrated synaptic vesicle membrane proteins (Wilhelm et 

al., 2014; Takamori et al., 2006), and the pH sensitive GFP pHluorin, located on the 

intraluminal side of synaptophysin (Figure 11).  

At rest, the pH in the synaptic vesicle lumen is maintained at around 5.5 through proton 

pumps. Upon membrane fusion, the intraluminal pH increases due to transfer with the 

extracellular medium, which is at a pH of around 7.4. The pHluorin probe is sensitive to this 

pH change, going from an inactive to a fluorescent state upon contact with the extracellular 

medium (Figure 11) (Matz et al. 2010). This property makes it a sensitive indicator of vesicle 

exocytosis.  

By transfecting our hippocampal cultures with this construct, I was successfully able to image 

vesicle exocytosis upon depolarization. Indeed, sustained depolarization (2 minutes) of 

mature neurons (DIV 17-20) with high concentrations of KCL (50mM) induced a significant 

increase in fluorescence as compared to baseline (Figure 12). Furthermore, alkalinizing 

Figure 11. Function of synaptophysin-pHluorin probe in reporting exocytosis 

(adapted from Kavalali and Jorgensen (2014)). 
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intracellular compartments with NH4Cl (50mM) induced a compounded increase in 

fluorescence, relating to the total pool of vesicles within the axonal bouton. Measuring the 

fluorescence increase upon depolarization as a percentage of the fluorescence peak upon 

alkalinisation therefore gives us a measure of the fraction of vesicles released upon sustained 

depolarization. In our model, this fraction was on average about 30% of the total pool 

(29.47%+-1.81), which scales well with other studies having used similar paradigms 

(Ramírez-Franco et al. 2013; Kavalali and Jorgensen 2014), as well as measures of recycling 

pool sizes (Annette Denker and Rizzoli 2010). 

5.2 CB1R-activation induces a decrease in synaptic vesicle exocytosis 

Using this paradigm, I then tested the effect of the CB1R selective agonist WIN55,212-2 

(WIN). Bath application of WIN (1µM) for 10 min before depolarization significantly 

reduced the fraction of vesicles released upon depolarization (Figure 12BC) (16.94%+-1.67; 

p<0.0001). Importantly, this effect was not a result of a decrease in the size of the total pool 

as peak fluorescence increase during alkalinization as a percentage of baseline did not differ 

between vehicle and sWIN treated boutons (Figure 12D) (Veh: 528.7%+-31.9; 

WIN:499.6%+-32.5; p=0.715), indicating WIN treatment did not affect total pool size by 

vesicle recycling specifically. 

 To test the specificity of the effect to CB1R, another set of experiments were conducted by 

pretreating neurons with CB1R selective inverse agonist AM251. These experiments were 

conducted with the help of Lea Anselin (Master 2 student). Pretreatment with AM251 for 20 

minutes prior to WIN treatment successfully blocked the effect of WIN on exocytosis (AM: 

17.67%1.33; Veh: 14.58%+-1.1; WIN: 9.47%+-0.838; Veh vs. WIN: p<0.0001; AM vs WIN: 

p<0.0001). However, in these experiments, control values were significantly different 

compared to previous experiments.  
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5.3 Actomyosin contractility through ROCK mediates the effects of CB1R on 

vesicle exocytosis 

Using this paradigm, I tested the effect of actomyosin contractility on CB1R-induced 

inhibition of exocytosis using both the blue light-resistant variant of blebbistatin, 

paranitroblebbistatin, as well as the specific ROCK inhibitor Y-27632. As presented in the 

following article (McFadden et al., in submission) both of these drugs prevented the CB1R-

induced inhibition of exocytosis (Figure 13A).  

Interestingly, in these experiments pretreatment with either paranitroblebbistatin or Y-27632 

significantly decreased the fluorescence of the total pool of vesicles as compared to control 

(Figure 13B) (Veh: 528.7%+-31.9; WIN:499.6%+-32.5; para: 462.2%+-50.5; Y27: 439%+-

32.3) (vs. Veh: WIN: p=0.715; para: p<0.0001; Y27p=0.029). As this could influence the 

measurement of vesicle fraction released upon depolarization, I therefore verified that the 

prevention effect of these drugs remained without normalization to the total pool. Indeed 
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when the fluorescence increase upon depolarization was normalized to baseline levels 

(Veh:164.6%+-11.4; WIN: 81.35%+-10.12; para:135.8%+-16.3; Y27:126.4%+-11.1), the 

previously described effect remained for all conditions (Figure13C) (vs. WIN: Veh: 

p<0.0001; para: p<0.0001; Y27: p<0.0001), indicating that both paranitroblebbistatin and Y-

27632 successfully prevented the effect of CB1R activation on exocytosis.  
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6 Results Part2: STORM imaging reveals actomyosin-

induced synaptic vesicle redistribution under CB1R 

activation 
 

In the results obtained in electrophysiology through our collaborations, as well as the results 

obtained using synaptophysin-pHluorin described previously, we show through 

pharmacological means that CB1R activation leads to a presynaptic suppression of 

transmission through NMII and ROCK recruitment. As the role of NMII at the actin 

cytoskeleton is primarily structural, inducing contraction and/or stabilization of actin 

filaments, we surmised that NMII activation under CB1R would have structural consequences 

at the presynaptic compartment. Previous studies have shown that CB1R activation could 

induce a depletion of synaptic vesicles from the docked pool using electron microscopy  

(García-Morales, Montero, and Moreno-López 2015; Ramírez-Franco et al. 2014). We 

therefore decided to test the hypothesis that NMII might mediate the redistribution of synaptic 

vesicles under CB1R.  

To test this hypothesis, we decided to use a superresolution microscopy technique known as 

stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). We chose to use this technique rather 

than EM as it presents several advantages. While the spatial resolution of STORM is much 

lower than that of EM, it is much better than that of conventional microscopy, and sufficient 

to image the principal structures of the presynaptic compartment, with some reporting a 

resolution down to 10nm. Furthermore, STORM requires less sample preparation than EM 

and allows for greater sample sizes. Finally, importantly, quantitative analyses developed in 

STORM can translate in the future into dynamic imaging of live samples, through live-

imaging superresolution techniques such as PALM.  

A further advantage of the technique is that the data produced comes in the form of spatial 

coordinates, as will be explained in the next section, meaning that protein locations and 

relationships can be precisely quantified in 3 dimensions using coordinate-based analyses 

which are not applicable to pixel-based images. Part of my thesis has therefore been in 

applying coordinate-based methods to our STORM data to both identify synaptic vesicles as 

well as quantify their relative distribution under CB1R activation. In the process I further 

developed a method by which to predict the 3D active zone location based on PSD properties, 
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to avoid cross-talk artifacts due to imaging closely located AZ proteins and synaptic vesicle 

proteins through STORM.  

Using this technique, I show through my results that the AZ and PSD may be accurately 

predicted one from the other based on the sizes of pre and post synaptic protein clusters at 

individual synapses. Furthermore, taking advantage of this property, I show that there are 

fewer synaptic vesicles proximal to the active zone under CB1R activation, and that synaptic 

vesicles within the axonal bouton are more clustered. Importantly, I find that both of these 

effects are abolished under inhibition of either NMII or ROCK. The following section will 

outline the methods used to identify AZ and PSD appositions and synaptic vesicles in my 

STORM images, as well as the structural properties they presented and how they may have 

changed under WIN treatment.  

6.1 Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) 

Imaging the presynaptic compartment is difficult with conventional microscopy as the limited 

resolution of 200nm does not allow the imaging of the small presynaptic structures such as the 

synaptic vesicles, which are typically around 45nm in diameter (Takamori et al. 2006). 

Development of superresolution microscopy techniques in the past decade has therefore 

revolutionized the field, combining higher resolution with the benefits of 

immunocytochemistry and transgenic fluorescence techniques, both in fixed as well as live 

samples, which are difficult in EM. Already a number of studies have discovered new 

properties of neuronal structures that had not been observed previously using stochastic 

optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Using this method, studies have discovered the 

ring-like structure of cortical actin along neurites (Figure 14A) (Xu, Zhong, and Zhuang 

2013). At the synapse, STORM microscopy has allowed studies to uncover the relative 

distribution of presynaptic AZ and postsynaptic PSD proteins (Figure 14B) (Dani et al. 

2010), as well as the surface distribution and density of membrane proteins such as CB1R 

(Figure 14C) (Dudok et al. 2015). Furthermore, a recent study using STORM has uncovered 

the precise alignment of presynaptic and postsynaptic proteins into nanocolumns, further 

showing that the integrity of these nanocolumns defines the efficiency of synaptic 

transmission (Figure 14D) (Tang et al. 2016).  
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The principles of STORM involve the blinking properties of certain fluorophores in a 

permissive buffer. When in this buffer, activation of certain fluorophores with a high powered 

laser will put these fluorophores into a dark state, a high energy state during which the 

fluorophore does not emit any light. The duration of this dark state is seemingly arbitrary, 
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meaning that different fluorophores will decrease their energy by emitting photons at different 

times. STORM takes advantage of this arbitrary property. As fluorophores will fluoresce at 

different time points, high speed imaging can capture these isolated emissions through time. 

By fitting Gaussian functions to these isolated spots based on predetermined point spread 

functions (PSF), a full image of all fluorophore locations can then be reconstructed (Zhong, 

2015).  

This data comes in the form of spatial coordinates. This comes at an advantage as different 

types of spatial analyses can therefore be applied to STORM data that cannot be with 

conventional images. However, as the field is relatively in its infancy, not many tools are 

available to easily conduct these analyses.  

6.2 Clustering analysis for STORM images 

Part of my thesis has therefore been in developing a clustering algorithm adequate enough in 

identifying protein clusters in STORM imaging. This was accomplished by learning how to 

program in R, a programming language and environment similar to Matlab designed 

specifically for statistical computing.  

To perform this analysis I chose to use a variant of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm, 

OPTICS (Ankerst et al. 1999). DBSCAN, or Density-Based Spatial Clustering of 

Applications with Noise, was specifically developed for the clustering of spatial localizations 

(Ester et al. 1996). It works by assigning clusters into points based on two parameters: ε, the 

maximum distance allowed between two points of the same cluster, and Minpts, the minimum 

number of points necessary to form a cluster (Figure  15A). This algorithm is useful in 

separating localization clusters from non-specific noise based on cluster density, and its 

simple foundations make it fast and easy to implement.  

However, as with most other clustering algorithms, the success of the algorithm is dependent 

on user defined parameters, in this case ε and Minpts. The OPTICS variant (Ankerst et al. 

1999) uses the same principles as DBSCAN but complements it by ordering points 

hierarchically based on their nearest neighbors (Figure  15B). Given this structure, a single 

cutoff point can be used to delimit clusters depending on global image density (Figure 15C), 

as will be described below.  
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6.2.1.1 Identifying protein clusters 

As STORM images are based on immunocytochemistry, a lot of variability in the density of 

localisations can ensue from quality of staining between experiments. Furthermore, added 

variability will arise from the quality of the imaging itself, which may vary greatly depending 

on TIRF angle and buffer oxidation among others. To overcome these differences in 
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localization density therefore, the parameters of the clustering algorithm were automated 

based on image density. Specifically, the OPTICS algorithm calculates the distance to each 

point’s Mpts neighbor, named the core-distance. This core-distance decreases the denser the 

neighborhood of a point, and thus can be used as a measure of density. I therefore based a 

cutoff point for the algorithm based on median image core-distance and variance:  

Cutoff = median (rcd) + p*mad (rcd) 

rcd corresponds to randomized core-distance, which indicates the core-distance of each point 

in the image after uniform randomization. This randomization was done so as to avoid 

variability caused by local assemblies. The mad, or median absolute deviation, was used as a 

measure of variance.  p=5 was selected as an initial factor as the 5% significance cutoff of 

normal distributions is at 4.2*mad. This type of factor determination has been used previously 

in similar clustering paradigms (Tang et al. 2016). It is a good starting point for cluster 
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identification as it identifies clusters whose median density is significantly higher than the 

ambient noise. This parameter was generally sufficient to differentiate separate axonal 

boutons (Figure 16 AB).  

For Homer1 and Bassoon appositions however, ‘crosstalk’ caused by misindentified 

localizations would sometimes cause the algorithm to overshoot the apposition limits (Figure 

16C), this was therefore corrected by refining the p parameter manually.  

6.3 Predicting the Active zone location from the post synaptic density 

In order to be able to measure the relative distribution of synaptic vesicles relative to the AZ 

under CB1R, we needed an AZ reference. As Bassoon stainings imaged conjointly with 

VAMP2 stainings rendered an important amount of cross-talk, too confounding to 

differentiate Bassoon and VAMP2 clusters, we wanted to see if we could estimate the AZ 

location based on a marker disentangled from synaptic vesicles, that would produce less 

cross-talk. For this purpose we chose to image the post synaptic density protein Homer1.  

6.3.1 Properties of Homer1 and Bassoon appositions 

As mentioned previously, PSD and AZ size are tightly correlated, suggesting one can be 

predicted from the other. We tested this in our model by measuring the sizes of Homer1 and 

Bassoon appositions. The details of the methods used are described in the following article 

(McFadden et al., in submission). We found that Bassoon and Homer1 appositions were 

highly correlated both in width and length (Figure 17ABC) (width: Spearman’s r=0.557, 

p<0.0001; length: r=0.616, p<0.0001). Although significant, the Spearman’s r correlation 

coefficient between the depths of Homer1 and Bassoon was relatively low 

(r=0.347,p=0.0003) (Figure 17C). However, the measured distances between Homer1 and 

Bassoon appositions was strongly robust between synapses , with a median of 124.3nm and 

only a 29.2nm difference between the 25
th

 and 75
th

 percentiles.  

6.3.2 Predicting the AZ 

Taking these properties into account, I therefore wrote an algorithm to predict the 3D location 

of the AZ based on Homer1 properties. The details are described in the Supplementary 

Methods of the following article. Briefly, an active zone prediction box volume (AZv) scaled 

to the length and width of the Homer1 cluster was projected 125nm along its depth axis 

towards the presynaptic site. As a control, Bassoon localizations contained within this 

projection were counted as a percentage of the total Bassoon localizations within the 
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apposition. Doing this on an independent sample of 55 synapses yielded a median accuracy of 

95% (+-3.38%), indicating a robust prediction of the 3-dimentional AZ location based on 

Homer1.  

 

6.3.2.1 CB1R effects on Bassoon and Homer1 properties  

I further tested the properties of Bassoon and Homer1 in WIN treated synapses to verify that 

the AZ prediction would still be valid in WIN treated conditions. Interestingly, both lengths 

and widths of appositions were significantly increased as compared to control conditions in 

WIN treated 
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synapses both for Homer1 (length: Veh: 505.5nm+-33.3; WIN: 575.1nm+-41.3; 

p=0.0145)(width: Veh: 341.9nm+-19.6; WIN:400.9nm+-24.3; p=0.0004) and Bassoon 

appositions (length: Veh:448.5nm+-36.2; WIN:496.6nm+-37; p=0.0224) (Figure 17EF). 

Importantly, however, this did not affect the length and width correlations between Bassoon 

and Homer1 (length: r=0.755, p<0.0001; width: r=0.5941; p<0.0001). Furthermore, distances 

between Homer1 and Bassoon appositions were strikingly similar to control conditions 

(120.3nm+-15, p=0.361). Taken together these results indicate that the AZ prediction as 

described would hold true for WIN treated synapses.  

Interestingly the median depth of Homer1 clusters was significantly increased in WIN treated 

synapses as opposed to control (Veh: 153.7nm+-9; WIN: 188.2nm+-9.8; p<0.0001) (Figure 

17G), which was not reflected in Bassoon appositions. This would not affect the prediction, 

however, as the prediction depth is based on the average Bassoon depth in control conditions, 

which does not change in treated synapses.  

6.4 Synaptic vesicle identification 

6.4.1 Identifying Synaptic Vesicles 

To identify synaptic vesicles, we chose to stain the SNARE protein VAMP2 as it is one of the 

most abundant synaptic vesicles proteins, with an estimated 60-80 copies per SV (Wilhelm et 

al., 2014; Takamori et al., 2006). Using VAMP2 as a vesicle marker therefore ensures that 

there would be enough antibodies surrounding the synaptic vesicles to identify and cluster the 

vesicles themselves rather than isolated proteins (Figure 18).  
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Identification of synaptic vesicles was performed through a nested clustering algorithm. 

Axonal boutons were identified by clustering of Vamp2 localizations as described previously. 

These clusters were further put through a second clustering step. In order to ensure complete 

automation of the synaptic vesicle identification, to avoid experimenter bias, I further 

optimized the nested p parameter to ensure no artifacts would be identified. I therefore tested 

the optimal p cutoff point in axonal bouton clusters where localizations had been randomized 

along a uniform distribution (Figure 19A).  

As can be seen from (Figure 19B), p values between 1 and 2.2 produced significant amounts 

of clusters in randomized boutons. Starting at a p of 3, the median number of clusters found 

over 19 randomizations was 0. Furthermore, looking at the maximum number of localizations 

found per cluster (Figure 19C), we find that starting at p=3, the clustering algorithm does not 

produce clusters of over 12 localizations.  

Parameter values were further tested in automatically generated sphere simulations. Spheres 

were generated by randomizing points within spheres of 60nm in diameter to simulate 

synaptic vesicles. These spheres were further randomized within a volume of 1µm3 to 

simulate an axonal bouton, with 20 spheres generated per volume. To test the effect of 

staining density on the accuracy of clustering, I further varied the number of points generated 
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per sphere (ppS). As can be seen from (Figure 20), the clustering algorithm was more robust 

at identifying the accurate number of spheres the higher the sphere density. This was also the 

case with lower ppS numbers for p values between 2.6 and 4.2. Importantly, the number of 

points localized per identified cluster decreased with higher p values, particularly with lower 
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ppS values, with about half and two thirds of the points identified on average at p values of 

4.6 and 3.4 respectively. For this reason I chose to use a p value of 3 for further clustering of 

VAMP2 stainings, with a lower threshold of 15minimum points per cluster so as to avoid 

clustering artifacts.  

6.4.1.1 Identified Synaptic Vesicle properties  

Using the parameters described above, we find an average of 23.29 vesicles per bouton (+/- 

2.35; 59 boutons over 3 exp.). As the live experiments showed a decrease in total pool under 

NMII inhibition, I checked if this could be replicated by this method. There was no difference 

in to control in the number of vesicle identified, in either WIN (26.99+-2.38; p=0.079) or 

paranitroblebbistatin (25.78+-2.21; p=0.611) pretreated synapses (Figure 21B). As this 

difference could also have arisen from a difference in bouton volume I also decided to test 

this. Here neither, there was no difference between control (0.0997µm
3
+-0.012) and WIN 

(0.108 µm
3
+-0.01; p=0.525) or paranitroblebbistatin (0.099µm

3
+-0.009; p>0.999) pretreated 

synapses(Figure 21C).   

The identified vesicle diameter (67.18nm+-2.21) was slightly higher than reported diameters 

through EM studies, which is around 40nm (Takamori et al., 2006). This discrepancy can be 

explained by the length added by the primary and secondary antibodies. Furthermore, some 

added length could be expected due to the clustering algorithm, as the parameter chosen for 

vesicle clustering tended to produce clusters of slightly larger diameter than those simulated.  

Additionally, by applying the same nested clustering algorithm to Bassoon and Homer1 

clusters, we find that nested clusters identified for VAMP2 staining have a significantly 

higher diameter  than those identified for Homer1 (opposed to Vamp2: 55.11nm+-3.76; 

p<0.0001; opposed to Bassoon: 48.09+-2.25; p<0.0001) or Bassoon (42.28nm+-1.84; 

p<0.0001) (Figure 21A), indicating that the staining is most likely specific to synaptic 

vesicles.  
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7 Results Part 3: Thesis article 
 

Through the methodology presented previously, we therefore tested our working hypothesis 

developed from the previously presented article, that recruitment of actomyosin contractility 

would be conserved under CB1R in its synaptic effects, namely LTD. Furthermore, using the 

method presented above we further tested the hypothesis that CB1R activation would 

redistribute synaptic vesicles within the presynaptic compartment. 
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Endo- and exocannabinoids, such as the psychoactive component of marijuana, exert 

their effects on brain function by inducing several forms of synaptic plasticity through 

the modulation of presynaptic vesicle release 
1-3

. However, the molecular mechanisms 

underlying the widely expressed endocannabinoid-mediated long-term depression
3
 

(eCB-LTD), are poorly understood. Here, we reveal that eCB-LTD depends on the 

contractile properties of the pre-synaptic actomyosin cytoskeleton. Preventing this 

contractility, both directly by inhibiting non-muscle myosin II NMII ATPase and 

indirectly by inhibiting the upstream Rho-associated kinase ROCK, abolished long-

term, but not short-term forms of cannabinoid-induced functional plasticity in both 

inhibitory hippocampal and excitatory cortico-striatal synapses. Furthermore, using 3D 

superresolution microscopy, we find an actomyosin contractility-dependent 

redistribution of synaptic vesicle pools within the presynaptic compartment following 

cannabinoid receptor activation, leading to vesicle clustering and depletion from the 

pre-synaptic active zone. These results suggest that cannabinoid-induced functional 

plasticity is mediated by a nanoscale structural reorganization of the presynaptic 

compartment produced by actomyosin contraction. By introducing the contractile NMII 

as an important actin binding/structuring protein in the dynamic regulation of synaptic 

function, our results open new perspectives in the understanding of cognitive function, 

marijuana intoxication and psychiatric pathogenesis. 

Brain connectivity patterns arise through protracted developmental events that lead to 

assembly, activity-based selection and stabilization of synapses in the mature brain, through 

precise regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics. Importantly, synapses retain important functional 

plasticity, a critical component for experience-dependent adjustments of brain function. In the 

adult brain, both axons and presynaptic terminals undergo long-term experience and activity-

dependent structural plasticity
4
, similar to postsynaptic dendritic spines, but molecular 

mechanisms are not well known. Several established and widespread forms of functional 

presynaptic plasticity throughout the mammalian brain are retrograde and endocannabinoid-

mediated 
1-3

. Activity-dependent release of endocannabinoids (eCBs) by the postsynaptic cell, 

followed by the activation of the presynaptic type-1 cannabinoid receptor (CB1R), mediates 

either a short-term depression (STD) of transmitter release, such as depolarization-induced 

suppression of inhibition (DSI) or excitation (DSE), or a long-term plasticity, such as eCB-

mediated long-term depression (eCB-LTD)
3
. Although the mechanisms underlying DSI and 
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DSE have been well established, the presynaptic mechanisms mediating eCB-LTD, much like 

other forms of long-term presynaptic plasticity, remain poorly understood.  

Recently, we described a novel molecular mechanism through which the type-1 cannabinoid 

receptor (CB1R), an abundant and well-known mediator of synaptic plasticity in the adult 

brain, exerts neurodevelopmental effects in the embryonic brain
5
. In this mechanism, endo- 

and exo-cannabinoids, such as ∆
9
THC, the psychoactive compound of marijuana, act through 

CB1Rs to induce non-muscle myosin II (NMII) contractility, downstream of the small the 

GTPase RhoA and Rho -associated kinase (ROCK). This leads to axonal growth cone 

retraction and to rapid and lasting changes in the morphology of developing neurons
5
. 

Because mediators of neuronal development and neurite growth have been proposed to retain 

their structural roles in the mature brain, albeit on a smaller spatial scale
6
, we investigated 

here the possible involvement of this molecular mechanism in CB1R functions regulating 

synaptic plasticity in the mature brain by combining single-cell patch-clamp recordings with a 

novel quantitative analysis of presynaptic nanoarchitecture. 

First, we inhibited actomyosin contractility in acute brain slices from two different brain 

regions (Fig. 1a, 2a), during well-established forms of eCB-mediated STD and LTD, by 

preincubating slices for 20 minutes with blebbistatin (10μM), a selective NMII ATPase 

inhibitor
7
. In hippocampal slices, DSI, a STD of GABA release triggered by depolarization of 

pyramidal cells, was not affected by this treatment (Fig.1b); however, application of 

blebbistatin, but not of its inactive enantiomer, strikingly abolished the eCB-mediated LTD of 

inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSCs) (Fig. 1c). ROCK inhibition with the selective 

inhibitor Y-27632 (10μM) also fully blocked eCB-LTD induction (Fig. 1h). Blebbistatin 

application also abolished the change in release probability following eCB-LTD induction (as 

indirectly measured by the paired-pulse ratio PPR) (Fig. 1d), but did not affect the initial PPR 

(Fig. 1d). This indicates that blebbistatin prevented the eCB-mediated decrease in presynaptic 

vesicle release without altering basal transmission. In the hippocampus, induction of eCB-

LTD requires not only CB1R activation, but also spontaneous firing of GABAergic 

interneurons. We therefore tested whether blebbistatin might indirectly alter eCB-LTD by 

reducing interneuron firing. We found that blebbistatin did not change the amplitude or the 

frequency of spontaneous IPSCs (Fig. 1e.). Furthermore, by applying a protocol capable of 

rescuing eCB-LTD when interneuron firing is blocked, using trains of stimulation following 

tetanus
8
, we found that eCB-LTD was still not induced in the presence of blebbistatin (Fig. 

1f.). These data strongly indicate that blebbistatin is acting at presynaptic inhibitory terminals 
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and is not altering interneuron activity. Finally, because eCB-LTD induction requires 

glutamate release, mGluR activation and eCB release, we bypassed all these steps and directly 

looked at the effect of CB1R activation with the high affinity agonist WIN55,212-2
9
 on action 

potential-independent IPSCs, i.e. miniature IPSCs (mIPSCs). We found that WIN55,212-2 

induced a significant decrease in the frequency but not the amplitude of mIPSCs, confirming 

the presynaptic origin of CB1R activation (Fig. 1g). Strikingly, in the presence of blebbistatin, 

WIN55,212-2 had no effect on mIPSC frequency (Fig. 1g).  

While in the hippocampus eCB-induced plasticity is mostly present at inhibitory synapses, it 

is also widely expressed at excitatory synapses throughout the brain
1-3

. We therefore 

investigated the molecular mechanism of eCB-STD and LTD at an excitatory glutamatergic 

synapse: the corticostriatal synapse at medium-sized spiny neurons (MSNs) of the dorsolateral 

striatum (Fig. 2a). MSNs express eCB-mediated and CB1R-dependent STD, namely a DSE, 

and LTD
10,11

. Here, a sustained depolarization of MSNs induced a DSE (Fig. 2b), which, 

similar to hippocampal DSI, was not significantly affected by blebbistatin (10μM) treatment 

(Fig. 2b). We then tested the striatal eCB-LTD induced after cortical low frequency 

stimulation (LFS)
10, 12

. This LTD was indeed CB1R-mediated as it was prevented by treatment 

with the CB1R specific inhibitor AM251 (3μM) (Fig. 2c). As for hippocampal synapses, 

actomyosin contraction was found to be necessary for corticostriatal eCB-LTD, which was 

prevented by treatment with blebbistatin, but not with the inactive blebbistatin enantiomer 

(Fig. 2d). This effect was not due to alterations in basal transmission as we found no 

significant change in PPR for 50ms intervals inter-stimuli in any tested condition (Fig. 2e). 

We further evaluated whether the effect of blebbistatin on eCB-LTD was pre- or postsynaptic 

by measuring the PPF ratio before and after LFS (PPFplasticity/baseline). We found a significant 

increase in PPF in control conditions whereas no significant variation of PPF was found 

following treatment with active blebbistatin (Fig. 3f), indicating presynaptic action of 

actomyosin contraction under eCB-LTD. The specific ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10μM) also 

impaired eCB-LTD induction (Fig. 2g). Therefore, similarly to hippocampal GABAergic 

synapses, activation of CB1R by eCBs in corticostriatal excitatory synapses induces LTD, but 

not STD, through ROCK-mediated presynaptic actomyosin contraction.   

As blebbistatin directly inhibits the contractility of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, the effects 

described above suggest that cannabinoid-mediated LTD may be elicited through actomyosin-

contractility-induced cytoskeletal remodeling of the presynaptic compartment. In order to 

evaluate this hypothesis, we chose to directly image the nanoscale presynaptic architecture in 
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dissociated cultures of rat hippocampal neurons. First, we confirmed that actomyosin 

contractility is involved in cannabinoid-induced synaptic plasticity in this experimental model 

by measuring the effect of CB1R activation on synaptic vesicle release at individual axonal 

bouton
13

, by using synaptophysin-pHluorin (SpH), which increases in green fluorescence 

intensity upon vesicle fusion
14

. Neuronal depolarization (KCl; 2min; 50mM) induced an 

average release of around 30% of total bouton vesicle pool under control conditions (Fig. 3), 

as estimated through maximal bouton fluorescence upon terminal alkaline incubation (NH4Cl; 

2min, 50mM). Importantly, vesicle release under WIN55,212-2 (1µM; 10min) was 

significantly lower as compared to control (Fig. 3) and this effect was prevented both by 

pretreating neurons with para-nitroblebbistatin (25µM, Fig. 3c), a C15 derivative of 

blebbistatin
7
 with reduced blue-light sensitivity

15
 and neuronal cytotoxicity (Extended Data 

Fig. 1), as well as through pretreatment with Y-27632 (10µM, Fig. 3c). Therefore, as in acute 

slices, activation of endogenous CB1R decreases vesicle release via ROCK-mediated NMII 

activation at individual axonal boutons in vitro.  

We next assessed the nanoarchitecture of the presynaptic compartment and the potential 

influence of actomyosin dynamics by testing the spatial relationship between synaptic vesicles 

and the synaptic active zone (AZ) by using the activator/reporter pairing method of multicolor 

3D Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM)
16

, which allows imaging 

proteins of interest simultaneously through the same optical path, reducing spatial differences 

that may arise through optical aberrations. Furthermore, to avoid any artifacts resulting from 

cross-talk of closely localized fluorophores, we used as a closely apposed but spatially 

separated spatial AZ reference Homer1, a major protein of the postsynaptic scaffold (PSD, 

Fig. 4a). As pre- and post- synaptic compartments have to be precisely aligned in order to 

ensure sensitive and efficient detection of synaptic events, AZ and PSD synaptic scaffoldings 

are highly correlated
17

 (Fig. 4b), suggesting that AZ localization may be precisely predicted 

from the localization of the PSD scaffold. In order to verify this empirically, we measured the 

length, width, and depth of Homer1 and Bassoon (a major AZ scaffolding protein) appositions 

(Supp. Methods). All parameters were significantly correlated between corresponding 

appositions (n=140 over 3 independent experiments; Spearman’s R for length: r=0.61, 

p<0.0001; width: r=0.55, p<0.0001; depth: r=0.34, p<0.0003). Furthermore, distances 

between Homer1 and Bassoon protein clusters varied very little between synapses and were 

not affected under CB1R activation (Fig. 4c-e). Based on these properties, we were 

successfully able to predict the 3D location of the presynaptic AZ volume (AZv, Fig. 4f) 
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based on postsynaptic Homer1 clusters. Indeed, on an independent sample 95% of Bassoon 

locations were contained within our predicted AZv (Fig. 4g).  

We next immunolabeled synaptic vesicles for the SNARE protein VAMP2 (Fig. 4h), and 

developed a nested clustering algorithm to identify synaptic vesicles within VAMP2 

localisation clusters (Fig.4j; Supp. Methods), to assess the spatial organization of the synaptic 

vesicles pool. We found strikingly fewer synaptic vesicles in the predicted AZv under 

WIN55,212-2 treatment (1µM, 10min), whereas pretreatment with para-nitroblebbistatin 

(25µM, 20min) significantly prevented this effect. (Fig.4k). Furthermore, synaptic vesicles 

were significantly more clustered to each other within the total pool under WIN55,212-2 

treatment compared to either control conditions or para-nitroblebbistatin pretreatment 

(Fig.4l). These results imply that CB1R activation induces a significant redistribution of 

synaptic vesicles within the presynaptic compartment following CB1R activation, leading to 

depletion of synaptic vesicles from the AZ. Inhibition of actomyosin contraction prevents 

both CB1R-induced vesicle redistribution and presynaptic silencing, suggesting that 

cannabinoid-induced changes in synaptic efficiency depend on the contractile properties of 

the presynaptic actomyosin cytoskeleton (Fig.4m).  

In conclusion, in this study we have combined patch-clamp recordings with super resolution 

microscopy and functional imaging to establish the link between presynaptic architecture and 

synapse function at two archetypal CNS synapses. By showing that CB1R dynamically 

controls presynaptic organization through actomyosin contractility, our results provide both a 

mechanism and a functional relevance to recent electron microscopy studies that reported 

fewer synaptic vesicles near the presynaptic active zone following cannabinoid treatment both 

in vitro and in vivo 
13,18

. Our results significantly extend the suggested roles for the 

presynaptic actin cytoskeleton, hopefully advancing toward a more complete model of 

regulation of vesicle release
19

. Structurally, synaptic vesicles are reversibly tethered to the 

actin cytoskeleton by synapsin, particularly vesicles of the recycling and/or resting pool 
20

. 

Actin cytoskeleton dynamics also have an important role in the preferential distribution of 

recycling vesicles close to the AZ
21

. Our findings now identify another major actin 

binding/structuring protein, the contractile NMII, mechanistically explaining through dynamic 

redistribution of vesicles, the generation of a widespread form of long-term presynaptic 

plasticity. Notably, we did not find an effect of either NMII or ROCK inhibition on short-term 

forms of eCB-induced synaptic plasticity, neither on DSI nor DSE. Indeed, eCB-STD occur 

very rapidly (<1sec), following brief activation of CB1Rs, possibly effecting only already 
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docked vesicles, while a longer CB1R activation (>5min) is necessary for eCB-LTD 

induction
22

. This longer activation period may be needed to engage actomyosin contraction, a 

molecular mechanism leading to actin cytoskeleton remodeling over several minutes in non-

muscular cells
23

. Our results, by reporting a conceptually novel molecular mechanism of 

synaptic plasticity downstream of an important recreational drug target and known risk factor 

in schizophrenia 
24

 open novel perspectives in the understanding of cognitive function, the 

pathogenesis of marijuana intoxication and neuro-psychiatric disease. 
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Figure 1: Presynaptic actomyosin contractility mediates eCB-LTD at inhibitory 

synapses in the CA1 area of the hippocampus (a) Schematic of recording paradigm. CA1: 

whole-cell recorded pyramidal neuron; int: inhibitory interneuron fibers, activated by a 

stimulating electrode in the stratum radiatum. Fast excitatory transmission from Schaffer 

collateral inputs (s.c.) was blocked by the AMPA/NMDA/KA receptor antagonists D-APV 

and NBQX. (b) The transient depression of inhibitory transmission following a 5 second 
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depolarization at 0 mV (white circles) was unaffected by blebbistatin (Blebb, 10µM, black 

circles). In control: 65.2±6.5% of baseline, n=7. In blebbistatin: 69±5% of baseline, n=6, 

p=0.63. (c) The long-term depression following high frequency stimulation (white circles) 

was completely abolished in the presence of blebbistatin (black circles) but not by the inactive 

blebbistatin enantiomer (10µM, grey circles). Average sample traces are shown on top for 

time points (1) and (2). Control: 75±3% of baseline, n=9; blebbistatin: 97±2%, n=8, 

p=0.00002, inactive blebbistatin 79±2%, n=5, p=0.27. (d) Tetanic stimulation resulted in a 

significant increase (p = 0.003) in the paired pulse ratio (PPR), in accordance with the 

decrease in GABA release during LTD. This increase in PPR was not affected in presence of 

inactive blebbistatine but was abolished in presence of blebbistatine. Note that Blebbistatine 

did not induced any change in PPR before the tetanus (compared to the initial PPR in control), 

indicating that basal release probability was not altered by Blebbistatine. (e) Blebbistatin did 

not change the amplitude or the frequency of spontaneous IPSCs. Amplitude: baseline: 22.8 

±0.9pA, after blebbistatin: 21.9±1.0pA, n=7, p=0.18; frequency: baseline: 11.1±1.4Hz, after 

blebbistatin: 10.7±1.6Hz, p=0.59. (f) Trains of stimulation following tetanus do not result in 

eCB-LTD in the presence of blebbistatin. 104±6% of baseline, n=5. (g) The decrease in 

miniature IPSC frequency mediated by WIN55,212-2 (WIN, 5µM, white circles) was 

abolished by blebbistatin (black circles). Sample traces are shown on top. Right: Average 

mIPSC frequencies and amplitudes. Control: 1.22±0.03 of baseline, p = 0.0029 Frequency: 

from 6.2±1.4 to 4.5±1.1Hz, p=0.03; Amplitude: from 28.±1.4 to 26.5±1.6pA, p=0.46, n=5; 

blebbistatin: 1.05±0.01%, p=0.08, Frequency: from 5.2±0.5 to 5.6±0.6Hz, p=0.6; inactive 

blebbistatin: 1.21±0.04 p=0.02. (h) The LTD evoked by high frequency stimulation (white 

circles) was abolished in the presence of the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10µM, black circles). 

Average sample traces are shown on top for time points (1) and (2). 99±1% of baseline, n=5, 

p=0.37 with baseline and p=0.0004 with control LTD, n=6. Student’s t-test. Values: mean± 

SEM. 
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Figure 2: Presynaptic actomyosin contractility mediates eCB-LTD at excitatory 

corticostriatal synapses (a) Schematic of whole-cell recording of a MSN and stimulation in 

the somatosensory cortical layer V. MSN: medium-sized spiny neurons (b) The transient 

depression of excitatory transmission following a 10 second depolarization at 0mV (white 

circles, 81±4% of baseline, n=13, p=0.0003) was unaffected by blebbistatin (black circles, 

79±3% of baseline, n=11, p=0.0001 with baseline; p=0.8039 with control DSE, n=13). 

Average sample traces before and 10sec after the depolarization are shown on the right. (c) 

LTD induced with LFS (control: 58±2% of baseline, n=7, p<0.0001 with baseline) was CB1R-

mediated because prevented with AM251 (107±10% of baseline, n=5, p=0.5244 with 
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baseline, p<0.0001 with control). (d) The eCB-LTD following a LFS (white circles, control-

DMSO: 56±7% of baseline, n=9, p=0.0002, p=0.8217 with control without DMSO) was 

abolished in the presence of blebbistatin (black circles, 95±3% of baseline, n=10, p=0.1201 

with baseline, p<0.0001 with control LTD) but was unaffected by the inactive enantiomer of 

blebbistatin (grey circles, 10μM, 52±4% of baseline, n=11, p<0.0001 with baseline, p=0.0556 

with control LTD). Average sample traces are shown on top at the time point before (1) and 

after the stimulation protocol (2). (e) 50ms inter-stimuli intervals induced significant PPR in 

control (p=0.0203, n=5), control-DMSO (p=0.0120, n=8), inactive blebbistatin (p=0.0023, 

n=5) and active blebbistatin (p=0.0375, n=4) conditions (Anova: p=0.6291 and F(3, 

18)=0.5905). (f) PPRplasticity/baseline displayed significant increase in control 

(PPRplasticity/baseline=1.30±0.10, p=0.0397, n=5) control-DMSO: inactive blebbistatin: control, 

control-DMSO (PPRplasticity/baseline=1.34±0.13, p=0.0335, n=8) and inactive blebbistatin 

(PPRplasticity/baseline=1.19±0.07, p=0.0493, n=5; Anova: p=0.6630 and F(2, 15)=0.4225) but not 

for active blebbistatin (PPRplasticity/baseline=1.00±0.03, p=0.8697, n=4). (g) The ROCK inhibitor 

Y-27632 abolishes the eCB-LTD (black circles, 98±11% of baseline, n=7, p=0.7204 with 

baseline, p=0.0038 with control LTD, n=6). Average sample traces are shown on top for time 

points (1) and (2). Student’s t-test. Values: mean± SEM. 
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Figure 3. Actomyosin contractility mediates cannabinoid-induced suppression of vesicle 

release, as shown by pretreatment with the NMII inhibitor para-nitroblebbistatin 

(pBlebb), or the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (Y27). (a) Neuron expressing the vesicle release 

marker SpH. Example SpH fluorescence levels in a control (Veh) and a WIN55,212-2-treated 

(WIN, 1µM; 10min) axon before stimulation (Baseline), after stimulation (KCL, 50mM, 

2min), and after terminal superfusion with NH4Cl (50mM, 2min). Fluorescence intensity 

(arbitrary units) increases during stimulation in control conditions while WIN decreases this 

effect. (b) Experimental paradigm and example traces of normalized axonal bouton SpH 

fluorescence (c) Cumulative probability distributions of the released vesicle pool fractions 

under control conditions (±0.92%; n=337 over 4 independent experiments), or after treatment 

with WIN: (16.94%±0.84%; n=323 over 4 independent experiments; P<0.0001), 

pBleb+WIN: (25µM; 20min; 31.14%±1.15%; n=173 over 3 independent experiments; 

P<0.0001); Y-27632+WIN (10µM; 20min; 30.35%±1.03%; n=168 over 3 independent 

experiments; P<0.0001;. ****: p < 0.001; ns: not significant as compared to vehicle, Kruskal-

Wallis test. Scale bar: 5µm  
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Figure 4: 3D STORM reveals synaptic vesicle redistribution with actomyosin 

contraction under CB1R activation (a) Representation of Bassoon and Homer1 distributions 

within the pre-synaptic active zone (AZ) and post-synaptic density (PSD), respectively. (b) 

STORM reconstruction of Bassoon and Homer1 localizations (c). Boxed synapse in (b) after 

clustering analysis. Dotted lines enclose the localisations averaged over the x-axis for 

Gaussian fitting in d. (d) Averaged localisations and Gaussian fit of synapse in (c). Distance 

between Gaussian peaks represents the measured distance between Homer1 and Bassoon 

appositions. (e) Measured distances between pre- and post-synaptic appositions under control 

conditions (Veh) and CB1R activation (WIN). (Veh: n=105, 122.3±2.0nm, WIN: n=100, 

117.9±2.6nm) (f) Prediction of the AZ based on both PSD axes and the median apposition 

distances measured in e. Side values in the 3D view represent average measures obtained 

from predictions over 105 synapses for the AZ volume (AZv). (g) Percentage of Bassoon 

localisations per synapse contained within the predicted AZv in an independent sample (n=55, 

25
th

percentile: 84.3%; 75
th

percentile: 99.4%). (h) Representation of Vamp2 and Homer1 

distributions within the synapse. (i). STORM reconstruction of Vamp2 and Homer1 (j) 

Synapse boxed in (h) after identification of synaptic vesicles through nested clustering 

analysis. The 3D box shows the predicted AZv for this synapse, enclosing one identified 

vesicle. (k) Fewer vesicles are found within the predicted AZv under CB1R activation (Veh: 

87.8±10.6/µm
3
, n=59 over 3 independent experiments; WIN: 45.4±5.5/µm

3
, n=70 over 3 

independent experiments, p<0.003). This depletion is prevented by inhibiting actomyosin 

contraction with para-nitroblebbistatin (73.2±6.2/µm
3
, n=98 over 3 independent experiments, 

p<0.004). (i) Vesicle clustering found under CB1R activation is prevented by blocking 
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actomyosin contraction. (m) Putative mechanisms of CB1R activation on vesicle 

redistribution during CB1R -induced plasticity. Scale bars in STORM images: 1µm 

 

Methods 

Animals 

Experiments were performed in accordance with local animal welfare committee (Center for 

Interdisciplinary Research in Biology and EU guidelines; directive 2010/63/EU). Rats and 

mice (Charles River, L’Arbresle, France) were housed in standard 12 hours light/dark cycles 

and food and water were available ad libitum. 

 

Antibodies and Chemicals 

Rabbit polyclonal Homer1 (Cat. No. 160 003) and mouse monoclonal VAMP2 (Cat. No. 104 

211) antibodies were obtained from Synaptic Systems (Goettingen, Germany). Bassoon mouse 

monoclonal antibody (Cat. No. ab82958) was obtained from Abcam (Paris, France). Paired 

fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies were made as previously described
25

. 

WIN55,212-2 and (RS)-3,5-DHPG were from Tocris. Carbachol, Y-27632, active (S)-(−)-

blebbistatin and inactive (R)-(+)-blebbistatin enantiomers and para-nitroblebbistatin were 

from Calbiochem, Sigma and Optopharma. None of the bath-applied drugs had a significant 

effect on basal IPSC and EPSC amplitudes, in our experimental conditions. 

 

Time-lapse microscopy of primary cultured neurons 

Dissociated neurons obtained from hippocampi of day 17-18 Sprague-Dawley rat embryos 

were plated on Poly-D-Lysine-coated coverslips at a density of approximately 100,000 cells 

per coverslip and subsequently cultivated at 37°C, 5% CO2 in Neurobasal
TM

 (LifeTech) 

medium supplemented with 2% B27 (LifeTech), 0.5mM L-glutamine, 10U/mL penicillin G 

and 10mg/mL streptomycin containing conditioned medium, obtained by incubation with glial 

cultures (70-80% confluence) for 24 h as described previously
5
. Neurons were transfected 

either with Synaptophysin-pHluorin (SpH), a kind gift from Dr. Stefan Krueger (Dalhousie 

University, Halifax, NS, Canada), and LifeAct-mCherry
5
, or with SpH alone. Transfections 

and time-lapse microscopy were performed at 37°C at 7-9 days after plating, as described 

previously
5
. Briefly, coverslips were placed in a Ludin chamber (Life Imaging Services, 
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Basel, Switzerland) filled with imaging buffer (120 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 

mM MgCl2 , 10 mM glucose, and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.35). Neurons were depolarized by 

adding 50mM KCl for 2min, followed by NH4Cl treatment. Pretreatments and treatments 

were applied at 30min and 10min before KCl, respectively. Dimethylsulfoxide vehicle 

concentrations ranged from 0.02% to 0.1%.  

Image stacks were realigned using ImageJ. SpH fluorescence intensity was measured in round 

ROIs of approximately 3x3µm, placed manually around visually identified axonal boutons, 

with mean basal axonal fluorescence intensity subtracted for each timepoint. Axonal boutons 

were selected for analysis if SpH response to NH4Cl was superior to that of KCL and if 

baseline fluorescence was within 2x the standard deviation around baseline population mean. 

Statistical analyses used Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc Multiple Comparison Test, 

n indicates the number of axonal boutons analyzed. Values are mean± SEM.  

 

Electrophysiological recordings and analysis from hippocampal slices 

400 µM transverse hippocampal vibratome slices were prepared from 6- to 8-week-old 

C57BL6 male mice in ice-cold extracellular solution containing (in mM): 10 NaCl, 195 

sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 15 glucose, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 CaCl2 and 2 MgCl2). The slices 

were then transferred to 30°C ACSF (in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 glucose, 26 NaHCO3, 

1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 Na Pyruvate, 2 CaCl2 and 1 MgCl2) for 30min and kept at room temperature 

for at least 1.5 hours before recording at 33°C. Cutting and recording solutions were both 

saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 (pH 7.4). 

Whole-cell recordings were obtained using Axograph X software from CA1 PNs in voltage 

clamp mode in the continuous presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist d-(-)-2-amino-5-

phosphonopentanoic acid (d-APV; 50 μM) and the AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist 2,3-

dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfonyl-benzo[f]quinoxaline (NBQX; 10 μm) Inhibitory currents were 

recorded at +10 mV with a patch pipette (3–5 MΩ) containing (in mM): 135 

CsMethylSulfate, 5 KCl, 0.1 EGTA-Na, 10 HEPES, 2 NaCl, 5 ATP, 0.4 GTP, 10 

phosphocreatine (pH 7.2; 280–290 mOsm). Series resistance (typically 12–18MΩ) was 

monitored throughout each experiment; cells with more than 15% change in series resistance 

were excluded from analysis. Synaptic potentials were evoked by monopolar stimulation with 

a patch pipette filled with ACSF and positioned in the middle of CA1 SR. A HFS (100 pulses 

at 100Hz repeated twice) was applied following 15 – 20min of stable baseline. The 

amplitudes of the IPSCs were normalized to the baseline amplitude. The magnitude of LTD 

was estimated by comparing averaged responses at 30-40min after the induction protocol with 
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baseline-averaged responses 0–10min before the induction protocol.  

  

Electrophysiological recordings and analysis from corticostriatal slices  

330μm horizontal brain slices containing the somatosensory cortex and the corresponding 

corticostriatal projection field in the dorsolateral striatum were prepared from P25-35 male rats 

as previously described
12,26

. Brains were sliced in a 95% CO2/5% O2-bubbled, ice-cold 

cutting solution containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 

NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1 pyruvic acid, and then transferred into the same solution at 

34°C for one hour and then moved to room temperature before patch-clamp whole-cell 

recordings (at 34°C). 

Patch-clamp recordings were performed as previously described
12,26

. Briefly, borosilicate 

glass pipettes of 4-6MOhms resistance contained for whole-cell recordings (in mM): 105 K-

gluconate, 30 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatine, 4 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP-Na, 0.3 EGTA 

(adjusted to pH 7.35 with KOH). The composition of the extracellular solution was (mM): 

125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10mM 

pyruvic acid bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Signals were amplified using EPC10-2 

amplifier (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht, Germany). All recordings were performed at 34°C 

and slices were continuously superfused at 2-3ml/min with the extracellular solution. Slices 

were visualized on an Olympus BX51WI microscope (Olympus, Rungis, France) using a 

4x/0.13 objective for the placement of the stimulating electrode and a 40x/0.80 water-

immersion objective for localizing cells for whole-cell recordings. Series resistance was not 

compensated. Current-clamp recordings were filtered at 2.5kHz and sampled at 5kHz and 

voltage-clamp recordings were filtered at 5kHz and sampled at 10kHz using the Patchmaster 

v2x32 program (HEKA Elektronik). Electrical stimulations were performed with a bipolar 

electrode (Phymep) placed in the layer 5 of the somatosensory cortex and were monophasic at 

constant current (ISO-Flex stimulator)
10,12,26

. Currents were adjusted to evoke striatal EPSCs 

ranging in amplitude from 50 to 200pA. Repetitive control stimuli were applied at a frequency 

of 0.1Hz for 60min after LFS protocol. Recordings on neurons were made over a period of 10 

minutes at baseline, and for at least 60 minutes after the LFS protocols; long-term changes in 

synaptic efficacy were measured from 45 to 55 minutes. We individually measured and 

averaged 60 successive EPSCs, comparing the last 10 minutes of the recording with the 10-

minute baseline recording. Series resistance was monitored for each sweep and a variation 

above 20% led to the rejection of the experiment. LTD was induced with low frequency 

stimulation protocol consisting in 600 cortical stimulations at 1Hz paired with postsynaptic 
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concomitant depolarization of the MSN during 50ms
10,12

. For DSE induction, MSN was 

depolarized from RMP to 0mV during 10sec (with bath-applied carbachol, 10μM, and DHPG, 

50μM)
10

. Off-line analysis was performed using Fitmaster (Heka Elektronik) and Igor-Pro 

6.0.3 (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 

5.0 software (San Diego, CA, USA).  “n” refers to a single cell experiment from a single slice.  

 

Immunocytochemistry and STORM imaging 

Neurons used for STORM imaging underwent the same treatment protocol as for 

videomicroscopy, with the exception that instead of depolarization with KCl after treatment, 

neurons were fixed with a preheated solution of 4% PFA and 4% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) for 15 minutes at room temperature (RT), permeabilized after wash for 

5 min at RT with 0.1% Triton X in PBS, and blocked for 1h at RT with blocking buffer (4% 

BSA in PBS). Primary and secondary antibodies were applied in blocking buffer, primary 

antibodies being applied overnight at 4°C and secondary antibodies being applied for 2h at 

RT. After washing out the secondary antibody, neurons were post-fixed with 4% PFA and 4% 

sucrose in PBS for 5min, washed and stored in PBS at 4°C before imaging. 

STORM images were acquired on a N-STORM microscope (Nikon Instruments), outfitted 

with 405 nm, 561 nm, and 647 nm solid-state lasers, a 100X NA 1.49 objective and an Ixon 

DU-897 camera. Imaging was performed as previously described
25

. Briefly, visually 

identified dendrites labelled with activator-reporter fluorophore pairs (Alexa Fluor 405 –

Alexa Fluor 647 and Cy3-Alexa Fluor 647) were imaged using sequences of one activator 

frame (405 or 561 nm) followed by three reporter frames (647 nm)
16

. A cylindrical lens was 

placed across the optical path in order to acquire 3D information (Huang et al. 2008), and the 

N-STORM software (Nikon Instruments) was used for the localization of single fluorophores.   
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Supplementary Methods 

 

Clustering analysis of pre- and post-synaptic appositions 

To simplify analysis, reconstructed images were divided into 2x2µm ROIs around visually 

identified synaptic appositions. Subsequently, per ROI, pre- and post-synaptic appositions 

were identified visually based on pre- and post-synaptic localization clusters.  In all cases, the 

experimenter performing the analysis was blind to the experimental conditions. Clustering 

was performed automatically through custom R scripts using a modified OPTICS 

algorithm(Ankerst et al. 1999).  Briefly, ROI localizations were randomized based on a 

uniform distribution function. The median core-distance of this distribution after OPTICS 

(epsilon=500nm, minimum points=10) was used as a distance cutoff to identify staining 

clusters, whereby: 

Cutoff= median randomized coredistance+p*median absolute deviation of randomized 

coredistance 

p=5 was selected as an initial factor as the 5% significance cutoff of normal distributions is at 

4.2*mad. This ensured that clusters were identified based on staining clustering rather than 

localization density, which may vary considerably between images. Clustering could be 

further refined by the experimenter by increasing p where clearly separate clusters were 

joined by several localizations.  

Cluster identification was further limited for analysis by cluster volume. For Homer1 and 

Bassoon clusters, cluster volume was limited to a minimum of 2 000 000 nm
3
, while Vamp2 

clusters were limited to a minimum of 10 000 000 nm
3
.  

Crosstalk removal 

To remove localizations that had been identified to the wrong activator, cluster localizations 

were filtered based on their neighborhood density. For each localization, the 10
th

 nearest 

neighbor distance for each activator was calculated. Localizations whose 10
th

 nearest neighbor 

distance for the opposing activator was closer than for its own activator were removed.  

Homer1 and Bassoon scaffolding measurements 

The width, depth and length of Homer1 and Bassoon appositions were measured by fitting 

ellipsoids to the identified Homer1 and Bassoon clusters with the ellipsoidhull R function 

(tol=1000). The fitted ellipsoid principal axes were used as width, depth and length 

measurements, with: 

length > width > depth 

and the depth axis perpendicular to the synaptic cleft. The resulting median measurements 

were 465.7nm (+-46.4nm) for Homer1 length, 405.4nm (+-50.5nm) for Bassoon length , 

330.7nm (+-28.6nm) for Homer1 width, 319.7nm(+-22.9nm) for Bassoon width, 141.9nm (+-

8.2nm) for Homer1 depth, and 168.2nm (+-8.4nm) for Bassoon width. 
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Distance between Homer1 and Bassoon clusters 

Distance measurements between Homer1 and Bassoon were performed similarly to Dani et 

al.(Dani et al. 2010) Per ROI, after ellipsoid fitting, the identified depth axis of the Homer1 

cluster was used as the x axis along which a Gaussian fit of both Homer1 cluster localizations 

and Bassoon cluster localizations was produced. Localizations within a 200nm range around 

the x axis were used for fitting, with a 5nm bin width along the axis. The distance between the 

peaks of the fitted Gaussian functions was used as the cluster separation distance.  

Synaptic vesicle identification 

Synaptic vesicles were identified based on VAMP2 localizations through a nested clustering 

algorithm similar to that described for clustering of appositions. First clustering of 

localizations as mentioned above was produced to identify synaptic boutons. The outer limits 

of the bouton were then identified using the ashape3D function of the alpha R package.   

Localizations within the bouton were then put through the clustering algorithm again using a 

p of 3, determined as the best parameter cutoff based on randomized simulations. Vesicles 

identified through this method were taken for further analysis only if they had a minimum of 

15 localizations.  

Identified boutons with fewer than 12 vesicles were used for quantification.  

Counting vesicles within the predicted AZ 

The AZ prediction was produced using length, width and depth of Homer1 measurements. 

Briefly, to account for variability, length, width, and depth of the AZ prediction were 

increased by 10% of the Homer1 measurements, equivalent to a median increase of 46nm, 

33nm, and 14nm respectively. A bounding box produced with these measurements and the 

ashape3D function was then projected towards the centroid of VAMP2 localizations, at 

125nm, the average measured distance between Bassoon and Homer1 appositions. Identified 

synaptic vesicles whose centroids were contained within the prediction were counted as being 

docked.  

Clustering of synaptic vesicles 

To measure the relative clustering of synaptic vesicles, the median expected distance between 

vesicles was calculated based on vesicle number and bouton volume. This value was divided 

by the median per bouton of the median distance of each vesicle to its 12 nearest neighbors, 

giving a ratio of the relative clustering of vesicles per bouton.  
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8 Discussion: Actomyosin contractility through ROCK 

mediates CB1R induced LTD 
 

Through this article we were able to provide evidence towards our initial hypothesis: that the 

signaling pathway observed under CB1R in neuronal development (Roland et al. 2014) is 

conserved in CB1R induced LTD. We find that, in classical eCB-LTD induction paradigms in 

slices, both actomyosin contractility and ROCK activity are necessary for plasticity in 

hippocampal inhibitory synapses (collaboration with the group of Viven Chevaleyre) as well 

as in excitatory corticostriatal synapses (collaboration with the group of Laurent Venance). 

Importantly neither actomyosin contractility nor ROCK inhibition were found to affect eCB 

short-term forms DSI and DSE. We further find in hippocampal cultures that a 10min 

application of the CB1R agonist WIN induces a depression of exocytosis that is prevented by 

inhibiting actomyosin contractility as well as by inhibiting ROCK. Finally, by using STORM 

superresolution microscopy, we find that hippocampal culture synapses treated with a CB1R 

agonist present fewer synaptic vesicles at the active zone, and vesicles contained within the 

center of the boutons are more clustered than in control groups. Furthermore, both of these 

effects are prevented by pretreatments with either the NMII ATPase inhibitor 

paranitroblebbistatin (para), or the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (Y27).  

These results suggest a novel target underlying CB1R-induced long-term plasticity, which 

may potentially tie in the multitude of pathways that have previously been found to underlie 

this form of LTD. These will be discussed below.  

8.1 Actomyosin in LTD versus DSI/DSE 

One important finding presented in our results is that while actomyosin contractility affects 

CB1R-LTD it does not affect the short term forms of cannabinoid mediated plasticity. As 

mentioned in the introduction it has not yet been established why a stimulus might induce a 

short term depression rather than a long-term depression under the activation of the same 

receptor, especially considering that activation of a receptor should in principle recruit the 

same signaling pathways. In this context, previous studies have found that CB1R induction of 

LTD requires a longer activation of the receptor (>10min) than for DSI/DSE (Chevaleyre and 

Castillo 2003; Ronesi 2004), which would induce a higher number of G-proteins activated. 

One possibility that arises here given our results is that a longer activation period is required 

to recruit the necessary kinases for non-muscle myosin II activation. In contradiction to this 
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theory however, we have shown in our previous article (Roland et al. 2014) that recruitment 

of actomyosin contraction under CB1R can be extremely rapid, as early as 2 minutes after 

bath application.  

Another possibility is the necessity for increased presynaptic Ca2+ that has been found to be 

necessary for CB1R-LTD induction in certain synapses (Atwood, Lovinger, and Mathur 

2014). Calcium influx has previously been found to be necessary for RhoA/ROCK pathway 

mediation of myosin contraction in smooth muscle (Uehata et al. 1997; Fernandez-Tenorio et 

al. 2011). Such a concerted action of elevated Ca
2+

 and ROCK activation could therefore 

explain the selective recruitment of actomyosin contraction in LTD rather than STD. This 

hypothesis would have to be tested however as we have not tested the calcium sensitivity of 

actomyosin-mediated LTD in our models.  

8.2 Signaling pathway to actomyosin contractility in CB1R-LTD 

Another possibility is that a different G-protein is required to induce the signaling pathways 

necessary for LTD rather than DSI/DSE. As mentioned in the introduction, DSI/DSE have 

been established to occur mostly through the inhibition of certain VGCCs by Gβγ subunits 

(Castillo et al. 2012). A number of studies have shown CB1R- LTD to be sensitive to 

pertussis toxin and cAMP/PKA activation (Chevaleyre et al. 2007), suggesting Gi/o 

recruitment. Furthermore, it has been shown that CB1R co-precipitates preferentially with 

Gαi subunits (Mukhopadhyay and Howlett 2001). However, a direct link between the 

Gi/o/cAMP/PKA pathway and the inhibition of neurotransmitter release has not been 

established, with some studies contesting the necessity of the pathway in LTD   (Azad et al. 

2003; Daniel, Rancillac, and Crepel 2004; Robbe et al. 2002).. It can therefore be suggested 

that recruitment of Gi/o may not be sufficient for LTD induction. In this context, 10min of 

activation may be sufficient for saturation of Gi/o protein activation within the terminal and 

the subsequent recruitment of other G-proteins by CB1R activation. Indeed, as mentioned 

previously, CB1R has been found to associate with a number of different proteins both in 

neurons and in non-neuronal cells (reviewed in the introduction). Furthermore, it has been 

shown in cultured striatal neurons that saturation of Gi/o recruitment by co-activating CB1R 

with the Gi/o-coupled dopamine receptor D2 would induce recruitment of a Gs type protein, as 

estimated through the concurrent increase in cAMP levels and the sensitivity of the effect to 

cholera toxin (Glass and Felder 1997). Furthermore, we show in our previous article (Roland 

et al. 2014), that inhibiting G12/13 activity through siRNA interference blocks CB1R effects on 
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growth cone retraction. Taken together these findings suggest that the preferential recruitment 

of actomyosin in LTD might occur through saturation of Gi/o recruitment over prolonged 

CB1R activation and subsequent recruitment of G12/13. Lending credence to this hypothesis is 

our finding that CB1R-LTD was dependent on ROCK activation in all three of our models, 

and ROCK is preferentially recruited under the G12/13 pathway.  

Nonetheless, this hypothesis does not explain the studies that have found the necessity of Gi/o 

or PKA inhibition in CB1R-induced LTD (Chevaleyre et al. 2007). One hypothesis that could 

be emitted is that CB1R-LTD might require conjoint activation of both G12/13 and Gi/o. For 

example, the effects of actomyosin contractility in LTD might require permissive action of 

PKA inhibition to enact its effects on vesicle recycling. Indeed it has been shown that PKA 

can phosphorylate RIM1α to increase neurotransmitter release (Lonart et al. 2003), potentially 

by increasing vesicle docking and priming for fusion. Thus, inhibition of PKA through Gi/o 

might decrease the phosphorylated state of RIM1α and therefore prevent vesicle docking and 

fusion. There is some evidence for this hypothesis as RIM1α has been implicated in CB1R-

LTD previously (Chevaleyre et al. 2007; Grueter, Brasnjo, and Malenka 2010), and our 

results suggest a depletion of docked vesicles at the active zone during CB1R-LTD, as has 

been previously reported (García-Morales, Montero, and Moreno-López 2015; Ramírez-

Franco et al. 2014) . Furthermore, PKA has been found to phosphorylate synapsin (Hirokawa 

et al. 1989), which blocks its vesicle binding properties. Inhibition of PKA may therefore 

strengthen the tethering of vesicles to the actomyosin cytoskeleton by preventing synapsin 

phosphorylation, potentially reducing RRP refilling at the AZ.  

Although we have not tested here the potential role of either Gi/o or G12/13, we have shown in 

our previous article the actomyosin-dependent growth cone retraction under CB1R activation 

was sensitive to siRNA inhibition of G12/13 and not to pertussis toxin (Roland et al. 2014), 

suggesting its potential recruitment in this paradigm. However, it has been shown in 

macrophages that CB1R activation could induce cell shape changes through RhoA/ROCK in 

a pertussis toxin dependent manner (Mai et al. 2015), implying involvement of Gi/o. 

Furthermore, a number of studies in non-neuronal cells have shown that PKA can inhibit 

RhoA/ROCK activity, either through direct phosphorylation of RhoA (Dong et al. 1998) or 

through phosphorylation of RhoGDIα and the formation of a RhoA-GTP-RhoGDIα complex 

(Oishi et al. 2012). It is possible therefore that the recruitment of ROCK in CB1R-LTD may 

occur through an increase in RhoA activity after inhibition of cAMP/PKA signaling under 
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Gi/o. Future experiments will therefore have to uncover the specific G-protein subunit linking 

CB1R activation to actomyosin recruitment in CB1R-LTD.  

8.3 Actomyosin and vesicle recycling under CB1R 

One of our original findings is the increased clustering of synaptic vesicles within the 

presynaptic compartment under cannabinoid treatment. Both this effect and the reduced 

number of vesicles at the AZ are sensitive to both paranitroblebbistatin and Y27, suggesting 

mediation by the actomyosin cytoskeleton. As reviewed in the introduction, two recurring 

effects found under actin cytoskeleton manipulation are the inhibition of endocytosis and 

synaptic vesicle tethering. Both of these functions taken conjointly can explain our findings 

here. Indeed, inhibition of endocytosis would prevent the preferential recycling of newly 

endocytosed vesicles to the RRP, preventing RRP refilling and causing a reduced RRP size, 

as seen under cannabinoid treatment. Furthermore, increased tethering of vesicles to the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton may further prevent RRP refilling, as well as increase the clustering 

of vesicles within the total pool.  

How these functions might be put into effect in our model of CB1R-LTD is unclear however. 

While we do show a direct inhibition of exocytosis under CB1R activation in our cultures, we 

have not tested the hypothesis that it might result from an inhibition of endocytosis, the two 

being tightly linked. As ROCK activation would lead to increased MLC phosphorylation and 

therefore an increase in the formation of stable actomyosin filaments, it is possible that 

activation of ROCK under CB1R might inhibit endocytosis, as it has been shown that 

increasing F-actin stability through stabilizing agents blocks endocytosis in certain paradigms 

(Shupliakov et al., 2002; Bleckert et al., 2012).  

However, both RRP size decrease and vesicle clustering are also prevented under 

paranitroblebbistatin treatment. This molecule is a specific inhibitor of NMII ATPase (Képiró 

et al. 2014), and preferentially binds to NMII in an actin free state. Pretreatment with 

paranitroblebbistatin should therefore not affect the actin filament polymerization/ 

depolymerization thought to be needed for actin’s effects on endocytosis (Shupliakov et al. 

2002; Bloom et al. 2003). The effect of both ROCK inhibition and paranitroblebbistatin may 

however be explained through a potential effect on synaptic vesicle tethering. Indeed, by 

preventing actomyosin filament formation, both the inhibition of ROCK and 

paranitroblebbistatin may induce destabilization of the actin cytoskeleton, which has been 

found to reduce synaptic vesicle clustering (Shtrahman et al. 2005; R. Jordan, Lemke, and 
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Klingauf 2005). Therefore, activation of ROCK under CB1R may increase the stability of the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton, which may increase the tethering of vesicles through molecules 

such as synapsin, resulting in the clustering of synaptic vesicles during CB1R-LTD. Increased 

vesicle clustering may then prevent refilling of the RRP, resulting in fewer vesicles docked at 

the active zone, as seen under CB1R activation.  

Perspectives 

Given the conserved recruitment of actomyosin cytoskeleton under CB1R from development 

to adulthood, is it possible that chronic recruitment of actomyosin under CB1R might 

dismantle the synapse in such a way as to induce synapse loss. Indeed actomyosin has been 

found to be recruited in a nitric oxide (NO) model of synapse loss at motoneurons (Sunico et 

al. 2010). This study found that NO treatment induced a loss of excitatory synapses in 

motoneurons in a ROCK dependent manner. Furthermore they show that this loss is preceded 

by an increase in phosphorylated MLC in synaptic puncta (Sunico et al. 2010), suggesting 

prolonged MLC phosphorylation by long-term treatment with NO (6h) may induce retraction 

of axonal boutons from postsynaptic sites, and eventual synapse loss. Furthermore, similarly 

to CB1R activation, nitric oxide has been shown to induce presynaptic long-term depression 

(Reyes-Harde et al. 1999; Reynolds and Hartell 2001), as well as axonal retraction during 

development  (Cramer, Leamey, and Sur 1998; Ernst et al. 2000). It is possible therefore that 

a similarly conserved mechanism under CB1R may lead to synapse loss in certain conditions, 

such as excessive cannabinoid consumption.  

Indeed, this model might explain some of the pathological symptoms tied to excessive 

marijuana consumption. A number of studies have now established that excessive 

consumption in adolescence and early adulthood is a high risk factor for pervasive cognitive 

impairments in later life, including decreased affect, memory impairments, and the 

development of psychosis (Karila et al. 2014). Concerning psychosis particularly, a number of 

studies have shown a decrease in cortical mass and grey matter loss in association with 

schizophrenia  (Vyas, Patel, and Puri 2011). Furthermore, a recent study has found that this 

could be exacerbated by the excessive expression of the complement component 4 (C4) found 

in certain schizophrenic patients (Sekar et al. 2016). The study shows that as for other 

complement cascade components, C4 regulates synaptic pruning in developing mice (Sekar et 

al. 2016), suggesting excessive pruning through increased expression of C4 may be a 

mediating factor in psychosis. Therefore, an increased synapse loss through excessive 
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activation of CB1R may explain the increased incidence of psychosis in early cannabis users. 

Current projects of the team are aimed at better understanding the role of actomyosin 

contractility in synaptic remodeling, and its putative behavioral consequences.  
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Annexes: R scripts 
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1. Blinding of ROI files for protein apposition identification 

  



#Libraries
library(svDialogs)
library(readr)
library(data.table)
library(caroline)

#Method
ROIdirs=vector()
Randnames=vector()
export=vector()
Rd=vector()
Rtot=vector()
  
folderdir="D:/Maureen/STORM/2colorBsnHmr/BHSD414RECsp1"
blinddir=paste(folderdir,"Blinded",sep = "/")
dirrename=dir.exists(blinddir)

while(dirrename==TRUE){
  blinddir=paste0(blinddir,"New")
  dirrename=dir.exists(blinddir)
}

dir.create(blinddir)

fno=dlgInput(message="Indicate number of ROI folders to blind", default="6")$res
fno=as.numeric(fno)

for(i in 1:fno){
  ROIdir=dlgDir(default = folderdir, "Select ROI directory")$res
  ROIdirs=c(ROIdirs,ROIdir)
  Randname=paste0("Blind",i)
  Randnames=c(Randnames,Randname)
  export=c(export,"NaN")
  Rd=c(Rd,"Nan")
  Rtot=c(Rtot,"Nan")
  
}

rand=runif(fno,min = 1, max=fno)
ord=order(rand)
ROIdirsx=ROIdirs[ord]
Blindres=cbind(Randnames,ROIdirsx,export,Rd,Rtot)
brespath=paste(blinddir,"Blindtable.xls",sep="/")
write.delim(Blindres,brespath, sep ="\t")
print(ROIdirs)
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2.  3D identification of protein appositions 

 

  



##Libraries
library(dbscan)
library(rgl)
library(alphashape3d)
library(FNN)
library(geometry)
library(data.table)
library(heplots)
library(cluster)
library(readr)
library(svDialogs)
library(caroline)
library(stats)
#Variables
set.seed(23)
iname="ST001"
mpts=10
epsi=500
steepcut=0.0001
epcut=50
alpha=30
rad=125
totroi=0
skipp=0

#Functions
getmode <- function(v) {
  uniqv <- unique(v)
  uniqv[which.max(tabulate(match(v, uniqv)))]
}

#Method
#ROIdir=dlgDir(default= "C:/Users/Maureen/Documents/STORM", "Select ROI directory")

Btabledir="D:/Navid/SD481p1RECs/Blinded"
Btablefile=paste(Btabledir,"Blindtable.xls",sep = "/")
Btable=read.delim(Btablefile)
Bno=nrow(Btable)

Clusterdone=0
clusttype=dlgList(c("Vamp2","Bassoon"),title = "Select the type of staining to cluster:")$res

blindn=as.numeric(dlgInput(message = "Enter a folder number to analyse", default="1")$res)
if(clusttype=="Vamp2") vollim=10000000 else vollim=2000000
if(is.na(Btable[blindn,4])==FALSE) {if(Btable[blindn,4]==Btable[blindn,5]) Clusterdone=1}

bfolder=paste(Btabledir,Btable[blindn,1],sep = "/")
bstat=dir.exists(bfolder)
if(bstat==FALSE)dir.create(bfolder)
fstart=Btable[blindn,4]
if(is.na(Btable[blindn,4])==TRUE) fstart=1  else fstart=fstart+1

ROIdir=as.character(Btable[blindn,2])
FileVamp=list.files(ROIdir,pattern = "405_TS3D", all.files = FALSE, full.names = TRUE, include.dirs = FALSE)
FileCy3=list.files(ROIdir,pattern = "Cy3_TS3D", all.files = FALSE, full.names = TRUE, include.dirs = FALSE)
NameVamp=list.files(ROIdir,pattern = "405_TS3D", all.files = FALSE, full.names = FALSE, include.dirs = FALSE)
NameHomer=list.files(ROIdir,pattern = "Cy3_TS3D", all.files = FALSE, full.names = FALSE, include.dirs = FALSE)
modnameV=gsub(iname, "file", NameVamp,fixed = TRUE)
modnameV=gsub("405_TS3D", "file",modnameV,fixed = TRUE)
modnameV=gsub(".csv", ".xls",modnameV,fixed = TRUE)
modnameH=gsub(iname, "file", NameHomer,fixed = TRUE)
modnameH=gsub("Cy3_TS3D", "file",modnameH,fixed = TRUE)
modnameH=gsub(".csv", ".xls",modnameH,fixed = TRUE)
flength=length(modnameV)
bfoldername=basename(bfolder)
Clusterdir=paste0(bfoldername,"Clusters")
Clusterdir=paste(bfolder,Clusterdir,sep = "/")
dir.create(Clusterdir)
Btable[blindn,3]=Clusterdir
Btable[blindn,5]=flength

for(filen in fstart:flength) { ##start file loop
  if(Clusterdone==1) break
  # filen=1
  Resclusters=vector()
  channelinfo=vector()
  mydatVo=read.csv(FileVamp[filen])
  nameh=grep(modnameV[filen], modnameH, value=FALSE)
  mydatHo=read.csv(FileCy3[nameh])
  mydatV=mydatVo[,2:4]
  mydatH=mydatHo[,2:4]
  open3d()
  rgl.bg(color="black")
  rgl.points(mydatV[,1:3],col="Red", alpha=0.3)
  rgl.points(mydatH[,1:3],col="Green", alpha=0.3)
  
  ##Vamp2 Cluster determination
  op=optics(mydatV, epsi, minPts = mpts)
  
  ###Randomized distribution
  Vn=nrow(mydatV)
  Vx=mydatV[,1]
  Vy=mydatV[,2]
  Vz=mydatV[,3]
  randx=runif(Vn, min = min(Vx), max= max(Vx) )
  randy=runif(Vn, min = min(Vy), max= max(Vy) )
  randz=runif(Vn, min = min(Vz), max= max(Vz) )



  randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
  
  oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
  randreachmed=median(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
  if(is.na(randreachmed)==TRUE) next
  randreachmad=mad(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
  
  ##Bassoon preliminary cluster
  simfact=5
  refine=1
  
  while(refine==1){
    maincut=randreachmed-(simfact*randreachmad)
    resrand=extractDBSCAN(oprand,maincut)
    resrandclust=cbind(randdist,resrand$cluster)
    res=extractDBSCAN(op, maincut)
    concatV=cbind(mydatV, res$cluster, res$order,res$reachdist,res$coredist)
    setnames(concatV, "res$coredist", "Coredist")
    setnames(concatV, "res$reachdist","ReachDist")
    setnames(concatV, "res$order", "Order")
    setnames(concatV, "res$cluster", "Cluster")
    maxCV=max(concatV$Cluster)
    concatVtemp=concatV[which(concatV$Cluster!=0),]
    centVm=vector()
    clids=vector()
    concatVtemp=as.matrix(concatVtemp)
    cvpoints=1
    
    for(i in 1:maxCV){
      nr=length(concatVtemp[which(concatVtemp[,4]==i),4])
      if(nr>50){
        aV=ashape3d(concatVtemp[which(concatVtemp[,4]==i),1:3],alpha=1)
        calpha=2*mean(aV$triang[,6])
        aV=ashape3d(concatVtemp[which(concatVtemp[,4]==i),1:3],alpha=calpha)
        VolV=volume_ashape3d(aV)
        #concatVtemp=concatVtemp[which(concatVtemp[,4]!=i),]
        if(VolV>vollim){
          open3d()
          rgl.bg(color="black")
          rgl.points(concatVtemp[which(concatVtemp[,4]==i),1:3], col="coral",alpha=0.3)
          rgl.points(mydatV[,1:3],col="Gray", alpha=0.2)
          rgl.points(mydatH[,1:3],col="White", alpha=0.2)
          title3d(main = i, col="White")
          
centv=c(mean(concatV[which(concatV$Cluster==i),1]),mean(concatV[which(concatV$Cluster==i),2]),mean(concatV[which(concatV$Cluster==i),3]),
 i, VolV)
          centVm=rbind(centVm,centv)
          clids[cvpoints]=i
          cvpoints=cvpoints+1
        }
      }
    }
    
    Vclustchoice=dlgList(c("Unrefine",clids,"Refine","None"), multiple=FALSE, title="Select Bassoon cluster")
    Mainclust=Vclustchoice$res
    if(Mainclust=="Unrefine") simfact=simfact-0.4
    if(Mainclust!="Refine"& Mainclust!="Unrefine") refine=0 
    if(Mainclust=="Refine") simfact=simfact+0.2
    dlist=rgl.dev.list()
    dlistl=length(dlist)
    if(dlistl>0){
      for(i in 1:dlistl){
        rgl.close()
      }
    }
  }
 
  if(Mainclust!="None"){
    #if(Mainclust=="None") next()
    Mainclust=as.numeric(Vclustchoice$res)
    mainVclust=concatV[which(concatV$Cluster==Mainclust),]
    
    ##Homer1 main clusters
    op=optics(mydatH, epsi, minPts = mpts)
    
    ###Randomized distribution for Homer1 main cluster
    Hn=nrow(mydatH)
    Hx=mydatH[,1]
    Hy=mydatH[,2]
    Hz=mydatH[,3]
    randx=runif(Hn, min = min(Hx), max= max(Hx) )
    randy=runif(Hn, min = min(Hy), max= max(Hy) )
    randz=runif(Hn, min = min(Hz), max= max(Hz) )
    randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
    oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
    
    randreachmed=median(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
    randreachmad=mad(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
    
    ###Homer1 preliminary main cluster
    simfact=5
    refine=1
    
    while(refine==1){
      maincut=randreachmed-(simfact*randreachmad)
      resrand=extractDBSCAN(oprand,maincut)
      resrandclust=cbind(randdist,resrand$cluster)
      res=extractDBSCAN(op, maincut)



      concatH=cbind(mydatH, res$cluster, res$order,res$reachdist,res$coredist)
      setnames(concatH, "res$coredist", "Coredist")
      setnames(concatH, "res$reachdist","ReachDist")
      setnames(concatH, "res$order", "Order")
      setnames(concatH, "res$cluster", "Cluster")
      maxCH=max(concatH$Cluster)
      concatHtemp=concatH[which(concatH$Cluster!=0),]
      concatHtemp=as.matrix(concatHtemp)
      centHm=vector()
      clids=vector()
      cvpoints=1
      
      for(i in 1:maxCH){
        nr=length(concatHtemp[which(concatHtemp[,4]==i),4])
        if(nr>50){
          aH=ashape3d(concatHtemp[which(concatHtemp[,4]==i),1:3],alpha=1)
          calpha=2*mean(aH$triang[,6])
          aH=ashape3d(concatHtemp[which(concatHtemp[,4]==i),1:3],alpha=calpha)
          VolH=volume_ashape3d(aH)
          #concatHtemp=concatHtemp[which(concatHtemp[,4]!=i),]
          if(VolH>2000000){
            open3d()
            rgl.bg(color="black")
            rgl.points(concatHtemp[which(concatHtemp[,4]==i),1:3], col="chartreuse4",alpha=0.3)
            rgl.points(mydatH[,1:3],col="Gray", alpha=0.2)
            rgl.points(mainVclust[,1:3],col="red", alpha=0.2)
            title3d(main = i, col="White")
            clids[cvpoints]=i
            cvpoints=cvpoints+1
          }
        }
      }
      Hclustchoice=dlgList(c("Unrefine",clids,"Refine","None"), multiple=FALSE, title="Select Homer1 cluster")
      Mainclust=Hclustchoice$res
      #if(Mainclust=="None") next()
      if(Mainclust=="Unrefine") simfact=simfact-0.4
      if(Mainclust!="Refine"& Mainclust!="Unrefine") refine=0 
      if(Mainclust=="Refine") simfact=simfact+0.2
      dlist=rgl.dev.list()
      dlistl=length(dlist)
      if(dlistl>0){
        for(i in 1:dlistl){
          rgl.close()
        }
      }
    }
    dlist=rgl.dev.list()
    dlistl=length(dlist)
    if(dlistl>0){
      for(i in 1:dlistl){
        rgl.close()
      }
    }
    if(Mainclust!="None"){
      Mainclust=as.numeric(Hclustchoice$res)
      mainHclust=concatH[which(concatH$Cluster==Mainclust),]
      mainHclustx=mainHclust
      mainVclustx=mainVclust
      #Homer1 vesicle cluster determination
      # mainHclust=as.matrix(mainHclust)
      mainHclust=mainHclust[,1:3]
      mainVclust=mainVclust[,1:3]
      bluech=nrow(mainVclust)
      redch=nrow(mainHclust)
      channelinfo[1:bluech]=1
      channelinfo[(bluech+1):(bluech+redch)]=2
      Resclusters=rbind(mainVclust,mainHclust)
      Resclusters=cbind(Resclusters,channelinfo)
      Respath=paste0("Clustertable",filen,bfoldername,".xls")
      Respath=paste(Clusterdir,Respath, sep = "/")
      write.delim(Resclusters,Respath, sep ="\t")
    }
    
  }
  Btable[blindn,4]=filen
  write.delim(Btable,Btablefile,sep ="\t")
  # filen=filen+1
} ##end file loop
 

print(filen-1)
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3.  Clustering of Homer1-Bassoon appositions and property 

measurement 

  



##Libraries
library(dbscan)
library(rgl)
library(alphashape3d)
library(FNN)
library(geometry)
library(data.table)
library(heplots)
library(cluster)
library(readr)
library(svDialogs)
library(caroline)
library(stats)
library(bda)
library(xlsx)

#Variables
set.seed(23)
iname="ST003"
mpts=10
epsi=500
steepcut=0.0001
epcut=50
alpha=30
rad=124
totroi=0
skipp=0

#Functions
sqr=function(x){
  y=x*x
  return(y)
}
Rsqrgauss=function(x,mn,param){#param are parameters of gaussian function (mean, sd, and variance)
  valx=x[,2]-mn
  valfity=(param[3]*exp(-1/2*(x[,1]-param[1])^2/param[2]^2))-mn
  y=sum(sqr(valfity))/sum(sqr(valx))
  return(y)
}

Bdir="D:/Maureen/STORM/2colorBsnHmr/Blinded directories.xlsx"
BlindDirs=as.vector(read.xlsx(Bdir,1,header = FALSE))
blength=length(BlindDirs[,1])
Btabledir=as.character(BlindDirs[,])

pb=winProgressBar(title=paste0("Blind directory ",1,"of",blength),label =paste0("0% of 0"), min=0, max=100,initial=0)

for(bd in 1:blength) {
  #Method
  Btablefile=paste(Btabledir[bd],"Blindtable.xls",sep = "/")
  Btable=read.delim(Btablefile)
  Bno=nrow(Btable)
  
  exportdir=paste(Btabledir[bd],"Analysis", sep="/")
  
  dirrename=dir.exists(exportdir)
  
  while(dirrename==TRUE){
    exportdir=paste0(exportdir,"New")
    dirrename=dir.exists(exportdir)
  }
  dir.create(exportdir)
  
  Clusterdir=paste(exportdir,"ClusterInfo", sep="/")
  dir.create(Clusterdir)
  
  for(blindfold in 1:Bno){ #start ROI folder loop
    
    Objsumm=vector()
    Anasumm=vector()
    
    ROIdir=as.character(Btable[blindfold,1])
    ROIdir=paste0(Btabledir[bd],"/",ROIdir,"/",ROIdir,"Clusters")
    Clusterfiles=list.files(ROIdir, all.files = FALSE, full.names = TRUE, include.dirs = FALSE)
    nofull=length(grep("full.xls",Clusterfiles))
    if(nofull!=0) Clusterfiles=Clusterfiles[-grep("full.xls",Clusterfiles)]
    flength=length(Clusterfiles)
    
    expname=basename(as.character(Btable[blindfold,2]))
    clusterexp=paste0(Clusterdir,"/", expname,"Clusters")
    dir.create(clusterexp)
    
    for(filen in 1:flength) { ##start file loop
      # filen=1
      mydat=read.delim(Clusterfiles[filen],sep="\t")
      mydatV=as.matrix(mydat[which(mydat[,4]==1),1:3])
      mydatH=as.matrix(mydat[which(mydat[,4]==2),1:3])
      
      #Cross-talk substraction
      Hdist=knn.dist(mydatH, k=10)[,10]
      Bdist=knn.dist(mydatV,k=10)[,10]
      
      Hcut=median(Hdist)+mad(Hdist)
      Vcut=median(Bdist)+mad(Bdist)
      
      BtH=knnx.dist(mydatH[,1:3],mydatV[,1:3],k=10)[,10]
      HtB=knnx.dist(mydatV[,1:3],mydatH[,1:3],k=10)[,10]
      
      Hxt=HtB/Hdist
      Bxt=BtH/Bdist



      
      mydatH=mydatH[which(Hxt>1),]
      mydatV=mydatV[which(Bxt>1),]
      
      Hdb=dbscan(mydatH,Hcut,minPts = 10)
      maxref=max(Hdb$cluster)
      num=0
      for(i in 1:maxref){
        no=length(which(Hdb$cluster==i))
        stat=no-num
        if(stat>0){
          num=no
          clust=i
        }
      }
      mydatH=mydatH[which(Hdb$cluster==clust),]
      
      Vdb=dbscan(mydatV,Vcut,minPts = 10)
      maxref=max(Vdb$cluster)
      num=0
      for(i in 1:maxref){
        no=length(which(Vdb$cluster==i))
        stat=no-num
        if(stat>0){
          num=no
          clust=i
        }
      }
      mydatV=mydatV[which(Vdb$cluster==clust),]
      
      #Vamp2 main cluster info
      centv=c(mean(mydatV[,1]),mean(mydatV[,2]),mean(mydatV[,3]))
      aV=ashape3d(mydatV[,1:3],alpha=1)
      calpha=2*mean(aV$triang[,6])
      aV=ashape3d(mydatV[,1:3],alpha=calpha)
      VolmainV=volume_ashape3d(aV)
      
      #Bsn nc cluster determination
      Vn=nrow(mydatV)
      Vx=mydatV[,1]
      Vy=mydatV[,2]
      Vz=mydatV[,3]
      randx=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vx), max= max(Vx) )
      randy=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vy), max= max(Vy) )
      randz=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vz), max= max(Vz) )
      randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
      inaV=inashape3d(aV, indexAlpha = 1, randdist[,1:3])
      randdist=cbind(randdist,inaV)
      randdist=randdist[which(randdist[,4]==TRUE),]
      if(length(randdist[,1])<Vn) next 
      randdist=randdist[1:Vn,]
      oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
      randreachmed=median(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
      randreachmad=mad(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
      vcutlow=randreachmed-(3*randreachmad)
      opvrandlow=extractDBSCAN(oprand, vcutlow)
      opv=optics(mydatV[,1:3], epsi, minPts = mpts)
      resvlow=extractDBSCAN(opv, vcutlow)
      mydatV=cbind(mydatV, resvlow$cluster, resvlow$order,resvlow$reachdist,resvlow$coredist)
      
      centroidsV=vector()
      ckeepv=vector()
      locnov=vector()
      cnndv=vector()
      diav=vector()
      vno=max(mydatV[,4])
      
      for(i in 1:vno){
        nclust=length(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2])
        if(nclust>16) {
          diax=c(max(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1])-min(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1]))
          diay=c(max(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2])-min(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2]))
          cnnd=knn.dist(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1:3],k=1)
          cnndv=c(cnndv,median(cnnd))
          locnov=c(locnov,nclust)
          cV=c(i,mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1]),mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2]),mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),3]))
          diav=c(diav,median(diax,diay))
          centroidsV=rbind(centroidsV,cV)
          ckeepv=c(ckeepv,i)
        } 
      }
      
      c2keepv=mydatV[,4]%in%ckeepv
      ConcatVcout=mydatV[-which(c2keepv==TRUE),1:3]
      outcno=nrow(ConcatVcout)
      outcnnd=knnx.dist(mydatV[,1:3],ConcatVcout,k=2)
      
      outcnnd=median(outcnnd[,2])
      locrat=locnov/Vn
      cnndrat=outcnnd/cnndv
      
      vclustno=length(ckeepv)
      
      
      
      #Homer1 main Cluster info
      centH=c(mean(mydatH[,1]),mean(mydatH[,2]),mean(mydatH[,3]))
      aH=ashape3d(mydatH[,1:3],alpha=1)
      calpha=2*mean(aH$triang[,6])
      aH=ashape3d(mydatH[,1:3],alpha=calpha)
      VolH=volume_ashape3d(aH)
      
      #Homer1 vesicle cluster determination



      
      Hn=nrow(mydatH)
      Hx=mydatH[,1]
      Hy=mydatH[,2]
      Hz=mydatH[,3]
      randx=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hx), max= max(Hx) )
      randy=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hy), max= max(Hy) )
      randz=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hz), max= max(Hz) )
      randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
      inaH=inashape3d(aH, indexAlpha = 1, randdist[,1:3])
      randdist=cbind(randdist,inaH)
      randdist=randdist[which(randdist[,4]==TRUE),]
      randdist=randdist[1:Hn,]
      oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
      randreachmed=median(oprand$reachdist[-which(oprand$reachdist==Inf)])
      randreachmad=mad(oprand$reachdist[-which(oprand$reachdist==Inf)])
      Hcutlow=randreachmed-(3*randreachmad)
      opH=optics(mydatH[,1:3], epsi, minPts = mpts)
      resHlow=extractDBSCAN(opH, Hcutlow)
      mydatH=cbind(mydatH[,1:3], resHlow$cluster, resHlow$order,resHlow$reachdist,resHlow$coredist)
      Halphap=aH$triang[which(aH$triang[,9]==2),]
      Halphapt=t(Halphap[,1:3])
      
      centroidsVv=vector()
      locnoh=vector()
      cnndh=vector()
      ckeep=vector()
      diaH=vector()
      
      hclustno=unique(mydatH[,4])
      hcno=max(mydatH[,4])
      
      clusthno=0
      if(hcno>0){
        for(i in 1:hcno){
          nclusth=length(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1])
          if(nclusth>16){
            diax=c(max(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1]))-min(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1])))
            diay=c(max(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2]))-min(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2])))
            diaH=c(diaH,median(diax,diay))
            cnnd=knn.dist(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1:3],k=1)
            cnndh=c(cnndh,median(cnnd))
            locnoh=c(locnoh,nclusth)
            
chinfo=c(paste0("Homer",i),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1]),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2]),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),3]))

            centroidsVv=rbind(centroidsVv,chinfo)
            clusthno=clusthno+1
            ckeep=c(ckeep,i)
          }
        }
        
        c2keep=mydatH[,4]%in%ckeep
        ConcatHcout=mydatH[-which(c2keep==TRUE),1:3]
        outcnoh=nrow(ConcatHcout)
        outcnndh=knnx.dist(mydatH[,1:3],ConcatHcout,k=2)
        outcnndh=median(outcnndh[,2])
        
        locnohrat=locnoh/Hn
        cnndhrat=outcnndh/cnndh
      }  
      
      #ROI Bsn and Homer1 nanocluster info
      bno=length(ckeepv)
      hcno=length(ckeep)
      if(hcno>0){
        hna=vector()
        hna[hcno]=NA
        centroidsVv=cbind(centroidsVv,locnoh,diaH,locnohrat,cnndh,cnndhrat,hna,hna)
      } else {
        centroidsVv=c("Homer", centH,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA)
      }
      if(bno>0){
        bna=vector()
        bna[bno]=NA
        centroidsV=cbind(centroidsV,locnov,diav,locrat,cnndv,cnndrat,bna,bna)
      } else {
        centroidsV=c("Bassoon", centH,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA)
      }
      
     
      
      centroidsVr=rbind(centroidsV,centroidsVv)
      centroidsVr=as.data.table(centroidsVr)
      names=c("Cluster","x [nm]", "y [nm]","z [nm]", "Loc. no.", "NC diameter [nm]","Loc NC/out ratio","NC nnd [nm]", "NC/out nnd ratio", "SV 
nnd [nm]", "SV dist. to Hmr node [nm]")
      setnames(centroidsVr,names)
      centroidsVtable=paste0(clusterexp,"/","Info",basename(Clusterfiles[filen]))
      write.delim(centroidsVr,centroidsVtable, sep ="/t")
      
      #Homer1 ellipse
      Hellihull=ellipsoidhull(mydatH[,1:3],tol = 1000)
      Haxes=ellipse3d.axes(Hellihull$cov, centre = Hellihull$loc)
      rgl.close()
      
      #translation to origin
      mydatVx=rbind(cbind(mydatV[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],mydatV[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],mydatV[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3]),c(centv[1]-
Hellihull$loc[1],centv[2]-Hellihull$loc[2],centv[3]-Hellihull$loc[3]))
      mydatHx=cbind(mydatH[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],mydatH[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],mydatH[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3])
      Haxesx=cbind(Haxes[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],Haxes[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],Haxes[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3])
      
      ##rotation around z axis (xycoordinat rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-Haxesx[6,1:2])



      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      if(Haxesx[6,2]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
      
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,1]=mydatVx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,2]*sin(angle)
      mydatVx1[,2]=mydatVx[,2]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,1]=mydatHx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,2]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,2]=mydatHx[,2]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,1]=Haxesx[,1]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,2]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,2]=Haxesx[,2]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      ##rotation around y axis (xz coordinate rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-c(Haxesx[6,1],Haxesx[6,3]))
      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      if(Haxesx[6,3]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,1]=(mydatVx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,3]*sin(angle))
      mydatVx1[,3]=(mydatVx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,1]*sin(angle))
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,1]=mydatHx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,3]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,3]=mydatHx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,1]=Haxesx[,1]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,3]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,3]=Haxesx[,3]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      ##rotation around x axis (yz coordinate rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-c(Haxesx[2,2],Haxesx[2,3]))
      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      
      if(Haxesx[2,3]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
      
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,2]=(mydatVx[,2]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,3]*sin(angle))
      mydatVx1[,3]=(mydatVx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,2]*sin(angle))
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,2]=mydatHx[,2]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,3]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,3]=mydatHx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,2]*sin(angle)
      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,2]=Haxesx[,2]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,3]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,3]=Haxesx[,3]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,2]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      xval=abs(mydatVx[length(mydatVx[,1]),1])
      centvrot=mydatVx[length(mydatVx[,1]),]
      mydatVx=mydatVx[1:length(mydatVx[,1])-1,]
      
      #loc chunk for gaussian analysis
      datchunkV=mydatVx[which(-100<mydatVx[,2]&mydatVx[,2]<100),1]
      if(length(datchunkV)<2)next()
      datchunkH=mydatHx[which(-100<mydatHx[,2]&mydatHx[,2]<100),1]
      if(length(datchunkH)<2)next()
      chunkinfo=rbind(cbind(datchunkV,1),cbind(datchunkH,2))
      
      #Gaussian fitting
      Hbin=binning(datchunkH[order(datchunkH)],bw=5)
      Vbin=binning(datchunkV[order(datchunkV)],bw=5)
      
      #hmr peak fit
      x <- Hbin$mids
      f <- function(par)
      {
        m <- par[1]
        sd <- par[2]
        k <- par[3]
        rhat <- k * exp(-0.5 * ((x - m)/sd)^2)
        sum((Hbin$counts - rhat)^2)
      }
      
      resfith=optim(c(mean(datchunkH), 20, 10), f, method="BFGS", control=list(reltol=1e-9))
      v=resfith$par
      Rhmr=Rsqrgauss(cbind(Hbin$mids,Hbin$counts),mean(Hbin$counts),v)
      if(Rhmr>1)Rhmr=2-Rhmr



      
      if(Rhmr<0.75) next()
      
      #bsn peak fit
      x <- Vbin$mids
      f <- function(par)
      {
        m <- par[1]
        sd <- par[2]
        k <- par[3]
        rhat <- k * exp(-0.5 * ((x - m)/sd)^2)
        sum((Vbin$counts - rhat)^2)
      }
      resfitb=optim(c(mean(datchunkV), 20, 10), f, method="BFGS", control=list(reltol=1e-9))
      v=resfitb$par
      Rbsn=Rsqrgauss(cbind(Vbin$mids,Vbin$counts),mean(Vbin$counts),v)
      if(Rbsn>1)Rbsn=2-Rbsn
      
      clusteriexp=paste0(clusterexp,"/", "gausslocs",filen,".xls")
      write_delim(as.data.frame(chunkinfo),clusteriexp,delim = "\t")
      
      ptop=abs(resfitb$par[1]-resfith$par[1])
      plot(x=c(Vbin$mids,Hbin$mids),y=c(Vbin$counts,Hbin$counts),main = ptop)
      newhlen=max(mydatHx[,2])-min(mydatHx[,2])
      newhdepth=4.71*resfith$par[2]
      newhwidth=max(mydatHx[,3])-min(mydatHx[,3])
      
      newblen=max(mydatVx[,2])-min(mydatVx[,2])
      newbdepth=4.71*resfitb$par[2]
      newbwidth=max(mydatVx[,3])-min(mydatVx[,3])
      
      #Homer1 alpha translation along ellipse axes
      
      #Homer1 bbox projection
      if(centvrot[1]>0) rad=124 else rad=-124
      EBsn=rbind(c(rad,max(mydatHx[,2]),0),c(rad,min(mydatHx[,2]),0),c(rad,0,max(mydatHx[,3])),c(rad,0,min(mydatHx[,3])),c(rad+
(newhdepth/2)+20,0,0),c(rad-(newhdepth/2)-20,0,0))
      plengthax=dist(EBsn[1:2,])*0.05
      pwidthax=dist(EBsn[3:4,])*0.05
      pdepthax=dist(EBsn[5:6,])*0.05
      EBsn=rbind(c(rad,max(mydatHx[,2])+plengthax,0),c(rad,min(mydatHx[,2])-
plengthax,0),c(rad,0,max(mydatHx[,3])+pwidthax),c(rad,0,min(mydatHx[,3])-pwidthax),c(rad+(newhdepth/2)+20,0,0),c(rad-(newhdepth/2)-20,0,0))
      
      #Bounding box
      centaxes=c(rad, 0, 0)
      AxeX=EBsn[1:2,]
      projtop=EBsn[3:6,]
      Boxpoints=vector()
      Boxproj=vector()
      interpoints=vector()
      
      #AxeX point projection to Axes plane 
      for(i in 1:2) {
        Norm=c((centaxes[1]-projtop[i,1]),(centaxes[2]-projtop[i,2]),(centaxes[3]-projtop[i,3]))
        dplane=Norm[1]*projtop[i,1] + Norm[2]*projtop[i,2] + Norm[3]*projtop[i,3]
        plane=c(Norm, dplane)
        t=as.numeric((dplane-(AxeX[1,1]*Norm[1])-(AxeX[1,2]*Norm[2])-(AxeX[1,3]*Norm[3]))/((Norm[1]^2)+(Norm[2]^2)+(Norm[3]^2)))
        bpoint1=c((AxeX[1,1]+t*Norm[1]),(AxeX[1,2]+t*Norm[2]),(AxeX[1,3]+t*Norm[3]))
        bpoint2=c((AxeX[2,1]+t*Norm[1]),(AxeX[2,2]+t*Norm[2]),(AxeX[2,3]+t*Norm[3]))
        Boxproj=rbind(Boxproj,bpoint1,bpoint2)
      }
      Boxpoints=Boxproj
      
      #Bbox area
      lengthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[1:2,]))/1000
      widthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[3:4,]))/1000
      depthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[5:6,]))/1000
      hmrarea=lengthax*widthax
      bboxvol=lengthax*widthax*depthax
      
      
      for(i in 3:4){
        bpoints=Boxproj
        Norm=c((centaxes[1]-projtop[i,1]),(centaxes[2]-projtop[i,2]),(centaxes[3]-projtop[i,3]))
        dplane=Norm[1]*projtop[i,1] + Norm[2]*projtop[i,2] + Norm[3]*projtop[i,3]
        plane=c(Norm, dplane)
        t=as.numeric((dplane-(AxeX[1,1]*Norm[1])-(AxeX[1,2]*Norm[2])-(AxeX[1,3]*Norm[3]))/((Norm[1]^2)+(Norm[2]^2)+(Norm[3]^2)))
        trans=c(t*Norm[1],t*Norm[2],t*Norm[3])
        bpoints[,1]=Boxproj[,1]+trans[1]
        bpoints[,2]=Boxproj[,2]+trans[2]   
        bpoints[,3]=Boxproj[,3]+trans[3] 
        interpoints=rbind(interpoints,bpoints)
        Boxpoints=rbind(Boxpoints,bpoints)
      }
      # Boxpoints=rbind(Boxpoints,EBsn)
      boxa=ashape3d(Boxpoints,alpha=10000, pert = TRUE)
      btri=boxa$triang
      btrit=t(btri[which(btri[,9]==2),1:3])
      
      #Test of Bsn locs within bbox
      cinBa=inashape3d(boxa,indexAlpha = 1, mydatVx[,1:3])
      cinBano=(length(cinBa)-length(cinBa[which(cinBa==FALSE)]))*100/length(cinBa)
      
      open3d()
      rgl.points(mydatVx[,1:3],col="red",alpha=0.4,size=5)
      rgl.points(mydatHx[,1:3],col="chartreuse4",alpha=0.4,size=5)
      rgl.triangles(Boxpoints[btrit,],col="black",alpha=0.3)
      segments3d(Haxesx)
      
      #Summary of Homer and Vamp2 object metrics
      Objdat=c(basename(Clusterfiles[filen]),Rhmr,Rbsn,cinBano,ptop,knn.dist(rbind(centH,centv),k=1)[1],xval, VolmainV, Vn, VolH,Hn,lengthax, 
widthax, depthax,bboxvol,newhlen,newhwidth,newhdepth,newblen,newbwidth,newbdepth)
      if(bno==0)   Objdat=c(Objdat,0, NA,outcnnd, NA,NA) else Objdat=c(Objdat,bno, median(diav),median(locrat),outcnnd, median(cnndrat)) 



      if(hcno==0)  Objdat=c(Objdat,0, NA,outcnndh, NA,NA) else Objdat=c(Objdat,hcno, median(diaH),median(locnohrat),outcnndh, median(cnndhrat))
      
      Objsumm=rbind(Objsumm,Objdat)
    
      ijstat=trunc(filen*100/flength)
      setWinProgressBar(pb,ijstat, title=paste0("Blind directory ",bd,"of",blength),label = paste0(ijstat,"% of ",blindfold,"/",Bno))
      
    } ##end file loop
    
    Objsumm=as.data.table(Objsumm)
    names=c("ROI","Hmr fit R2","Bsn fit R2","Bsn locs in bbox", "peak to peak distance","centroid distances","centroid xval dist", "Bassoon 
Volume", "Bassoon Loc no.","Homer1 Volume","Hmr Loc. no.","Homer bbox length (nm)", "Homer bbox width (nm)","Homer Bbox depth (nm)", "Homer 
bbox volume (µm3)","newhlen","newhwidth","newhdepth","newblen","newbwidth","newbdepth","Bsn nc no.","median Bnc diameter","median 
Bncloc.no./total","extra Bnc nnd","median Bnc extrannd/ncnnd", "Homer1 cluster no.", "median Hmr nc diameter", "median Hmr ncloc.no./total", 
"Hmr extra nc nnd","median Hmr extrannd/ncnnd")
    setnames(Objsumm,names)
    objexp=paste0(exportdir,"/","Objects",basename(as.character(Btable[blindfold,2])),".xls")
    write.delim(Objsumm,objexp, sep ="\t")
  }#end blind folder loop
}#end Blind directory loop

cpb=close(pb)
print("Done")
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4.  Clustering of Vamp2-Homer1 appositions and synaptic 

vesicle identification 

  



##Libraries
library(dbscan)
library(rgl)
library(alphashape3d)
library(FNN)
library(geometry)
library(data.table)
library(heplots)
library(cluster)
library(readr)
library(svDialogs)
library(caroline)
library(stats)
library(bda)
library(xlsx)

#Variables
set.seed(23)
mpts=10
epsi=500
# alpha=30

#Functions
sqr=function(x){
  y=x*x
  return(y)
}
Rsqrgauss=function(x,mn,param){#param are parameters of gaussian function (mean, sd, and variance)
  valx=x[,2]-mn
  valfity=(param[3]*exp(-1/2*(x[,1]-param[1])^2/param[2]^2))-mn
  y=sum(sqr(valfity))/sum(sqr(valx))
  return(y)
}

Bdir="D:/Maureen/STORM/2colorVamp2Hmr/Vamp2-Homer1 DZcal/BlindedDirectories.xlsx"
BlindDirs=as.vector(read.xlsx(Bdir,1,header = FALSE))
blength=length(BlindDirs[,1])
Btabledir=as.character(BlindDirs[,])

pb=winProgressBar(title=paste0("Blind directory ",1,"of",blength),label =paste0("0% of 0"), min=0, max=100,initial=0)

for(bd in 1:blength){
  #Method
  Btablefile=paste(Btabledir[bd],"Blindtable.xls",sep = "/")
  Btable=read.delim(Btablefile)
  Bno=nrow(Btable)
  
  exportdir=paste(Btabledir[bd],"Analysis", sep="/")
  
  dirrename=dir.exists(exportdir)
  
  while(dirrename==TRUE){
    exportdir=paste0(exportdir,"New")
    dirrename=dir.exists(exportdir)
  }
  dir.create(exportdir)
  
  Clusterdir=paste(exportdir,"ClusterInfo", sep="/")
  dir.create(Clusterdir)
  
  for(blindfold in 1:Bno){ #start ROI folder loop
    
    Objsumm=vector()
    Anasumm=vector()
    
    ROIdir=as.character(Btable[blindfold,1])
    ROIdir=paste0(Btabledir[bd],"/",ROIdir,"/",ROIdir,"Clusters")
    Clusterfiles=list.files(ROIdir, all.files = FALSE, full.names = TRUE, include.dirs = FALSE)
    nofull=length(grep("full.xls",Clusterfiles))
    if(nofull!=0) Clusterfiles=Clusterfiles[-grep("full.xls",Clusterfiles)]
    flength=length(Clusterfiles)
    
    expname=basename(as.character(Btable[blindfold,2]))
    clusterexp=paste0(Clusterdir,"/", expname,"Clusters")
    dir.create(clusterexp)
    
    for(filen in 1:flength) { ##start file loop
      
      mydat=read.delim(Clusterfiles[filen],sep="\t")
      mydatV=as.matrix(mydat[which(mydat[,4]==1),1:3])
      mydatH=as.matrix(mydat[which(mydat[,4]==2),1:3])
      
      #Cross-talk substraction
      Hdist=knn.dist(mydatH, k=10)[,10]
      Bdist=knn.dist(mydatV,k=10)[,10]
      
      Hcut=median(Hdist)+mad(Hdist)
      Vcut=median(Bdist)+mad(Bdist)
      
      BtH=knnx.dist(mydatH[,1:3],mydatV[,1:3],k=10)[,10]
      HtB=knnx.dist(mydatV[,1:3],mydatH[,1:3],k=10)[,10]
      
      Hxt=HtB/Hdist
      Bxt=BtH/Bdist
      
      mydatH=mydatH[which(Hxt>1),]
      mydatV=mydatV[which(Bxt>1),]
      
      Hdb=dbscan(mydatH,Hcut,minPts = 10)
      maxref=max(Hdb$cluster)
      num=0
      for(i in 1:maxref){



        no=length(which(Hdb$cluster==i))
        stat=no-num
        if(stat>0){
          num=no
          clust=i
        }
      }
      mydatH=mydatH[which(Hdb$cluster==clust),]
      
      Vdb=dbscan(mydatV,Vcut,minPts = 10)
      maxref=max(Vdb$cluster)
      num=0
      for(i in 1:maxref){
        no=length(which(Vdb$cluster==i))
        stat=no-num
        if(stat>0){
          num=no
          clust=i
        }
      }
      mydatV=mydatV[which(Vdb$cluster==clust),]
      
      centv=c(mean(mydatV[,1]),mean(mydatV[,2]),mean(mydatV[,3]))
      centH=c(mean(mydatH[,1]),mean(mydatH[,2]),mean(mydatH[,3]))
      
      #Homer1 ellipse
      Hellihull=ellipsoidhull(mydatH[,1:3],tol = 1000)
      Haxes=ellipse3d.axes(Hellihull$cov, centre = Hellihull$loc)
      rgl.close()
      
      #translation to origin
      mydatVx=rbind(cbind(mydatV[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],mydatV[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],mydatV[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3]),c(centv[1]-
Hellihull$loc[1],centv[2]-Hellihull$loc[2],centv[3]-Hellihull$loc[3]))
      mydatHx=cbind(mydatH[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],mydatH[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],mydatH[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3])
      Haxesx=cbind(Haxes[,1]-Hellihull$loc[1],Haxes[,2]-Hellihull$loc[2],Haxes[,3]-Hellihull$loc[3])
      
      ##rotation around z axis (xycoordinate rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-Haxesx[6,1:2])
      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      if(Haxesx[6,2]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
      
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,1]=mydatVx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,2]*sin(angle)
      mydatVx1[,2]=mydatVx[,2]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,1]=mydatHx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,2]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,2]=mydatHx[,2]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,1]=Haxesx[,1]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,2]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,2]=Haxesx[,2]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      ##rotation around y axis (xz coordinate rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-c(Haxesx[6,1],Haxesx[6,3]))
      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      if(Haxesx[6,3]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
     
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,1]=(mydatVx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,3]*sin(angle))
      mydatVx1[,3]=(mydatVx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,1]*sin(angle))
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,1]=mydatHx[,1]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,3]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,3]=mydatHx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,1]=Haxesx[,1]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,3]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,3]=Haxesx[,3]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,1]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      ##rotation around x axis (yz coordinate rotation)
      vAC=as.vector(0-c(Haxesx[2,2],Haxesx[2,3]))
      vCO=as.vector(c(1,0))
      
      if(Haxesx[2,3]<0){
        angle=2*pi-acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      } else {
        angle=acos(dot(vAC,vCO)/(knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vAC),k=1)[1]*knn.dist(rbind(c(0,0),vCO),k=1)[1]))
      }
      
      mydatVx1=mydatVx
      mydatVx1[,2]=(mydatVx[,2]*cos(angle)-mydatVx[,3]*sin(angle))
      mydatVx1[,3]=(mydatVx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatVx[,2]*sin(angle))
      
      mydatHx1=mydatHx
      mydatHx1[,2]=mydatHx[,2]*cos(angle)-mydatHx[,3]*sin(angle)
      mydatHx1[,3]=mydatHx[,3]*cos(angle)+mydatHx[,2]*sin(angle)



      
      Haxesx1=Haxesx
      Haxesx1[,2]=Haxesx[,2]*cos(angle)-Haxesx[,3]*sin(angle)
      Haxesx1[,3]=Haxesx[,3]*cos(angle)+Haxesx[,2]*sin(angle)
      
      mydatVx=mydatVx1
      mydatHx=mydatHx1
      Haxesx=Haxesx1
      
      xval=abs(mydatVx[length(mydatVx[,1]),1])
      centvrot=mydatVx[length(mydatVx[,1]),]
      mydatVx=mydatVx[1:length(mydatVx[,1])-1,]
      
      
      #loc chunk for gaussian analysis
      datchunkH=mydatHx[which(-100<mydatHx[,2]&mydatHx[,2]<100),1]
      chunkinfo=datchunkH
      
      #Gaussian fitting
      Hbin=binning(datchunkH[order(datchunkH)],bw=5)
      
      #hmr peak fit
      x <- Hbin$mids
      f <- function(par)
      {
        m <- par[1]
        sd <- par[2]
        k <- par[3]
        rhat <- k * exp(-0.5 * ((x - m)/sd)^2)
        sum((Hbin$counts - rhat)^2)
      }
      
      resfith=optim(c(mean(datchunkH), 20, 10), f, method="BFGS", control=list(reltol=1e-9))
      v=resfith$par
      Rhmr=Rsqrgauss(cbind(Hbin$mids,Hbin$counts),mean(Hbin$counts),v)
      if(Rhmr>1)Rhmr=2-Rhmr
      
      if(Rhmr<0.75) next()
      
      newhlen=max(mydatHx[,2])-min(mydatHx[,2])
      newhdepth=4.71*resfith$par[2]
      newhwidth=max(mydatHx[,3])-min(mydatHx[,3])
      
      mydatH=mydatHx
      mydatV=mydatVx
      Haxes=Haxesx
      
      #Vamp2 main cluster info
      aV=ashape3d(mydatV[,1:3],alpha=1)
      calpha=2*mean(aV$triang[,6])
      aV=ashape3d(mydatV[,1:3],alpha=calpha)
      VolmainV=volume_ashape3d(aV)
      Vn=nrow(mydatV)
      Vdens=Vn/(VolmainV/1000000000)
      # if(Vdens<30000) next()
      # if(Vdens>50000) next()
      
      #Homer1 main Cluster info
      aH=ashape3d(mydatH[,1:3],alpha=1)
      calpha=2*mean(aH$triang[,6])
      aH=ashape3d(mydatH[,1:3],alpha=calpha)
      VolH=volume_ashape3d(aH)
      Hn=nrow(mydatH)
      Hdens=Hn/(VolH/1000000000)
      
      #Vamp2 nc cluster determination
      Vx=mydatV[,1]
      Vy=mydatV[,2]
      Vz=mydatV[,3]
      lrand=0
      repeat{
        if(lrand>=Vn)break
        randx=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vx), max= max(Vx) )
        randy=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vy), max= max(Vy) )
        randz=runif(Vn*20, min = min(Vz), max= max(Vz) )
        randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
        inaV=inashape3d(aV, indexAlpha = 1, randdist[,1:3])
        randdist=cbind(randdist,inaV)
        randdist=randdist[which(randdist[,4]==TRUE),]
        lrand=length(randdist[,1])
      }
      randdist=randdist[1:Vn,]
      oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
      randreachmed=median(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
      randreachmad=mad(oprand$coredist[which(oprand$coredist!=Inf)])
      vcutlow=randreachmed-(3*randreachmad)
      opvrandlow=extractDBSCAN(oprand, vcutlow)
      opv=optics(mydatV[,1:3], epsi, minPts = mpts)
      resvlow=extractDBSCAN(opv, vcutlow)
      mydatV=cbind(mydatV, resvlow$cluster, resvlow$order,resvlow$reachdist,resvlow$coredist)
      
      centroidsV=vector()
      ckeepv=vector()
      locnov=vector()
      cnndv=vector()
      diav=vector()
      vno=max(mydatV[,4])
      
      for(i in 1:vno){
        nclust=length(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2])
        if(nclust>15) {
          diax=c(max(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1])-min(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1]))
          diay=c(max(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2])-min(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2]))



          cnnd=knn.dist(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1:3],k=1)
          cnndv=c(cnndv,median(cnnd))
          locnov=c(locnov,nclust)
          cV=c(i,mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),1]),mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),2]),mean(mydatV[which(mydatV[,4]==i),3]))
          diav=c(diav,median(diax,diay))
          centroidsV=rbind(centroidsV,cV)
          ckeepv=c(ckeepv,i)
        } 
      }
      if(length(ckeepv)<13) next()
      
      c2keepv=mydatV[,4]%in%ckeepv
      ConcatVcout=mydatV[-which(c2keepv==TRUE),1:3]
      outcno=nrow(ConcatVcout)
      outcnnd=knnx.dist(mydatV[,1:3],ConcatVcout,k=2)
      
      outcnnd=median(outcnnd[,2])
      locrat=locnov/Vn
      cnndrat=outcnnd/cnndv
      centroidsdist=knn.dist(centroidsV[,2:4], k=12)
      centroidsdist=apply(centroidsdist, MARGIN = 1,FUN = function(x) median(x))
      
      vclustno=length(ckeepv)
      medcentdist=median(centroidsdist)
      
      #Homer1 nanocluster determination
      Hx=mydatH[,1]
      Hy=mydatH[,2]
      Hz=mydatH[,3]
      lrand=0
      repeat{
        if(lrand>=Hn)break
        randx=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hx), max= max(Hx) )
        randy=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hy), max= max(Hy) )
        randz=runif(Hn*20, min = min(Hz), max= max(Hz) )
        randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
        inaH=inashape3d(aH, indexAlpha = 1, randdist[,1:3])
        randdist=cbind(randdist,inaH)
        randdist=randdist[which(randdist[,4]==TRUE),]
        lrand=length(randdist[,1])
      }
      randdist=randdist[1:Hn,]
      oprand=optics(randdist, epsi, minPts = mpts)
      randreachmed=median(oprand$reachdist[-which(oprand$reachdist==Inf)])
      randreachmad=mad(oprand$reachdist[-which(oprand$reachdist==Inf)])
      Hcutlow=randreachmed-(3*randreachmad)
      opH=optics(mydatH[,1:3], epsi, minPts = mpts)
      resHlow=extractDBSCAN(opH, Hcutlow)
      mydatH=cbind(mydatH[,1:3], resHlow$cluster, resHlow$order,resHlow$reachdist,resHlow$coredist)
      Halphap=aH$triang[which(aH$triang[,9]==2),]
      Halphapt=t(Halphap[,1:3])
      
      centroidsVv=vector()
      locnoh=vector()
      cnndh=vector()
      ckeep=vector()
      diaH=vector()
      
      hclustno=unique(mydatH[,4])
      hcno=max(mydatH[,4])
      
      clusthno=0
      if(hcno>0){
        for(i in 1:hcno){
          nclusth=length(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1])
          if(nclusth>15){
            diax=c(max(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1]))-min(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1])))
            diay=c(max(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2]))-min(c(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2])))
            diaH=c(diaH,median(diax,diay))
            cnnd=knn.dist(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1:3],k=1)
            cnndh=c(cnndh,median(cnnd))
            locnoh=c(locnoh,nclusth)
            
chinfo=c(paste0("Homer",i),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),1]),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),2]),median(mydatH[which(mydatH[,4]==i),3]))

            centroidsVv=rbind(centroidsVv,chinfo)
            clusthno=clusthno+1
            ckeep=c(ckeep,i)
          }
        }
        
        c2keep=mydatH[,4]%in%ckeep
        ConcatHcout=mydatH[-which(c2keep==TRUE),1:3]
        outcnoh=nrow(ConcatHcout)
        outcnndh=knnx.dist(mydatH[,1:3],ConcatHcout,k=2)
        outcnndh=median(outcnndh[,2])
        
        locnohrat=locnoh/Hn
        cnndhrat=outcnndh/cnndh
      }  
      
      #Homer1 bbox projection
      if(centvrot[1]>0) rad=125 else rad=-125
      EBsn=rbind(c(rad,max(mydatHx[,2]),0),c(rad,min(mydatHx[,2]),0),c(rad,0,max(mydatHx[,3])),c(rad,0,min(mydatHx[,3])),c(rad+
(newhdepth/2)+20,0,0),c(rad-(newhdepth/2)-20,0,0))
      plengthax=dist(EBsn[1:2,])*0.05
      pwidthax=dist(EBsn[3:4,])*0.05
      pdepthax=dist(EBsn[5:6,])*0.05
      EBsn=rbind(c(rad,max(mydatHx[,2])+plengthax,0),c(rad,min(mydatHx[,2])-
plengthax,0),c(rad,0,max(mydatHx[,3])+pwidthax),c(rad,0,min(mydatHx[,3])-pwidthax),c(rad+((newhdepth+pdepthax)/2)+20,0,0),c(rad-
((newhdepth+pdepthax)/2)-20,0,0))
      
      #Bounding box



      centaxes=c(rad, 0, 0)
      AxeX=EBsn[1:2,]
      projtop=EBsn[3:6,]
      Boxpoints=vector()
      Boxproj=vector()
      interpoints=vector()
      
      #AxeX point projection to Axes plane 
      for(i in 1:2) {
        Norm=c((centaxes[1]-projtop[i,1]),(centaxes[2]-projtop[i,2]),(centaxes[3]-projtop[i,3]))
        dplane=Norm[1]*projtop[i,1] + Norm[2]*projtop[i,2] + Norm[3]*projtop[i,3]
        plane=c(Norm, dplane)
        t=as.numeric((dplane-(AxeX[1,1]*Norm[1])-(AxeX[1,2]*Norm[2])-(AxeX[1,3]*Norm[3]))/((Norm[1]^2)+(Norm[2]^2)+(Norm[3]^2)))
        bpoint1=c((AxeX[1,1]+t*Norm[1]),(AxeX[1,2]+t*Norm[2]),(AxeX[1,3]+t*Norm[3]))
        bpoint2=c((AxeX[2,1]+t*Norm[1]),(AxeX[2,2]+t*Norm[2]),(AxeX[2,3]+t*Norm[3]))
        Boxproj=rbind(Boxproj,bpoint1,bpoint2)
      }
      Boxpoints=Boxproj
      
      #Bbox area
      lengthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[1:2,]))/1000
      widthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[3:4,]))/1000
      depthax=as.numeric(dist(EBsn[5:6,]))/1000
      hmrarea=lengthax*widthax
      bboxvol=lengthax*widthax*depthax
      
      
      for(i in 3:4){
        bpoints=Boxproj
        Norm=c((centaxes[1]-projtop[i,1]),(centaxes[2]-projtop[i,2]),(centaxes[3]-projtop[i,3]))
        dplane=Norm[1]*projtop[i,1] + Norm[2]*projtop[i,2] + Norm[3]*projtop[i,3]
        plane=c(Norm, dplane)
        t=as.numeric((dplane-(AxeX[1,1]*Norm[1])-(AxeX[1,2]*Norm[2])-(AxeX[1,3]*Norm[3]))/((Norm[1]^2)+(Norm[2]^2)+(Norm[3]^2)))
        trans=c(t*Norm[1],t*Norm[2],t*Norm[3])
        bpoints[,1]=Boxproj[,1]+trans[1]
        bpoints[,2]=Boxproj[,2]+trans[2]   
        bpoints[,3]=Boxproj[,3]+trans[3] 
        interpoints=rbind(interpoints,bpoints)
        Boxpoints=rbind(Boxpoints,bpoints)
      }
      # Boxpoints=rbind(Boxpoints,EBsn)
      boxa=ashape3d(Boxpoints,alpha=10000, pert = TRUE)
      btri=boxa$triang
      btrit=t(btri[which(btri[,9]==2),1:3])
      
      
      #Test of SV within bbox
      cinBa=inashape3d(boxa,indexAlpha = 1, centroidsV[,2:4])
      cinBano=(length(cinBa)-length(cinBa[which(cinBa==FALSE)]))
      
      #SV randomization
      randseeds=trunc(runif(10,min=1,max=100))
      randinterdist=vector()
      randinbbox=vector()
      for(rn in 1:10){
        set.seed(randseeds[rn])
        Vx=mydatVx[,1]
        Vy=mydatVx[,2]
        Vz=mydatVx[,3]
        lrand=0
        repeat{
          if(lrand>=vclustno)break
          randx=runif(vclustno*20, min = min(Vx), max= max(Vx) )
          randy=runif(vclustno*20, min = min(Vy), max= max(Vy) )
          randz=runif(vclustno*20, min = min(Vz), max= max(Vz) )
          randdist=cbind(randx,randy,randz)
          inaV=inashape3d(aV, indexAlpha = 1, randdist[,1:3])
          randdist=randdist[which(inaV==TRUE),]
          randknn=knn.dist(randdist,k=1)
          randdist=randdist[which(randknn>35),]
          lrand=length(randdist[,1])
        }
        randdist=randdist[1:vclustno,]
        randknn=knn.dist(randdist,k=10)
        randknn=apply(randknn, MARGIN = 1,FUN = function(x) median(x))
        randknn=median(randknn)
        randinterdist=c(randinterdist,randknn)
        
        randinBa=inashape3d(boxa,indexAlpha = 1, randdist)
        randinBano=(length(randinBa)-length(randinBa[which(randinBa==FALSE)]))
        randinbbox=c(randinbbox,randinBano)
      }
      medrandinterdist=median(randinterdist)
      medrandinbbox=median(randinbbox)
      maxrandinbbox=max(randinbbox)
      if(maxrandinbbox==0) next()
      
      #ROI Vamp2 and Homer1 nanocluster info
      centroidsV=cbind(centroidsV,locnov,diav,locrat,cnndv,cnndrat,centroidsdist)
      hcno=length(ckeep)
      if(hcno>0){
        hna=vector()
        hna[hcno]=NA
        centroidsVv=cbind(centroidsVv,locnoh,diaH,locnohrat,cnndh,cnndhrat,hna)
      } else {
        centroidsVv=c("Homer", centH,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA)
      }
      centroidsVr=rbind(centroidsV,centroidsVv)
      centroidsVr=as.data.table(centroidsVr)
      names=c("Cluster","x [nm]", "y [nm]","z [nm]", "Loc. no.", "NC diameter [nm]","Loc NC/out ratio","NC nnd [nm]", "NC/out nnd ratio", "SV 
nnd [nm]")
      setnames(centroidsVr,names)
      centroidsVtable=paste0(clusterexp,"/","Info",basename(Clusterfiles[filen]))



      write.delim(centroidsVr,centroidsVtable, sep ="\t")
      
      clusteriexp=paste0(clusterexp,"/", "gausslocs",filen,".xls")
      write_delim(as.data.frame(chunkinfo),clusteriexp,delim = "\t")
      
      
      #Summary of Homer and Vamp2 object metrics
      Objdat=c(basename(Clusterfiles[filen]),Rhmr,cinBano,cinBano/bboxvol, vclustno, VolmainV, Vn,Vdens, 
VolH,Hn,Hdens,bboxvol,newhlen,newhwidth,newhdepth,median(diav),median(locrat),outcnnd, 
median(cnndrat),medcentdist,medrandinterdist,medrandinbbox,maxrandinbbox)
      if(hcno==0)  Objdat=c(Objdat,0, NA,outcnndh, NA,NA) else Objdat=c(Objdat,length(ckeep), median(diaH),median(locnohrat),outcnndh, 
median(cnndhrat))
      
      Objsumm=rbind(Objsumm,Objdat)
      ijstat=trunc(filen*100/flength)
      setWinProgressBar(pb,ijstat, title=paste0("Blind directory ",bd,"of",blength),label = paste0(ijstat,"% of ",blindfold,"/",Bno))
    } ##end file loop
    
    if(length(Objsumm)<2)next()
    Objsumm=as.data.table(Objsumm)
    names=c("ROI","Hmr fit R2","SV no. per bbox","SV no. per bbox µm3","SV no.","Vamp2 Volume", "Vamp2 Loc no.","Vamp2 loc. density [/µm3]", 
"Homer1 Volume","Hmr Loc. no.","Hmr loc. density [/µm3]","Homer bbox volume (µm3)","newhlen","newhwidth","newhdepth","median SV 
diameter","median SVloc.no./total","extra SV nnd","median SV extrannd/ncnnd", "median SV k10 dist","med. rand. k10 dist","med. rand. inbbox", 
"max rand. inbbox", "Homer1 cluster no.", "median Hmr nc diameter", "median Hmr ncloc.no./total", "Hmr extra nc nnd","median Hmr 
extrannd/ncnnd")
    setnames(Objsumm,names)
    objexp=paste0(exportdir,"/","Objects",basename(as.character(Btable[blindfold,2])),".xls")
    write.delim(Objsumm,objexp, sep ="\t")
    
  }#end blind folder loop
  
}#end Blind directory loop

cpb=close(pb)
print("Done")
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Résumé 
 

Le développement cérébral est un 

processus complexe qui nécessite une 

plasticité intrinsèque des neurones. Un 

grand nombre d’étapes de ce 

développement requièrent une adaptation 

morphologique des neurones au travers du 

cytosquelette actomyosine. De plus, les 

neurones nécessitent des systèmes de 

signalisations distincts afin de recruter 

différents réseaux neuronaux. Le système 

endocannabinoide (ECS) est l’un de ces 

systèmes, et son récepteur neuronal 

principal, le récepteur cannabinoide de 

type 1 (CB1R), régule des formes 

majeures de plasticité synaptique, bien 

que les mécanismes exacts de 

fonctionnement restent méconnus.  

Plusieurs études ont récemment découvert 

l’importance de CB1R dans le 

développement neuronal. Notre équipe, de 

même, a trouvé que CB1R régule le 

développement neuritique par la 

contraction actomyosine. Plusieurs autres 

systèmes de signalisation connus pour 

leurs effets sur le développement neuronal 

affectent aussi la  plasticité synaptique  au 

travers de l’actomyosine.  Il est donc 

raisonnable d’envisager un rôle potentiel 

de l’actomyosine dans les effets 

synaptiques de CB1R. 

En vérifiant cette hypothèse, nous avons 

trouvé que la contraction actomyosine est 

nécessaire à la l’inhibition de l’exocytose 

des vésicules synaptiques et à la plasticité 

synaptique à long-terme induite par CB1R. 

De plus, en utilisant une technique de 

microscopie de superresolution STORM, 

nous observons que l’activation de CB1R 

induit une restructuration du pool de 

vésicules présynaptique par la contraction 

actomyosine. Ces résultats impliquent que 

CB1R conserve ses effets sur le 

cytosquelette au travers du développement 

neuronal et suggèrent un nouveau 

mécanisme d’action contrôlant la plasticité 

synaptique.  

 

Mots Clés 

CB1R, cannabinoïdes, actomyosine, 

cytosquelette, NMII, ROCK, eCB, plasticité 

synaptique, LTD, STORM 

 

 

Abstract 
 

Brain wiring is a multistep process 

requiring plastic changes of neural 

networks, starting at the single neuron 

level. Virtually all steps require 

morphological adaptation of neural 

processes through actomyosin dynamics. 

Moreover, neurons require distinct 

signaling systems to distinguish different 

neural networks. One such system is the 

endocannabinoid system (ECS), whose 

main neural receptor, the type-1 

cannabinoid receptor (CB1R), is known to 

regulate major forms of synaptic plasticity, 

although the exact mechanisms have yet to 

be elucidated. 

In recent years, a number of studies have 

uncovered CB1R’s importance in various 

steps of neural development. One such 

study from our team found that CB1R 

regulates neurite development and axonal 

pathfinding by inducing the contraction of 

the actomyosin cytoskeleton. Additionally, 

other signaling systems known to affect 

axonal pathfinding have been tied to the 

recruitment of actomyosin during synaptic 

plasticity. This evidence lends credence to 

a potential role for actomyosin contraction 

in the synaptic effects of CB1R. 

By verifying this main working hypothesis, 

we find that actomyosin contraction is 

necessary for the inhibition of synaptic 

vesicle exocytosis under CB1R activation 

in hippocampal cultures. Furthermore, we 

find that inhibiting actomyosin contraction 

virtually abolishes long-term forms of 

CB1R-mediated synaptic plasticity. Finally, 

by using STORM superresolution imaging, 

we find that CB1R activation induces 

nanoscale restructuring of the presynaptic 

vesicle pool in an actomyosin-dependent 

manner. Taken together, these results offer 

evidence for a specific role of presynaptic 

actomyosin contraction during CB1R-

mediated synaptic plasticity, further 

implying a conserved signaling pathway 

downstream of CB1R throughout neural 

development. 
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